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ABSTRACT 

 

The ascent of the current industrial revolution known as Industry 4.0 (I40) or smart 

manufacturing is considerably impacting the manufacturing sector with the utilization of more 

intelligent and advanced practices such as Artificial Intelligence (AI) methods and Machine 

Learning (ML) within factories. The successful implementation of intelligent practices 

promises to significantly increase organization flexibility, improve operations, and increase 

production throughput. Without a doubt, to remain relevant in the competitive market and 

ensure their future growth, manufacturing companies should start actively considering and 

adopting advanced and intelligent I40 solutions for their businesses. 

Manufacturing small and medium-scaled enterprises (SMEs) represent the backbone of several 

countries’ economies, actively supporting jobs creations and contributing to Gross Domestic 

Product (GDP). However, SMEs have been the least appealing in embracing new and advanced 

technological trends within their production processes, mainly due to a lack of appropriate 

practical guidance or solutions customized to their environment and limited resources 

(financial and human) in their organizations. Few of the existing works intending to encourage 

manufacturing SMEs in adopting new technological trends are high-level frameworks, surveys, 

or only tackle the design of advanced technological solutions without incorporating the 

corresponding organizational amendments SMEs need to undergo for a sustainable 

implementation of advanced and innovative solutions.  

Inspired by some of the technical and organizational challenges of manufacturing SMEs, we 

utilize the Design Science Research Methodology (DSRM) to create, illustrate, and assess 

several AI and innovative techniques that increase manufacturing SMEs’ performance. The AI 

concepts and advanced technological methods we design in this study improve several existing 

solutions developed by our predecessors in the research field.  

Our major research contributions are the creation of a practical guide for the application of 

various AI techniques and innovative solutions adapted and optimized for manufacturing 

SMEs such as intelligent predictive maintenance (PM) method, automatic parameter 

configuration for Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA) system, product 

customization framework, robust communication network prototype, and enhanced safety 

response mechanism. We implement various advanced technologies like ML, Time-Sensitive 
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Networking (TSN), speech recognition, and more to empower our innovative solutions. Our 

study is valuable to the SME research field (in academia). It provides new literature that 

combines the design of advanced and optimized technological trends with organization 

structural (business model) changes to promote innovation within SMEs, prompting more 

research in that regard. Since we are motivated by some of the manufacturing SMEs' 

challenges, our research is also useful to the industry as it provides practical solutions that 

manufacturing SMEs can adapt and implement to boost their production processes 

performances.   

 

 

 

Keywords: advanced manufacturing solutions; artificial Intelligence (AI); industry 4.0 (I40); 

innovative business model; machine learning (ML) algorithms; predictive maintenance (PM); 

product customization; safety response mechanism; small and medium-scaled enterprises 

(SMEs); robust network topology.  
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Chapter 1 : INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1. Thesis research background 

 

Industry 4.0 (I40), popularly known as smart manufacturing, designates the current revolution 

in the industrial manufacturing sector, also referred to as the operational technology (OT) 

world, which aims to convert traditional manufacturing production processes into more 

intelligent, autonomous, and advanced systems. When correctly implemented, advanced 

production processes in I40 environments should considerably improve organizations' 

performance and relevance in a growing competitive market. Hence, I40 constitutes a 

promising concept to exploit with huge potential to revolutionize the whole OT sector 

positively (Kiangala & Wang 2020 b). 

The application of I40 within manufacturing factories promotes the intensive utilization of 

several innovative technologies such as big-data (Chen et al. 2014), cyber-physical systems 

(CPS) (Rauch et al. 2016), cloud computing (Chen et al. 2015), embedded technology (Wan et 

al. 2010), augmented reality (AR) and simulation (Romeo et al. 2018), mobile computing 

(Zhang, Y. 2017 and Zhang, D. 2012), industrial wireless networks (Li et al., 2015), Internet 

of things (IoT) (Falkenreck & Wagner, 2017), and artificial intelligence (AI) (Marki, B. et 

al. 2016). Data or information collection is the first enabler and the fuel required to produce 

effective solutions for most of these innovative techniques. Gokalp et al. (2016) states that 

businesses can optimize their production processes and improve their decision-making by 

significantly analyzing production data information. Therefore, data analytics, manipulation, 

and collection is a crucial asset in I40 production systems.  

In the information technology (IT) environment, researchers have favorably achieved data 

collection and manipulation for several centuries. The advent of the AI notion, which gives 

machines the ability to learn, think, and make decisions like human beings, has multiplied the 

creation of powerful IT data-based applications that presently impact our daily lives. Few of 

these applications are prediction functionalities in search engines (product suggestion, product 

recommendation based on previous searches, Google web pages ranking, and much more), 

email automatic spam filtering functions, speech and image processing tasks in software 

applications (Facebook pictures facial recognition, smartphones locking and unlocking 

capabilities, and much more) (Das et al., 2015) (Nayak & Dutta 2017), drones, and autonomous 
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cars. However, the OT environment faced several challenges regarding effective data 

collection, manipulation, and analysis due to the data and protocols uniformity coming from 

different vendors with incompatible formats (proprietary solutions) and possible system 

failures caused by data manipulation. Unlike in the IT environment where system security (data 

confidentiality) is crucial, system availability is a non-negotiable component in the OT world. 

Most system breakdowns in industrial production processes are unacceptable as they can result 

in extreme losses for organizations.   

The integration of AI techniques in manufacturing production processes led to a concept known 

as intelligent manufacturing (IM) (Yao et al. 2017). In 1998, Wright & Bourne (1988) 

presented the first IM approach. Since then, several studies have designed and developed 

advanced IM in system diagnosis, system design, control, and inspection (Teti & Kumara 

1997). A more recent IM trend, boomed by I40 promises, lies in applying machine learning 

(ML), a popular AI branch, and other advanced I40 technologies to develop efficacious tools 

and systems for manufacturing systems. The predictive maintenance (PM) method is one of 

these tools that allow factories to detect and predict system threats before they occur. Various 

researchers applied ML techniques to create a more powerful PM scheme.  Coraddu et al. 

(2014) utilized some ML algorithms to design an improved PM system for gas turbines. Leahy 

et al. (2016) implement ML techniques to create wind turbine predictive maintenance and fault 

detection systems. Susto et al. (2015) developed an ML-PM-based system to support 

semiconductors manufacturing, and Paolanti et al. (2018) focused on implementing ML for 

early fault detection (PM) in manufacturing cutting machines. Apart from its utilization in PM, 

ML has been implemented as a design supporting tool, particularly for accurate parameter 

selection, in various manufacturing systems. Jirdehi & Rezaei (2016) created a parameter 

estimation system for induction machinery using ML. Tessarolo , De Martin, Giulivo et al. 

(2014) and Tessarolo, De Martin, Diffen et al. (2014) designed a parameter prediction system, 

using ML algorithms, to select the appropriate machines (with accurate ratings) for factories. 

Haque (2008) produced a supporting tool for factories (built with ML techniques) to choose 

the most appropriate electrical circuit parameters by inputting their initial requirements. In 

advanced manufacturing sectors, the concept of product and mass customization (MC) has also 

been improved by incorporating various I40 technologies such as cloud computing, IoT, and 

industrial wireless networks, which produce more flexible customization platforms for 

manufacturing systems.  

 

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/author/38468022400
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/author/37543225800
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/author/38468022400
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/author/37085489438
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Jovanovski et al. (2019) and Kiangala & Wang (2018), reported that although manufacturing 

small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) are active contributors to several countries’ 

economic growth worldwide, especially with regards to jobs creations, they are the least 

appealing in implementing advanced innovative techniques such as I40 and AI techniques 

within their production processes. It is mainly due to the required financial, material, and 

human resources, especially in research and development (R&D), for the adoption of new 

technologies that SMEs cannot usually afford. However, by ignoring the vast opportunities, 

new technological trends offer, SMEs set themselves up for limited growth, a high risk of 

failure, and future irrelevance in a competitive market. Instead, they should invest in finding 

different ways and solutions to consider innovative technological trends (Matt et al., 2018). As 

per Ganzarain & Errasti (2016), various manufacturing SMEs interviewed about their lethargy 

in adopting I40 within their organizations suggested creating more practical solutions adapted 

to their environment to guide them through the implementation journey effectively.  

 

Various existing studies conducted for the embracement of I40 and innovative techniques 

within manufacturing SMEs such as Truve et al. 2019; Jovanovski et al. 2019; Dossou 2019, 

Ganta 2020, Rauch et al. 2020, Safar et al. 2020 and Prause 2019, are either surveys, some do 

not provide clear, practical guidance for the implementation of innovative techniques. They 

suggest high-level frameworks and approaches within limited SMEs or others offer practical, 

innovative solutions and ignore guidance on organization modification needed in factories to 

ensure a sustainable application of these innovative techniques. In order to secure a global 

economic advancement, further practical researches and developments in this regard are 

imperative to support the backbone of our countries’ economies, manufacturing SMEs, in 

growing their organizations and production processes through the embracement of new 

technological trends.  

 

In the upcoming chapter sections, we explain the importance of designing more practical SME-

customized AI, I40, and innovative solutions while guiding an adapted organizational structure 

(business model change) that promotes sustainable innovation.  
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1.2. Research problem statement 

 

Most manufacturing SMEs face tremendous challenges with regards to the adoption of 

innovative technological trends such as AI and I40 methods, principally due to the lack of 

practical solutions adapted to their environment and their limited capital to invest in new 

technologies as opposed to large manufacturing organizations. Nevertheless, new and 

innovative technologies can increase organization performances, and SMEs who constitute the 

pillar of the global economy should consider embracing innovative technological methods for 

their production processes to remain apt in an increasingly competitive market. 

Several existing studies conducted on implementing AI, I40, and other innovative technologies 

in manufacturing SMEs are mainly high-level frameworks, advice for readiness assessment, 

design strategies, and surveys. The few existing ones that offer practical methods for these 

innovations with explicit application guidance do not tackle the remodeling aspect of SMEs’ 

organizations (business model amendment) which is crucial to create an innovative culture and 

guarantee the sustainable implementation of innovative techniques within businesses.  

Our research addresses the above problems by developing several practical AI and advanced 

technological methods to guide manufacturing SMEs in I40 environments to adopt innovative 

techniques for the organizations. We design optimized solutions such as predictive 

maintenance, automatic parameter configuration system, robust communication network 

prototype, product customization framework, and safety response mechanism, improved from 

existing techniques, built based on some challenges manufacturing SMEs encounter in their 

environment, and mapped in a conceptual, innovative business model. The proposed 

conceptual business model also displays the organizational changes required to promote an 

innovative culture within businesses and gives indications on several other innovation areas 

that could further improve manufacturing SMEs' performances and operations. 

 

1.3. Thesis research questions 

 

In light of problems manufacturing SMEs are facing for the embracement of innovative 

methods and with regards to solutions we intend to bring through this research, we formulate 

the following research questions: 
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• How can manufacturing SMEs develop an innovative culture in their organizations to 

ease adopting advanced and innovative technological concepts? 

  

• What are some of the current promising innovative methods and tools manufacturing 

factories could consider implementing to increase their performance in an I40 

environment? 

  

• How to optimize and customize some of the existing innovative manufacturing tools or 

processes using AI to produce better results in an SME environment context? 

 

 

1.4. Thesis research aim 

 

Our research aims to develop and implement practical, innovative tools and processes that 

improve the overall performance of SMEs' manufacturing production processes while 

suggesting a small conceptual business model that supports the sustainable application of these 

tools and processes in an I40 environment. We integrate AI methods and advanced 

technological concepts to optimize innovative tools and processes and achieve outstanding 

outcomes. 

 

1.5. Thesis research objectives 

 

Based on our research guiding questions raised in the previous section, we can summarize our 

research objectives as follows: 

• To build a simple conceptual business model that encourages innovation within 

manufacturing SMEs. 

 

We design a simple conceptual business model that promotes the embracement of 

innovative techniques within manufacturing SMEs in an I40 scenario. The conceptual 

business model provides guiding actions to create an innovative culture and displays 

major innovation stakeholders within the SME organization. 
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• To select manufacturing tools and processes to customize for utilization in SMEs 

I40 environment. 

 

We research some of the existing manufacturing processes and tools intended to 

increase production processes performances under I40. These tools and processes are 

data collection and analysis, AR, PM,  the use of intelligent robots as additional 

production workforce, robust network communication infrastructure, decentralized 

control and remote monitoring, digitalization of human resources (HR) and employee 

management system, digitalization of business finances linked to production processes,  

automation of robotic and repetitive operators tasks, product customization, and 

enhanced safety mechanisms. We select some to cover in-depth through this research 

and review them: data collection and analysis, PM, robust network communication 

infrastructure, automation of robotic and repetitive operators’ tasks, product 

customization, and enhanced safety response mechanisms. 

 

• To improve and optimize selected manufacturing tools and processes using AI 

techniques and advanced technological methods. 

 

We implement AI techniques and advanced technological methods to improve and 

optimize SME environments' selected manufacturing processes and tools. 

 

➢ Predictive maintenance: we create an efficient PM framework by using 

convolutional neural network (CNN), an ML algorithm (ML is an AI branch), 

and time-series imaging. 

 

➢ Robust network communication infrastructure: we design a network 

communication prototype by implementing some advanced networking 

technological concepts: time-sensitive networking (TSN), edge computing, and 

network redundancy. 

 

➢ Automation of robotic and repetitive operators’ tasks: we transform a 

traditional SCADA system into an intelligent automatic parameter 

configuration system by integrating ML algorithms. 
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➢ Product customization: we create a product customization framework for 

customers to personalize their product requirements before manufacturing 

starts. We incorporated some ML algorithms to design the production 

customization backend.  

 

➢ Enhanced safety response mechanisms: we develop an enhanced safety 

response mechanism for an autonomous moving robot (AMR) and human 

operators in a factory by utilizing an ML algorithm and speech recognition.  

 

 

1.6. Thesis research originality / contribution 

 

The sustainable implementation of optimized or advanced technological methods such as I40 

concepts or AI solutions in companies depends highly on their organizational structure that 

should encourage innovation (Jovanovski et al. 2019). The rareness of customized technology 

solutions for SMEs discourages them from considering advanced technological trends 

(Kiangala & Wang 2018), and applying innovative technological concepts in a traditional 

organizational structure will most likely fail. Our research originality lies in a combination of 

organizational and technical guidance for manufacturing SMEs. Most researches either focus 

on only covering organizational changes to facilitate the adoption of innovative concepts or 

solely on developing advanced technical solutions for companies. Our research merges 

improvement on these two aspects by suggesting a conceptual business model that promotes 

innovation. We develop optimized technological solutions for manufacturing SMEs and map 

them in the proposed business model. Our conceptual business model also lists several other 

innovative areas (not covered in this research) that could be considered in future research to 

improve manufacturing SMEs' operations. Therefore, our study offers a more holistic solution 

(technical and organizational) and better guidelines to boost the embracement of advanced 

technological methods within SMEs.  

 

1.7. Significance of the research 
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The significance of research refers to its impact in addressing or solving more significant 

problems, improving methods, and contributing to the enrichment of the research field (Kothari 

2004 and Creswell 2013). Our research finds its relevance or significance in the three following 

sectors: 

• In society: SMEs are the backbone of several countries’ economies, contributing to 

increasing their gross domestic product (GDP) and creating jobs for their citizens (The 

World Bank 2021 and Matt & Rauch 2020). Providing them with various possible 

means to increase their performances is an excellent contribution to the whole society. 

Our study proposes several solutions to improve manufacturing SMEs’ operations. 

Moreover, some of our proposed innovative solutions originate from current SMEs’ 

challenges; therefore, we bring relief to existing issues. 

 

• In research: As advised by few researchers (Rauch et al. 2020 and Kiangala & Wang 

2018), the lack of practical, innovative solutions adapted to SMEs’ environment 

considerably slows the adoption of new and advanced technologies within SMEs. There 

is a crucial need for more researches, studies, and guidance in this regard. Our thesis is 

a significant addition to the few existing studies that promote the embracement of 

advanced technological concepts within SMEs. 

 

• In theory: Our study offers a clear understanding of the application of some theoretical 

AI and ML algorithms by bringing forth details on their utilization to create practical 

applications and solving problems. Hence, our research links the gap between 

theoretical knowledge and practical implementation. 

 

1.8. Thesis research delimitations 

 

Our research only covers five major domains improved to increase the performance of 

manufacturing SMEs: 

 

• early detection of conveyor system threats (predictive maintenance) 
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• an automation of repetitive tasks (automatic parameter configuration for a SCADA 

system) 

 

• creation of a robust communication network prototype 

 

• customization of product manufacturing based on personalized clients’ requirements 

(product customization) 

 

• a safety response mechanism 

 

We apply and optimize AI techniques in four of the above segments: predictive maintenance, 

automatic parameter configuration for a SCADA system, product customization, and enhanced 

safety response mechanism. The AI branch we exploit the most throughout this study is ML, 

with the implementation of several of its algorithms to achieve outstanding results: multiple 

linear regression (MLR), decision tree (DT), random forest (RF), extreme gradient boosting 

(XGBoost), Q-learning, and CNN. 

We evaluate the reliability of our results essentially via software simulation. The only hardware 

testing utilized is in the enhanced safety mechanism segment for the speech recognition part 

using a personal computer (PC) microphone for emergency commands and a Siemens S7-1200 

programmable logic controller (PLC). Apart from that, we do not build any additional hardware 

equipment.  

 

1.9. Research limitations 

 

Since our study focuses on SMEs operations, we apply a relatively small amount of data to 

train our ML models. We choose simple ML algorithms for the small size of data. The accuracy 

of our results is influenced by the type and quantity of data loaded. Companies with larger 

datasets could require different ML algorithms, different kinds of settings, and experience non-

identical results. SMEs often have limited financial resources for investing in new 

technologies; we utilized mainly open source and free software, which are not necessarily the 

most effective in terms of functionalities. We develop several programming steps to achieve 

an action that could be completed in a single step using paid software. Depending on the 
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processor’s capacity and the program’s size, several programming steps could result in a 

delayed response for the developed method.  

Because we test our solutions via simulations, we cannot guarantee a hundred percent results 

replication on real hardware devices. Several adjustments would be needed when applying our 

proposed methods to actual manufacturing equipment. 

 

1.10. Research methodology 

 

A research methodology aims to provide the appropriate steps, tools, and activities for 

undertaking research. It is often presented in an architectural structure and also gives necessary 

means to evaluate the research goals (Wahyuni 2012).  

 

In this study, we utilize the Design Science Research Methodology (DSRM) to create, 

demonstrate, and assess optimized AI and innovative methods for I40 manufacturing SMEs. 

The DSRM gives researchers the ability to identify problems in their research field, set 

objectives that will help resolve identified problems, innovative design artefacts, and evaluate 

them (Peffers et al. 2007; Vaishnavi et al. 2017 and Hevner et al. 2004). DSRM is intensively 

applied for research in academia and the industry with projects related to software applications, 

software design, methods evaluations, and solution development.  

 

Some studies suggested few guidelines for researching with the DSRM. Hevner et al. (2004) 

proposed a DSRM that emphasizes the choice of a specific audience for which researchers 

develop the innovative artefact, on the impact of the innovative artefact to solve an identified 

problem, on a rigorous design and evaluation of the innovative artefact, on the improvement 

of current field research knowledge information to develop new knowledge, and on proposing 

the developed knowledge and innovative artefact to the targeted audience. Peffer et al. (2007) 

recommended a systematic DSRM with detailed steps to design and evaluate the proposed 

innovative artefact. They also suggested guidelines for research reviewers to judge the outcome 

of DSRM activities. The proposed DSRM steps adapted to our thesis can be summarized as 

follows:  

 

• Problem identification: The problem identification is the first step of the research 

methodology. It can be done via several literature reviews, careful observations of facts 
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and actions, or exchanges and discussions with other people. This step determines 

whether the research is worth being conducted or not. 

 

For our research, the author's background in the industry providing technical and 

system integration solutions to various manufacturing SMEs triggered significant 

interest in this domain. The author witnessed manufacturing SMEs' challenges in 

adopting advanced technological trends in the working environment and confirmed this 

struggle through additional literature reviews. The literature review also supported the 

need for more practical studies regarding the embracement of new and advanced 

technological solutions for manufacturing. The significant role of SMEs in growing the 

global economy justifies the interest in such a topic. 

 

• Solution objectives definition: In this second step, the author defined research 

objectives based on the problem(s) identified during the first step. Reaching the set 

solutions objectives should solve the research problems. The same solutions objectives 

are utilized to assess the quality of the innovative artefact designed at the end of the 

research. 

We present detailed aim and solution objectives for our research in sections 1.4 and 1.5. 

In short, our research intends to provide practical guidance to promote the use of 

advanced technological trends within manufacturing SMEs and to contribute to the 

SMEs' research academic field with additional supporting documents and literature 

resources. 

 

• Proposed artefact design and development: After setting up the research objectives, 

the design and development step can start where all helpful knowledge, tasks, rules, 

and activities to create the artefact are detailed. This stage is a bit more theoretical than 

practical and varies based on the kind of artefact proposed. The creation of the actual 

innovative artefact happens at this step. Each chapter (from 5 to 9) describing our 

proposed optimized solutions has this section. 

 

• Designed artefact utility and practicality demonstration: The designed artefact 

practicality demonstration stage proves that the proposed solution is appropriate to 

solve the identified problems.  
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In this research, we get inspired by some manufacturing SMEs' challenges to develop 

our innovative artefact to respond to them. Each chapter (from 5 to 9) describing our 

proposed optimized solutions has this section. 

 

• Evaluation: The evaluation stage is about measuring and discussing the benefits or 

relevance of the designed artefact regarding results obtained in the previous practicality 

demonstration step. This stage also determines whether the outcome should be further 

improved before actual use or not. Each chapter (from 5 to 9) describing our proposed 

optimized solutions has this section. 

 

• Sharing the DSRM outcome: The DSRM results sharing stage is the last step of the 

research methodology which consists of communicating the research outcome and the 

whole design through the suitable publication channels to reach the desired audience. 

The publication channels are books, academic and professional conferences, journals, 

magazines, and webinars.  

Our research proposed designs and solutions are shared with several 

journals/conferences as displayed in the publications section. 

 

We illustrate in Figure 1-1 a graphical representation of our DSRM process flow based on the 

above descriptions. We have adapted our DSRM process flow from Peffers et al. (2007).  

 

1.11. Ethical considerations 

 

Our study on the application and optimization of AI techniques to improve manufacturing 

SMEs' performance was assessed and classified as research with negligible risk by the UNISA 

SOE review committee. In general, our research does not require immediate interaction with 

human beings or actions that could directly compromise humans. We mainly deal with machine 

simulations, software, and platform that are harmless to the environment. We evaluate our 

results and the solutions' deployment through software with extremely low risks of danger to 

individuals. We present the official ethical clearance approval by the UNISA SOE review 

committee in Appendices 2.  
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1.12. Chapter summary and research outline 

 

In this chapter (introduction), we highlighted the background of this research. We described 

the problems we intend to resolve through this study. We stated the research questions and the 

associated objectives to answer these questions. We presented the overall research aim stating 

the ultimate goal to achieve in this study. We demonstrated the originality and the contribution 

of the research. We highlighted the significance of the research in society, in the research field, 

and theory. We presented delimitations and limitations of the study, and the methodology 

followed to achieve our research objectives. In this last section, we bring forth the overall thesis 

structure with small highlights of each chapter. 

 

Figure 1-1: DSRM process flow adapted from Peffers et al. (2007) 
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Chapter 2: Background and Literature review 

In this chapter, we conduct an explicit background and literature review on essential concepts 

utilized and resourced to reach our research goals: I40, SMEs, I40 challenges and opportunities 

for SMEs, AI, ML, IoT, predictive maintenance, product and mass customization (MC), 

Ethernet and network switches, and business model for innovation. 

 

Chapter 3: A conceptual business model guide for innovative SMEs 

This chapter aims to design a simple conceptual business model that can guide manufacturing 

SMEs planning to adopt innovative and new technological solutions in their organization. The 

conceptual business model is the foundation for developing our optimized AI methods in the 

remaining thesis chapters. 

 

Chapter 4: Developed AI techniques and innovative methods overview 

This chapter presents the innovative areas we focus on improving in this research using 

developed AI techniques and ingenious methods from the proposed conceptual business model: 

an intelligent PM framework for conveyor motors using time-series encoding and CNN, a 

robust network communication prototype with advanced communication technologies and 

network redundancy, and automatic parameter configuration method to transform a traditional 

SCADA system into an intelligent predictive device using MLR and DT ML algorithms, an 

adaptive customization framework for clients developed with XGBoost and RF ML algorithms 

and, and enhanced safety mechanism for AMR and human operators using Q-learning 

algorithm and speech recognition processes. We also highlight data collection and analysis 

information as the foundation for designing improved AI techniques. 

 

Chapter 5: An intelligent predictive maintenance (PM) framework for conveyor motors 

using CNN 

This chapter presents a detailed theoretical overview of concepts and technologies required to 

design the intelligent PM framework for conveyor motors using CNN: CNN algorithms, 

Principal Component Analysis (PCA), and time-series data imaging. In this chapter, we also 

design, implement and evaluate the impact of our proposed innovative solution results. 
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Chapter 6: Improved network infrastructure with advanced communication techniques 

and redundancy protocols 

This chapter presents a detailed theoretical overview of advanced communication techniques 

and redundancy protocols implemented to design our improved network infrastructure: TSN, 

edge computing, and redundancy protocols (RSTP, MRP, PRP, and HSR).  We also present 

the design, the implementation, and the evaluation of our proposed solution results. 

 

Chapter 7: Implementation of automatic parameter configuration for a SCADA system 

using ML techniques 

This chapter presents a detailed theoretical overview of ML techniques and algorithms 

implemented to develop our automatic parameter configuration scheme: Multiple Linear 

Regression (MLR) and Decision Tree (DT). We also present our proposed innovative solution 

results' detailed design, implementation, and evaluation. 

 

Chapter 8: An adaptive product customization platform for customers interactions with 

production system 

This chapter presents a detailed theoretical overview of ML techniques and algorithms 

implemented to develop the product customization platform: XGBoost ML regression and 

Random Forest (RF) classification. We also present our proposed adaptive product 

customization components design, implementation, and evaluation. 

 

Chapter 9: Creating an enhanced safety mechanism for operators and Autonomous 

Moving Robots (AMR) using Q-learning algorithm and speech recognition 

This chapter presents a detailed theoretical overview of concepts and technologies 

implemented to design our proposed enhanced safety response mechanism: Reinforcement 

learning (RL), Q-learning algorithm, and speech recognition. We also present the detailed 

design of our safety response mechanism, its implementation, and the evaluation of our results. 

 

Chapter 10: Conclusion and future recommendations 
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This chapter provides a compact summary and detailed summary of the work done throughout 

this research. We illustrate how our results meet the objectives set at the beginning of the 

research. We suggest several recommendations on the way future studies could advance this 

research and improve our current results. 
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Chapter 2 : KEY CONCEPTS AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1 The impact of Industry 4.0 in SMEs  

 

2.1.1 The Industry 4.0 (I40)  

 

The I40 is the designation of the current industrial transformation characterized by the 

integration of information and communications technologies (ICT) and the internet into 

traditional industrial production processes to improve production systems with more intelligent 

strategies (Matt & Rauch 2020). The appellation I40 originates from the German Hannover 

Fair in 2013, where an academy of scientists Acatech referred to the I40 as the genesis of the 

fourth industrial revolution (4IR). Acatech introduced instructions and guidance for the 

successful implementation of I40 in the German government and industry (Kagermann et 

al. 2013). Since then, the concept of I40 has been expanded and adapted to different parts of 

the world. Few examples are “the Impresa 4.0”, which is an adaptation of I40 for the Italian 

industry, “the Platform Industrie 4.0”, widely utilized in Austria, and Thailand 4.0, used in 

Thailand (Orzes et al. 2020). It is worth mentioning that while the appellation I40 is widely 

employed in European countries, American territories utilize the term “Smart Manufacturing” 

to mention the fourth industrial revolution, and Asian countries speak about “Smart factory” 

(Thoben et al. 2017 and Mittal et al. 2018).  

Some of the essential attributes of I40 can be summarized as follows (Davies 2015): 

• ICT’s implementation: The integration of ICT in the production system has the 

advantage of digitizing information from all the production stakeholders: customers, 

suppliers, logistics, and the factory bringing more flexibility and transparency in terms 

of production quantification, accountability, and system monitoring at every step of the 

production/supply chain (Spath et al. 2013). 

 

• The change from centralized to decentralized systems: As opposed to traditional 

production systems, I40 components are more independent and self-configurable. They 

do not necessarily rely on a centralized master to operate but can make some decisions 

independently. 
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• The introduction of product personalization and customization: The I40 

encourages customers to be part of the production process by increasing customization 

schemes from which customers can modify and edit products requirements as per their 

needs before the production begins. This attribute generates new production strategies 

such as configure-to-command, make-to-command, and build-to-command). 

 

• Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) implementation: The use of CPS in I40 production 

systems facilitates the self-monitoring, self-control, and the self-configuration of 

production components. CPS usually involves utilizing intelligent sensors, computers, 

actuators, and motors connected to the internet and favouring the combination of the 

digital (virtual) and the physical world (Rauch et al., 2016). 

 

• Digital assistance implementation for production processes: The implementation of 

I40 increases the use of the digital assistant of human workers such as AMR, intelligent 

machines, AR, and much more. 

 

• The increase of data analytics and big data technologies: With the advent of I4.0, 

there is a significant increase of data in factories due to the interconnection between 

production components, internet connection, and intelligence added to system 

operations. There is an imperative need for appropriate platforms like big data to using 

the data to analyze and process them efficiently. 

 

• Network communication systems improvements: The industrial network 

communication infrastructure of I40 systems has many internet and wireless 

technologies to achieve a better interconnection of all production stakeholders. 

  

• The increase use of simulation: I40 systems stimulate methods such as product 

modeling and virtualization for manufacturing processes and product design before 

their implementation. The simulation of these processes is advantageous to make 

modifications before the production and save on the design. 
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Figure 2-1: The four industrial revolutions schematic adjusted from Williams (2019) and Velliyur 

(2019). 

 

The fourth industrial revolution comes after three major ones. The first industrial revolution 

began at the end of the eighteenth century (around 1765), distinguished by mechanization, 

machines (engines) powered by steam, and replacing the human-being muscles. The second 

industrial revolution came to light at the end of the nineteenth century (around 1870) with the 

invention of a new energy source such as oil, gas, and electricity (Kagermann et al., 2013). 

During this industrial revolution the mass production and the assembly lines concepts started 

in factories. The 4IR comes after the third one that was initiated after the middle of the twentieth 

century (around 1969). In the third industrial revolution, there was an increase of human brain 

attributes in production processes with the integration of electronic components, computers, 

and telecommunication. The goal of the integrated components was to create the concept of 
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“automation” for production processes and bring intelligence to factories. PLCs and robots are 

two major components introduced to the industrial production processes during the third 

industrial revolution. Figure 2-1 is a graphical summary of the four industrial revolutions with 

a few of their significant features.The concept of I40 relies on several external technologies 

that play the role of enablers for a successful implementation of I40 technologies. Two of these 

technologies are “the AI” and “the IoT” (Hansen & Bøgh 2020). 

 

2.1.2 Small to medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) 

 

A relatively standard and straightforward definition of a small to medium-sized enterprise 

(SME), as per Liberto (2020), is an organization that conserves its number of employees, 

revenues, or assets below an established threshold. The definition of an SME threshold varies 

from one country to another or from one economic model to another. It is not easy to have a 

single explicit definition of an SME worldwide. We provide below some of the SMEs 

definition attributes worldwide (Muriithi 2017). The European Commission concluded in 2003 

that, in the European context, an SME is a business whose annual turnover does not exceed 43 

million euros and does not have more than 250 employees (Szedlak et al. 2020). In North 

America, when considering the United States (US) and Canada, an SME is an organization 

with not more than 499 employees. However, they consider a “small enterprise” a business 

with less than 100 employees within the SME category. In most developing countries, a 

business with more than 50 employees is considered a medium-sized enterprise, with fewer 

small enterprises. At some point, businesses with more than 100 employees were falling into 

large companies, but this threshold remains very debatable. We can notice that most SME 

definitions are quantitative with regards to employee numbers and assets. Ussif, & Salifu 

(2020) proposes a summary of SME attributes for developing countries, especially in Africa. 

We present the attributes summary in Table 2-1. 

 

Table 2-1: Different SMEs attributes in an African context (Ussif & Salifu 2020) 

Type of SME firms Number of employees 

Medium firms 50 to 250 

Small firms 10 to 50 

Micro firms 1 to 9 
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Although SMEs can seem negligible because of their sizes, they are the pillar of most 

economies worldwide, especially in developing countries (The World Bank 2021). The World 

Bank confirms that SMEs are major contributors to the worldwide GDP. It estimates SMEs’ 

contribution to about half of the global GDP. The reason is that SME businesses constitute 

around 90% of worldwide businesses (Kamunge et al. 2014), which is indisputably the 

majority. They are also rated to employ over 50% of the population around the globe. In 

emerging countries, formal SMEs provide around 40% of the GDP. It was also estimated that 

seven out of ten jobs in developing countries are created by SMEs. When considering informal 

SMEs, which are quite considerable in developing countries, the contributing percentage of 

SMEs to the GDP increases even more. The worldwide projection for job creation by 2030 is 

currently at about 600 million. Therefore, the creation and improvement of SMEs become a 

priority for most economies. 

 

A survey conducted by Ussif & Salifu (2020) for the contribution of SMEs in the sub-Saharan 

African economy provided the following results: formal Ghanaian SMEs contributed to 70% 

of the country GDP and 49% of the employment rate (Abor & Quartery 2010).  In Kenya, 

SMEs were the source of 50% of the country's GDP and contributed to 80% of the overall 

country employment rate (Mwarari & Ngugi 2013). In South Africa, SMEs provided about 

60% of the country's GDP and a similar rate in the employment sector (Willemse 2010).  The 

same survey reported that formal SMEs contributed to 3.4% of the country's economy and 90% 

of the employment rate in Ethiopia. In Nigeria, SMEs contributed up to 50% of the country's 

GDP and 70% of the country's employment rate, as reported by Kolasiński (2012). The 

Rwandese SMEs contribute to 20.5% of their GDP and 60% of the employment rate of their 

country. When considering about 25,000 SMEs in emerging countries in the manufacturing 

sector, their contribution to the total sales is about 7.6% versus 14.1% contributed by larger 

companies (World Trade Report, WTO 2016). 

When comparing SMEs to larger companies, we can pinpoint a few of the blatant differences 

at various levels. On one side, SMEs' internal organizations are not as structured as in larger 

companies. SMEs do not often invest in R&D activities to improve their processes, while most 

large companies do. On the other side, SMEs are usually readily willing to take more 

considerable business risks than larger companies. SMEs are not very bureaucratic hence 

business risks decisions can be taken faster. SMEs are prone to smoothly adapt to market 

adjustments instead of larger organizations (Truve et al., 2019). Parida et al. (2012) 
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demonstrate that SMEs are more favored to gain in new technological advancement and 

innovative ventures because of the structural flexibility.   

 

2.1.3 Opportunities and challenges of the I40 adoption by SMEs 

 

The worldwide economic impact of SMEs arouses the need to provide them with tools, 

guidance, and measures that assist them to grow and prevail in a highly competitive market. 

Advanced technological trends and innovative techniques in the likes of I40 are some of the 

measures expected to improve SMEs' operations remarkably. Various sources (Yang & Gu 

2021; Matt & Rauch 2020; Petrillo et al. 2018, and ATCC Finance 2015) indicates that large 

companies are actively integrating I40 practices and technologies in their organization while 

most SMEs are still reluctant and struggling to come on board. Matt et al. (2018) reported that 

manufacturing SMEs are already aware of the new industrial revolution but face challenges in 

adopting advanced practices to improve their production processes. Several interviewed SMEs 

stated that they needed guidance to initiate I40 practices (Ganzarain & Errasti 2016). A general 

term of realizing and adapting I40 within SMEs is "SME 4.0". The appellation refers to a group 

of adjusted I40 methods regarding SMEs' environment (Matt & Rauch 2020).   

 

2.1.3.1 Opportunities of I40 in SMEs 

 

A study by ATCC Finance (2015) demonstrated that SMEs could highly benefit from the 

innovative advantages of the current industrial revolution. It is mainly due to their flexible 

structures allowing easy implementation of new technologies. Matt (2007) and Matt et al. 

(2016) declared that based on the outcome of the previous global economic and financial crisis, 

SMEs had shown the ability to be more resistant to economic challenges than multi-national 

and large organizations.  

The I40 ensures to offer several advantages to any manufacturing business in general and to 

manufacturing SMEs in particular. A few of these opportunities are: 

• Increase their competitiveness: The global manufacturing market witnesses the 

birth of new businesses at an exponential rate. The use of the latest technological 

practices in production processes allow businesses to remain competitive. Using 
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I40 methods in their factories, manufacturing SMEs increase their competitiveness 

in the global market (ATCC Finance 2015).  

 

• Grow their business venture: The use of I40 concepts enables manufacturing 

SMEs to expand their current business activities in line with new technologies..  

 

• Grow their customers’ database: By using I40 concepts such as product 

customization and personalization, manufacturing SMEs allow customers to be part 

of the production processing. It increases customer satisfaction, their value and 

provides an additional means to attract more clients. 

 

• Increase manufacturing productivity: Proper implementation of I40 techniques 

in production processes increases the system productivity using existing methods, 

for example, predictive maintenance empowered by intelligent techniques such as 

AI to achieve better results (Kagermann et al. 2013 and Wenking et al. 2016). 

As per Rauch et al. (2020), SMEs should not be dubious about adopting I40 methods in their 

production processes; they should instead focus on the best and fastest possible ways to enable 

the implementation of I40 in order to remain relevant facing a competitive market. 

 

Mittal et al. (2018) reports that the successful application of I40 techniques in manufacturing 

SMEs depends highly on designing practical SMEs-customized methods and strategies more 

adapted to an SME environment. There is a crucial need for best practices, practical guides, 

and methods to assist SMEs practitioners in implementing I40 methods. They also provided 

few requirements for the adoption of I40 by manufacturing SMEs summarized as follows: 

 

• An integration of the I40 in SMEs businesses culture 

• A cooperation between SMEs and some specialized research institutions and 

universities 

• Sufficient financial resources to implement I40 technologies 

• An implementation of advanced manufacturing methods in production 

processes 

• An integration of all production stakeholders to the I40 culture: customers, 

employees, and suppliers. 
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Our research includes some of these requirements to suggest a practical conceptual business 

model that upholds the adoption of I40 by manufacturing SMEs. 

 

2.1.3.2 SMEs challenges in adopting I40 

 

Although manufacturing SMEs constitute the backbone of several countries’ economies, they 

face numerous challenges when it comes to adopting I40 technologies. Some of these 

challenges are due to missing human and financial resources to assess the I40 requirements and 

introduce factories to the current trend of automation (Matt et al. 2020). Jovanovski et al. 

(2019) states that several SMEs still implement a high level of manual operations and activities 

in their factory shop floor compared to large corporations making it harder to adopt fully 

automated processes. In order to guarantee their future existence in the competitive 

manufacturing market, SMEs should not ignore the adoption of I40 methods but think of 

possible ways to slowly but surely implement these techniques (Mittal et al. 2018). The 

adoption of I40 in manufacturing SMEs will more likely be a progressive activity rather than 

a drastic change. 

 

We present a series of common challenges and obstacles slowing the implementation of I40 in 

manufacturing SMEs adapted from Jovanovski et al. (2019) and Matt et al. (2020) findings:  

 

• Insufficient financial resources to invest in new technologies and on R&D is crucial to 

study the concrete feasibility of implementing I40 techniques in the production process. 

R&D should also be able to determine the economic benefit of applying I40 methods. 

 

• Insufficient skilled personnel that understands advanced technologies and high-tech 

solutions. 

 

• The absence of an innovative culture that first integrates employees' experience to 

improve the production process, then other production stakeholders such as suppliers 

and customers. 
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• The need to create new business models that favour the implementation of innovative 

techniques. 

 

• The lack of customized-SMEs practical techniques to support them in initiating I40 

methods. 

 

• The fear of exposing manufacturing data through the internet and to cyber attackers. 

Although some researchers (Truve et al. 2019; Jovanovski et al. 2019; Dossou 2019 and Ganta 

2020) aspire to guide SMEs through the adoption of I40 methods, they are mainly frameworks 

or high-level approaches lacking a touch of practicality to ease the understanding and the 

implementation of I40 in manufacturing SMEs. Several other studies in this area are surveys 

assessing the current state of I40 application within SMEs (Rauch et al. 2020; Safar et al. 2020; 

Ingaldi & Ulewicz 2019, and Prause 2019). Our research intends to bring a more practical 

aspect to proper innovative techniques enabling a starting point for applying I40 methods in 

manufacturing SMEs. An extraordinary study was conducted by Matt et al. (2020), combining 

several surveys and advanced practical I40 methods for European SMEs.  

 

 

2.2 Artificial Intelligence (AI) & Internet of things (IoT) enablers of the I40  

 

 

As previously mentioned in the I40 study segment, various technologies enforce I40 methods 

(Deloitte Insights 2020). This section reviews Artificial Intelligence (AI) and the Internet of 

Things (IoT) as two enablers of I40. 

 

 

2.2.1 Artificial intelligence (AI) 

 

AI is a hot topic in several life domains because of its already existing innovative solutions and 

its numerous guarantees to offer more applications aiming to ease our daily lives. Several 

definitions exist to explain the reality behind this term. For example, Haenlein & Kaplan (2019) 

describes AI as an intelligent structure capable of interpreting data meanings, learning crucial 

and intrinsic information from this data, and utilizing this information to provide several 
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solutions, to build applications, or to reach any desired goal after various modifications.  Marki 

et al. (2016) summarizes AI as an analytical activity created by computer-based programs to 

design and produce intelligent solutions. It is worth raising that the human brain inspires the 

creation of AI. It aims to give computers and machines the capability of making decisions, 

learning, and analyzing different problems, especially those requiring complex approaches 

(Najafabadi et al. 2016) like the human brain does. AI systems can then be applied to offer 

solutions to various life areas. Malica (2012) sums up some of the benefits of AI in reducing 

human efforts for various brain demanding and robotic tasks, easing complex problem solving, 

and reducing the labor cost of some repetitive activities.  

 

AI offers several opportunities for the successful implementation of new technological trends 

such as I40 or smart manufacturing. It increases and improves the creation of supporting 

manufacturing tools and measures in predictive and preventive maintenance, faults and error 

detection systems (Rauch et al. 2019), intelligent inventory system control, planning, and 

forecasting (Min 2010). Applying these AI-improved manufacturing process supporting 

measures increases the efficiency of businesses that take the risk to implement them (Rönnberg 

& Areback 2020). AI also proposes innovative ways to make humans and machines work 

together to their full potential (Wangler & Botthof, 2019). In an I40 scenario, the combination 

of the physical (IT-based systems) and the virtual (CPS) world and the proper evaluation of 

data streams coming from it are possible through the utilization of AI technologies. The growth 

and the flourishing application of I40 rely on the excellent exploitation of AI technologies 

(Veit et al. 2017; Duan et al. 2019 and Szedlak et al. 2020). 

 

By analyzing the growth of the present technological trend, we could conclude that it would be 

almost impossible to stay away from the use of AI, particularly in the manufacturing section 

embracing the 4IR. The enormous amount of data currently available, especially in large 

manufacturing companies, and those intended to be created by increased manufacturing tools 

and components require specialized technology to handle them. Furthermore, when associating 

the data exchange between all manufacturing factories stakeholders through a medium like the 

internet implementing AI techniques to handle them becomes almost compulsory (Stalidis et 

al. 2015). I40 favors intelligent manufacturing concepts such as mass customization 

(Complexity Management in Mass Customization SMEs) over traditional mass production that 

generates more data through a product manufacturing life-cycle. The Big Data concept relates 

to the large amount of information generated by intelligent devices through exchange and 
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interconnection. The same reality applies to an I40 context (Qi & Tao 2018). AI comprises 

several branches for application in different domains. One popular AI segment that we cover 

in this research is machine learning (ML). ML has its various powerful techniques and 

algorithms applied to create intelligent models. Figure 2-2 is a graphical representation of a 

few AI segments. 

 

The implementation of AI is gaining broadness in the IT environment, and some popular 

software companies like Facebook and Google dealing with a massive amount of information 

and data daily (Abadi et al. 2019 and Paszke et al. 2017). An AI learning technique called Deep 

learning is currently used as a robust base algorithm to process, compute, and analyze large 

datasets effectively. Deep learning is recently making use of techniques such as image 

classification from collected extensive data and has proven to achieve better results than 

previous traditional ML data algorithms (Schmidhuber 2015; Redmon & Farhadi 2018; Mnih 

et al. 2015 and Hessel et al. 2018). In the industrial manufacturing sector, although there is 

presently fewer impact of AI applications than in the IT environment, several studies and 

research are conducted to gain from the numerous advantages of AI and improve industrial 

production systems. Researchers have adapted AI techniques to achieve outstanding results in 

domains like maintenance, predictive analysis, and fault diagnosis (Wang et al. 2018). Cloud 

computing platforms such as Microsoft Azure providing AI analytics and big data computing 

are made available to large manufacturing companies on their quest to adopt I40 methods 

(Barga et al. 2015).   

 

2.2.1.1 Machine Learning (ML) 

 

ML is a well-known AI segment created to train computers and machines to manipulate data 

(Dey 2016) beneficially. Its goal is to extract valuable knowledge or pattern from data and 

build intelligent models to estimate or predict different information.  ML comprises various 

algorithms ranging from simple lower-hand, applicable to relatively uncomplicated tasks, to 

robust algorithms appropriate for larger datasets and complex systems. ML algorithms have 

the incredible ability to go beyond known pattern recognition and recognize features on a new 

dataset they were not previously exposed to (Mullainathan & Spiess 2017). 
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We classify ML algorithms in six major classes representing different types of learning systems 

for computer structures (Truve et al. 2019 and Dey 2016). Figure 2-3 is an overview of the six 

ML categories with a few of their most common algorithms.  

 

 
 

Figure 2-2: An overview summary on few AI branches 
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• The supervised learning category: In the supervised learning category, ML 

algorithms require supervisors’ assistance to start the learning process on the data. The 

dataset contains labels that clarify the data composition to differentiate dataset classes 

from one another. As part of the learning process, the algorithm divides the dataset into 

two subsets: a training set and a test set. The training set has a higher proportion than 

the test set and contains the desired output variables for the classification or the 

prediction tasks (Kotsiantis 2007). The supervised learning algorithms utilize the test 

set to evaluate the reliability of the ML model built. 

 

• The unsupervised learning category: The unsupervised learning category is quite the 

opposite of the supervised learning one. ML algorithms deal with unlabeled data, a 

dataset with no explicit knowledge of data information patterns. The unsupervised 

learning ML algorithms can extract, on their own without supervisors' assistance, some 

features from the dataset they are exposed to and later use those features to perform 

prediction or classification activities. 

 

• The reinforcement learning (RL) category: The RL category is a learning system 

inspired by the psychological model of recompensing positive actions and punishing 

negative ones. RL algorithms learn independently, with no external assistance, using a 

trial and error method (Sutton 1992) to discover the best possible decision based on 

positive rewards. The RL category is suitable for problems where there are no explicit 

datasets available or distinct dataset categories. 

 

• The ensemble learning category: The ensemble learning algorithm consists of 

combining several individual learner algorithms to obtain a more powerful learner. 

Some studies prove that ensemble learning algorithms are more likely to produce better, 

more accurate, and stable models than individual ML algorithms (Opitz & Maclin 

1999). The ensemble learning algorithm achieves outstanding outcomes by using two 

major processes. The first process exposes its base individual learning algorithms, also 

known as the based predictors, to several datasets perspective from which they gain a 

better understanding of existing features. This process is known as heterogeneous 

learning. In the second process, the ensemble learning algorithm learns information on 
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a single algorithm retrieving information from several random sub-datasets of the initial 

training set, called homogeneous learning (Pharm et al., 2021).  

 

 
 

 

Figure 2-3: ML categories overview 
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The ensemble learning algorithm category contains two popular learning techniques: the 

boosting and the bagging technique. The boosting learning technique groups several 

individual-based predictors’ output weak results to reduce their variance and bias to create a 

more robust predictor. We display in Figure 2-4 a graphical representing of the boosting 

ensemble learning technique. The bagging, standing for bootstrap aggregating, learning 

technique trains several independent ML classifiers generated from training on random sub-

training sets of the original training set and combines their classification results to improve the 

final classification outcome. Figure 2-5 is a representation of the bagging learning technique 

operation. The bagging learning algorithm can reduce the risk of overfitting in the ML model 

building process (Dey 2016). 

 
 

Figure 2-4: Boosting learning operation principle (Kiangala & Wang 2021a and Ramzai 2019) 

 

 

Figure 2-5: Bagging learning operation principle (Kiangala & Wang 2021a and Ramzai 2019) 
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• The neural network category: The neural network (NN) category is one of the most 

advanced ML algorithm classes. It contains various appropriate algorithms for 

relatively complex tasks. This category is often referred to as artificial neural networks 

(ANN). The NN ML algorithms design comes from the working principle of a neuron, 

a crucial human brain cell for decision making and learning abilities. 

 

• The instance-based learning category: The instance-based learning category is a lazy 

ML algorithm method because it always relies on previously learned patterns to apply 

to the new fed dataset without including them in the training process to gain additional 

knowledge from them. It assumes that the new fed dataset has features already 

incorporated in its previously generated model. This method is appropriate for 

neighboring data or data of the same cluster with similar attributes. 

2.2.2 Internet of Things (IoT) 

 

Another interesting topic like AI is the IoT. It refers to the interconnection of several entities 

and devices such as computers, sensors, machinery, processes, and other electronic components 

in a local network or through the internet. The IoT devices can exchange information and be 

identified in their networks, where they perform several tasks individually without human 

assistance. The concept of IoT facilitates data collection from smart devices and real-time 

monitoring to analyze and build intelligent systems (Falkenreck & Wagner 2017). Nowadays, 

the utilization of IoT devices is more and more common in various areas. For example, in the 

health sector, IoT devices provide various reporting for first health care services (Pasluosta et 

al. 2015) and condition monitoring of patients (Yang et al. 2014). The area of smart homes also 

intensively utilizes IoT technology to monitor and control home functions such as air 

conditioning adjustments, electricity control, motion sensing, alarm activation, and several 

more activities (Lin et al. 2017). IoT devices often have the following attributes in common: 

embedded intelligent computing capability to perform various functions on their own, 

advanced sensing materials to collect valuable information, and analytical functions for the 

collected data. In the industrial section, an adapted version of The IoT with similar functions 

and advantages for the industrial environment is called the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) 

(Schriegel et al. 2018 and Kharb & Singhrova 2019). The IIoT utilizes several advanced 

methods like cloud computing, enhanced automation functions, energy management, and much 

more (Perera et al. 2014) to improve various existing traditional manufacturing processes. The 
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IIoT enables improved data analysis and computation of information exchanged by IIoT 

devices in local or remote cloud servers having more excellent computational capabilities than 

individual IIoT devices, especially for a large amount of data (Rezaeibagha et al. 2019). 

Because of the requirement to continuously transmit information between IIoT devices, IIoT 

communication networks need to be robust, have a high network availability, have a low 

communication latency, and allow direct communication between cloud servers and IIoT 

sensors (Kobzan et al. 2018). Therefore, the implementation of appropriate network 

infrastructure is crucial for the successful communication of IIoT components. 

 

Some communication standards will empower even more the potentialities of IoT systems: the 

IEEE 802.11ax communication standard, commonly known as Wi-Fi 6, is intended to improve 

the utilization of spectral resources, to enlarge the communication throughput, and to better the 

power efficiency (Afaqui et al. 2017). The fifth generation of the telecommunication standard 

(5G) can enlarge IoT features regarding latency reduction and the communication speed 

increase (Li, S. et al. 2018). The application of the reserved internet protocol IPv6 IP addresses 

ranges to cater for the future growing number of IoT devices (Madakam et al. 2015). Few 

common IoT communication standards for consumers are Lora, Sigfox, and NB-IoT (Hansen 

& Bøgh 2020). Hansen & Bøgh (2020) develop an exciting diagram, presented in Figure 2-6, 

demonstrating the possible outcomes of implementing AI and IoT methods within 

manufacturing SMEs.     

 

 

Figure 2-6: Interconnection of AI, IoT and SMEs (Hansen & Bøgh 2020) 
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2.3 Advanced predictive maintenance techniques for industrial manufacturing 

 

2.3.1 Predictive maintenance 

 

Asset degradation causing system unavailability or shutdown is one of the essential motivations 

behind the creation of PM (Diamond & Marfatia 2013). PM is an insightful procedure that 

detects any possible assets threats or upcoming failures before they change into critical 

conditions and anticipating their maintenance activities accordingly. The PM concept 

contributes to maintenance schedule optimization for various assets by determining 

machinery's most suitable maintenance timing. PM often uses data-powered methods to 

achieve early fault detection (Meyer Zu Wickern 2019). In the era of I40, IoT devices empower 

the implementation of PM techniques in several sectors (Spiegel et al. 2018). 

 

A PM process can establish an asset's estimated remaining life-cycle through specific data 

collection and device monitoring. Therefore, the PM process is a valuable tool that can be 

incorporated in production processes to improve maintenance and manufacturing systems and 

the overall production value (Grall et al., 2002). Unlike previous maintenance policies, the PM 

process does not depend on a regular periodic interval to initiate repairs and services. It reads 

real-time information from the monitored asset and acts accordingly. This procedure lessens 

the risks of unnecessary maintenance tasks resulting in system downtime and loss of resources. 

When implemented efficiently, a PM process has the high potential of improving an overall 

system performance (Nguyen et al. 2015 and Yam et al. 2001).  

 

A part of the PM process we just described, we can explore two other maintenance policies, 

known as conventional maintenance techniques: correctional maintenance (reactive or run-to-

failure maintenance) and preventive maintenance (scheduled maintenance). 

 

• Corrective maintenance: A corrective maintenance policy, also known as reactive 

maintenance or run-to-failure maintenance, is a procedure that occurs only after a 

system breakdown or when a device fails. This maintenance procedure is the most 

simple to implement as it does not require any additional device, program, or software 

integration in a running system, but it is, at the same time, perilous for companies since 

it produces extended system downtime while fixing the faulty equipment (Krupitzer et 

al. 2020). 
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• Preventive maintenance: A preventive maintenance policy, also known as scheduled 

maintenance, is a procedure that initiates maintenance activities based on scheduled 

periodic intervals or based on process changes. Although the preventive maintenance 

policy is quite effective in detecting early threats, it is not very cost-effective because 

of the use of resources on repetitive maintenance tasks that are usually unnecessary for 

the system. 

 

 

We present in Figure 2-7 a schematic diagram of few maintenance policies as per Krupitzer et 

al. (2020). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-7: Maintenance policies schematic diagram (Krupitzer et al. 2020). 

 

2.3.1.1 Some additional advantages of predictive maintenance 

 

• Improving the Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE): By considerably reducing 

the risks of unplanned system failure, PM improves systems OEE, a key performance 
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indicator (KPI) measured by machine performance, output quality, and availability 

(Venkatesh 2007). 

 

• Improving product output quality: As per Jin et al. (2016), a product's output quality 

highly relies on the excellent health status of its production machinery. Defected parts 

on a system harm the final product outcome (Iravani & Duenyas 2002 and Soltani 

2018). By detecting early machinery faults, the PM enhances a machine heath status 

and improves product quality.  

 

• Improving stock management: Because of its ability to detect early devices at risk of 

failures, PM can be included in stock management to anticipate the purchase or the 

reservation of repair parts and keep them in stock until the maintenance activity starts. 

 

• Enhancing Remote Condition Monitoring (RCM): The PM concept actively uses 

condition-based monitoring (CBM) to withdraw information about the health status of 

machinery. When applied to remote sensing technologies, a PM procedure becomes a 

practical means of continuous insightful feedback on machinery located in remote and 

unsafe areas for human beings (Golightly et al. 2017). 

 

 

2.3.1.2 Some challenges of Predictive Maintenance 

 

• Lack of sufficient financial means: Implementing a PM procedure requires various 

additional resources: hardware, software, and human resources to extract information, 

install sensors, create and improve PM models. Not all companies (SMEs in particular) 

are always willing to invest in those additions, especially without a proven return on 

investment (ROI). 

 

• Limited source of data: As previously described, PM is data-driven technology. The 

successful application and outcome of a PM process depend thoroughly on the viability 

of data monitored. A reliable source of data is crucial to design a PM model. Diamond 

& Marfatia (2013) reported that data collection represents, currently, a challenge in 
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several companies because of the lack of intelligent sensors or appropriate systems to 

extract useful information. 

 

• Lack of visibility on actual machine maintenance activities: Although the PM 

process performs a remarkable job in detecting early faults and abnormalities, it is not 

responsible for conducting the actual maintenance task, which depends on the human 

operators’ skills to produce expected results (Lee et al. 2014).  

 

• Lack of innovation culture: The PM process is a relatively new concept that falls 

within innovative technologies for organizations. Unfortunately, several companies, 

especially SMEs, do not have the appropriate business models that encourage the 

implementation of innovative techniques such as PM. 

 

 

2.3.1.3 Predictive Maintenance techniques using ML methods 

 

The promising benefits of PM to enhance the overall reliability of production processes have 

encouraged several researchers to investigate various intelligent techniques to improve the 

effectiveness of the PM concept. For the past years, the research trend has focused more on 

incorporating ML techniques and algorithms to better PM procedures (Kiangala & Wang 2020 

a). 

 

Coraddu et al. (2014) proposes a PM structure built on Support Vector Machine (SVM) and 

Regularized Least Square (RLS) ML methods to predict the best maintenance time of gas 

turbines depending on few collected data such as the gas turbines decay, its speed, the 

compressor decay. Based on the results accuracy obtained, they concluded that the SVM 

algorithm was more suitable than RLS on their specific gas turbine PM model. Leahy et al. 

(2016) conducted a similar study that implemented the SVM algorithm to design a PM 

framework for wind turbines. They developed an SVM classification model capable of 

predicting up to six wind turbines' faulty conditions referred to as feeding faults, fault/no-fault, 

excitation faults, air cooling faults, mains failure faults, and excitation faults. Susto et al. (2015) 

directed their studies in the semiconductors manufacturing industry by designing a PM scheme 

for the early detection of faulty tungsten filaments while in the ion implantation process. They 
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utilized two ML algorithms: SVM and K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN), to compare the accuracies 

of their PM models and found that SVM slightly outperformed KNN.  Paolanti et al. (2018) 

built an RF classification ML model in a PM system to predict a cutting machine's possible 

threats using its rotor statuses as input of the ML classification model. Kulkarni et al. (2018) 

designed an RF ML classifier to integrate into a PM procedure to predict early components 

outages in a refrigerator system. They implemented a feature extraction method in the early 

stages of their ML modeling process to learn various dataset patterns and seasonality 

decomposition through clustering and dynamic time wrapping. Their PM classifier was able to 

determine whether the dataset pattern was portraying an abnormality or not.  

 

Zenisek et al. (2019) implemented Symbolic Regression (SR), RF, and Linear Regression (LR) 

to design a PM framework that monitors industrial machines' health conditions. Using 

continuous data streams, they developed a PM system that predicts and detects industrial 

machine drifting behavior. They tested their PM methodology accuracy on some real industrial 

fans and achieved successful results for detecting concepts drifts. Nevertheless, they encounter 

few challenges for predicting concept drifts because of the absence of reliable deterioration 

data. Another interesting PM framework with ML techniques came from Hesser & Markert 

(2019). They created an ANN classification model to determine the health statuses of milling 

machinery in a Computer Numerical Control (CNC) system. They monitored the acceleration 

data of milling machines for the PM system. They installed sensors in a programmable sample 

platform to collect relevant data from the tool wear and monitor it. The authors built two other 

classification models with the same data using SVM and KNN to choose the best-performing 

system. They found out that the initial ANN classification model outperformed the two other 

models. Falamarzi et al. (2019) created a PM system using SVM and ANN ML techniques to 

detect impairments and degradations in the gauge structures. They implemented their PM 

system for two rail tracks categories that integrated curved and straight segments. The 

performance evaluation of the ML models was done using a coefficient of determination and 

mean squared error. The two ML models (SVM and ANN) produced accurate results, but the 

SVM model outperformed the ANN model to predict gauge deviation in curve parts of rail 

tracks. For the forecasting of printing machines failures, Binding et al. (2019) constructed a 

PM framework utilizing historical printing machine unstructured data to build ML 

classification models with Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost), LR, and RF algorithms. 

From the historical unstructured printing machine data, the researchers chose the monitoring 

of information such as the segment or the area under the receiver characteristic curve (AUC), 
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empirical cross-entropy, receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC), number of true 

negatives (TN), and false positives (FP) located at several calibration curves and threshold of 

the estimated probabilities, and the precision-recall curve (PRC). In assessing the results, they 

established that XGBoost and RF models were the best models for decision thresholds. 

All these studies prove that there is great potential in integrating ML techniques and algorithms 

to create more intelligent PM frameworks. ML methods are flexible and can be adapted to 

resolve different problem scenarios. Researchers should exploit this attribute for PM systems 

in SMEs that need customized solutions applicable to their environment. 

 

 

2.4 Product and mass customization in an Industry 4.0 environment 

 

2.4.1 Product and mass customization 

 

One of the current industrial revolution goals is to significantly increase customers' satisfaction 

by implementing advanced manufacturing and business concepts. Product customization is an 

advanced manufacturing method that continuously includes customers' personalized 

requirements in designing and manufacturing their goods before starting the production process 

(Wan et al. 2016). Unlike traditional manufacturing processes, where customers have limited 

choices because of pre-manufactured products without their contribution, modern 

manufacturing processes involve clients' customized preferences through the production 

process to end up with products that better meet their customers' needs.   

Inspired by the operational principle of product customization, Davis (1989) introduced a now 

popular manufacturing concept known as mass customization (MC). MC is an advanced 

business approach that aims to manufacture and sell products personalized to meet individual 

customers’ requirements while maintaining the low-cost advantage of mass-produced goods 

(Brunoe & Nielsen 2016). In short, MC merges the benefits of a low-cost mass production 

process and the flexibility of product customization to increase customers’ satisfaction (Ismail 

et al. 2007). In the early 1990s, Pine (1993) played a massive role in popularizing and 

operationalizing the concept of MC after its introduction by Davis (1989). Presently, the 
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research interest in MC applications is considerably increasing, and the concept is gaining 

ground in several industries. 

Brunoe & Nielsen (2016) reported that businesses that decide to adopt MC in their production 

processes should focus on developing the following competencies: 

 

• A thorough identification of their various product features based on diverges customers’ 

requirements. This process is known as “Solution space development.” 

 

• A capability to convert and improve their existing production structures and 

organization resources into “Robust process operation.” 

 

• A user-friendly or self-explanatory system that teaches customers how to derive 

personalized products and solutions that effectively respond to their needs.  

 

 

Pine (1993) defines four significant customization process categories that permit clients to 

personalize product requirements before the actual production starts:  

 

• Adaptive customization process: An adaptive customization process consists of 

personalizing a standard manufactured product within guided limits. This 

customization process is suitable for small companies and those with no experience 

in customization processes (Safar et al. 2018). 

 

• Collaborative customization process: When using a collaborative customization 

process, the factory cooperates closely with clients to receive as many requirements 

as possible to manufacture their goods. The customer should provide details on 

various requirements such as functionality, color, and size for the manufacturer to 

understand their final product better. This customization category is helpful for 

customers who do not have a good idea of the ending product (Tieng et al. 2017).  

 

• Transparent customization process: A transparent customization process is about 

pre-manufacturing individualized products for clients without knowing that the 

final products have been customized (Safar et al. 2018). 
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• Cosmetic customization process: In a cosmetic customization process, a 

manufacturing company produces several standard goods that they can modify to 

present in various formats or forms depending on the customer (Safar et al. 2018). 

 

 

Tieng et al. (2017) advise that the utilization and the integration of the appropriate IT system 

in factories will ensure the successful application of customization processes within factories. 

The information system needs to be robust, responsive, and stable to handle, in real-time, the 

considerable amount of data transferred from customers to the factory and vice versa. It implies 

that the IT systems run on an effective network communication system with high availability 

and low communication latency.  

 

Some of product and MC benefits can be summarized as follows (Safar et al. 2018): 

 

• An increase in customers’ satisfaction and customers’ value. 

 

• An increase in the production system’s flexibility by allowing the production of various 

products formats 

 

• A better positioning of the organization in the competitive market with more customer 

recommendations and references. 

 

• A limitation of material waste since the company produces based on customers’ 

requirements and is more likely to sell the manufactured product than to stock them for 

a long time. 

 

• An increase in a company product range offering with lower production cost. It 

becomes easier for the factory to derive several products from the initial ones.  

 

• An improvement in companies’ cash flow system because of an easier production 

selling procedure. 
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2.4.2 Advanced customization approaches for Industry 4.0 systems in manufacturing 

 

The increasing competition in the manufacturing industry calls for more flexible and intelligent 

manufacturing approaches (Wan et al. 2016). Product and MC are customer-based approaches 

intended to increase the manufacturing system's flexibility and customers' value. The 

technological advances of the current trend of automation, I40, has enabled the development 

of several personalized customization manufacturing systems (PCMS) with the opportunity of 

having more intelligence (Wang, Wan, Zhang et al. 2016) and more advancement in production 

processes. The integration of concepts such as CPS (Zhang et al. 2015 and Wan et al. 2013) 

suggest several benefits for PCMS. (Wan et al. 2016) incorporated mobile services and cloud 

computing technologies to create a PCMS platform structure for industrial manufacturing 

systems. They contributed to building an effective customization system with improved 

interaction between suppliers, manufacturers, and customers. 

 

Similarly, Wang, Wan, Li et al. (2016) combined industrial wireless networks technologies and 

cloud platforms in physical components like conveyor belts in production lines to design an 

intelligent manufacturing production system. Regarding product and MC, the intelligent 

manufacturing production system offered more visibility of the product manufacturing through 

its journey on production lines accessible to all production stakeholders. Leong & Koshijima 

(2018) integrated the IoT concept in MC processes to bring advantages such as Internet 

connection through the production process. The concept of IoT coupled with cloud computing 

allowed them to realize real-time monitoring of manufactured goods with another benefit of 

accomplishing advanced analytics on IoT devices. For Wan et al. (2016), integrating cloud 

computing in an organization's product and MC processes facilitates effective information 

exchange between production, sales, and management. It also lessens risks of communication 

latencies and data losses between production, sales, and organization management. Modrak et 

al. (2015) designed a methodical customization framework to create as many product variants 

as possible before the manufacturing process commences. This feature reduces work and 

pressure when the factory receives actual customers' personalized requirements because the 

previous variants will cater to at least some of their requirements. To optimize existing 

production lines, Wang, Wan, Imran et al. (2016) proposed the creation of a multi-parts 

processing line that is flexible enough to produce and process different product variants on the 

same production line. Their system receives various commands based on the product variant 

to manufacture and requires a calibration accordingly. Zhao et al. (2019) suggest introducing 
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more AI techniques such as ML in improving manufacturing processes like product and MC. 

AI would include its benefits of processing a massive amount of data, creating intelligent 

management services, and maintaining computing assets to build more powerful PCMS.  

 

2.4.3 Product and mass customization for SMEs 

 

As per Kiangala & Wang  (2018), SMEs in the manufacturing industry face a slow adoption of 

advanced manufacturing processes like product and MC because of the absence of practical 

and affordable advanced customized applications that meet their environment's needs. 

Embracing new technological methods always implies investing in additional R & R&D 

services to decide on the appropriate solution and clearly understand the implications of new 

technologies in an organization's structure and production process. SMEs often have limited 

R&D resources or cannot afford any.  

 

Several studies were conducted to guide SMEs on the embracement of product and MC in their 

production processes. Ismail et al. (2007) proposed a measuring tool for SMEs to establish the 

most appropriate customization possibilities their system could handle based on their product 

knowledge. Their tool is handy during the product design phase. Stojanova et al. (2012) 

designed another tool close to Ismail et al. (2007), represented as a graphical theoretical model 

for manufacturing SMEs to generate various product variants before the actual production 

begins. This tool is a design aid. Antonelli et al. (2007) suggests two significant steps for adding 

new customizable products in manufacturing SMEs' production lines. During the first step, the 

factory should highlight the additions and benefits of the new products when comparing them 

to the existing products offered by the factory. During the second step, the manufacturing 

SMEs will plan to integrate new product patterns and amendments discovered during the first 

step in the actual production processes. Another study done by Boer et al. (2018) reported 

various strategies for SMEs' successful implementation of MC. A few of these strategies are 

active communication and cooperation between suppliers and manufacturing plants, 

integrating the product and MC principle in the business culture, and introducing new flexible 

production processes. Brunoe & Nielsen (2016) focused on discovering the negative 

consequences of product and MC adoption by SMEs. They assessed how having multiple 

customizable product variants could affect manufacturing SMEs and whether MC would be 

profitable.  

https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Teodora_Stojanova
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From the above researches, we can conclude the need to produce more practical solutions and 

MC techniques for manufacturing SMEs. Not only adoption guidance but also practical 

technical procedures in implementing the customization process within factories. 

 

 

2.5 Ethernet and network switches 

 

Implementing I40 approaches in factories promotes the utilization of robust and effective 

communication networks for a flawless transmission of data between various factory entities. 

I40 communication networks are moving away from Fieldbus communication protocols to 

Ethernet communication protocols that are more advantageous in transmission speed, ease of 

interconnection and integration, and standardization.  

Ethernet is a robust networking communication protocol located at the data link layer of the 

Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) communication model to interconnect two or more 

endpoints (Huynh et al. 2011). The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 

developed the Ethernet protocol under the code IEEE802.3. Ethernet has been quite successful 

for communications between local area networks (LANs) devices in the office environment 

since the 1970s. From the year 2000, various automation companies created an optimized 

version of the Ethernet protocol to meet the demanding requirements of the industrial 

automation section, such as real-time communication responses and more determinism (Prinz 

et al. 2018). Most of the modified Ethernet optimized protocols were not standard. They are 

proprietary (vendor-dependent) and do not favor interoperability between them. Although 

designed from the same base protocol, Ethernet, these protocols were optimized with divergent 

features (Bruckner et al., 2019).   

Devices in an Ethernet network communicate via the exchange of "Ethernet frames" containing 

the information. We present in Figures 2-8 and 2-9 graphical schematics of an Ethernet version 

2(v2) and an Ethernet IEEE 802.3. These are two Ethernet formats designed by the IEEE and 

that have evolved with time. Each frame representation contains various segments responsible 

for accomplishing different tasks to ensure good communication from the source to the 

destination. The major segments of an Ethernet frame are: 
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• The preamble: The preamble is the first segment of the Ethernet frame. The primary 

preamble function is to synchronize the Ethernet frame receiver. It is often presented as 

a sequence of logical ‘0s’ and ‘1s’ in 7 bytes. 

 

• The Start of Frame Delimiter (SFD): The SFD is the second frame segment after the 

preamble. The SFD denotes the commencement of the actual Ethernet frame. It 

comprises a series of logical‘1s’ and ‘0s’ forming 1 byte. 

 

• The communicating devices source and the destination addresses: The source and 

destination address segment contain the media access control (MAC) address of the two 

communication endpoints, also known as the physical network interface card (NIC) 

address. 

 

• The type: The type segment saves information about the transport protocol used to 

transmit frames: IP or User Datagram Protocol (UDP). It is worth mentioning that the 

type segment is only seen in Ethernet V2.0 frames (not in IEEE 802.3 frames types). 

 

• The length: The length segment is another optional segment only present in IEEE 802.3 

frames (not in Ethernet v2.0 frames). The length segment contains the transmitted frame 

data field size. 

 

• The protocol data unit (PDU): The PDU segments carry the actual data (information) 

exchanged between the two endpoints communicating. 

 

• The Frame Checking Sequence (FCS): The FCS segment contains a checksum to 

assess frames carrying errors during the transmission.  

 

• The Inter Frame Gap (IFG):  The IFG is a segment 12 bytes long, determining the 

minimum space required between the transmissions of two consecutive frames. 
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Figure 2-8: Ethernet v2.0 frame segments 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2-9: Ethernet IEEE 802.3 frame segments 
 

 

 

 

The Ethernet protocol utilizes layer 2 (from the OSI model) devices called network switches 

to forward frames from one end-device to another. A switch has several functions: forwarding 

Ethernet frames, analyzing them, learning source and destination MAC addresses, and 

detecting possible faulty frames through the FCS segment. The switch saves the learned MAC 

addresses of devices connected to each port in an address or forwarding table. Once the switch 

saves a device MAC address, it does not need to forward frames to all its ports (avoiding 

reducing the switch bandwidth) anymore but only to the desired port matching the saved MAC 

address. It is the main difference between a layer 2 switch and an entry-level hub device. The 

process of sending frames to all ports is called flooding and only happens when a switch has 

not yet learned a node MAC address ( for example, for a new switch connected to a port). We 

display in Figures 2-10 and 2-11 frame transmission illustrations. Switches transmit frames 

sequentially, from ingress or input ports to egress or output ports (when transmitting to the 

same output ports). For different output ports, switches can transmit frames in parallel. 

Switches utilize internal memories to store exceeding frames while a port is busy during a 

transmission (Lo Bello & Steiner 2019). 
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Figure 2-10: Switch frames transmissions (1) 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-11: Switch frames transmissions (2) 

 

 

From Figure 2-10, we consider three frames transmission paths (𝒑𝟏, 𝒑𝟐, and 𝒑𝟑) from the three 

devices 𝑺𝟏, 𝑺𝟐, and 𝑺𝟑 (source devices) to the two devices 𝑺𝟓 and 𝑺𝟔 (destination devices) via 

the middle switch 𝑺𝟕. We can define the data paths transmission for frames from source to 

destination with expressions in (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3). 

 

𝑝1 = 𝑆1 → 𝑆7, 𝑆7 → 𝑆5                                                                                                          (2.1) 

𝑝2 = 𝑆2 → 𝑆7, 𝑆7 → 𝑆5                                                                                                          (2.2) 

𝑝3 = 𝑆3 → 𝑆7, 𝑆7 → 𝑆6                                                                                                          (2.3) 
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Frames transmission and processing from one switch to another does happen instantaneously. 

Switches experience several types of delays when forwarding Ethernet frames. All these delays 

contribute to slowing down communication responses between network devices. Some of the 

well-known Ethernet network delays have been described by Lin et al. (2019) and summarized 

as follows: 

• The minimum transmission frame delay: The minimum transmission frame delay is 

the slightest delay a frame goes through in a network when travelling from one switch 

to another without being stored in a switch memory. (2.4) is a simple mathematical 

expression of the minimum frame transmission delay.  

 

   𝛿𝑐𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 𝛿𝑠𝑟𝑐 + 𝛿𝑑𝑠𝑡 + 2(𝛿𝑓𝑟𝑚 + 𝛿𝑐𝑏𝑙)                                                                              (2.4) 

 

where 𝜹𝒔𝒓𝒄 represents the delay a frame experiences at the source switch due to processing 

tasks, 𝜹𝒅𝒔𝒕 is the delay a frame experiences at the destination switch due to processing tasks; 

𝜹𝒇𝒓𝒎  represents the delay caused by the frame forwarding itself. A mathematical definition of 

𝜹𝒇𝒓𝒎 is displayed in (2.5). 𝜹𝒄𝒃𝒍 is the delay caused by the frame physical medium through 

which the frame travels. The frame physical medium could be a copper or a fiber cable 

depending on the network installation. 

Lin et al. (2019) state that the worst frame transmission delay in a cable is assumed to be at 

more or less  
2

3
 the speed of light. The approximated speed of light is 3,000,000,000 m/s. When 

assuming that the cable sizes connecting the source (transmission) node to the destination 

(recipient) node is equal, we can calculate the worst frame cable delay in a distance of 20 meters 

as: 

𝛿𝑐𝑏𝑙 = (
2

3
× 3,000,000,000) ÷ 20 =  0.1µs  

 

𝛿𝑓𝑟𝑚 = 
𝜂

𝑥
                                                                                                                               (2.5) 
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where 𝜼 represents the transmitted frame dimension expressed in bits and 𝒙 represents the 

transmission rate in bits per seconds. 

 

• The frame communication delay when waiting in a switch memory: In most busy 

networks, ports receive several frames at the same time for transmission. In this case, 

frames forwarding is not executed immediately from the source to the destination but 

stored in the source memory until the transmission port is free. Frames are stored in 

queues based on the priority level. (2.6) is the mathematical expression for the frame 

communication delay stored in switch memory before transmission.  

 

              𝛿𝑐 = 𝛿𝑐𝑚𝑖𝑛 + 𝛿𝑚𝑟𝑦                                                                                                (2.6) 

 

where 𝜹𝒎𝒓𝒚 represents the queuing delay or the delay frames wait in a switch memory before 

transmission. We display in (2.7) a mathematical expression for the queuing delay. 

 

𝛿𝑚𝑟𝑦 = ∑ IFG +max (Sn + Shd)
𝐹𝑚

𝑛=1

1

𝑥
                                                                               (2.7) 

 

where 𝑭𝒎 represents the total count of queuing frames in the switch memory. The IFG 

represents the size the inter frame gap (12 bytes), 𝐒𝐧 represents the dimension of the nth data 

frame in the switch memory queue, 𝐒𝐡𝐝 is the size of frame overhead, and 𝒙 is the frame 

forwarding rate in bits per seconds. 

The frame delays that we described earlier, and their calculation only applies to switches 

applying the store and forward switching method when processing and transmitting frames. 

This method consists of analyzing the entire frame content before the transmission. Few other 

switching methods such as cut-through forwards frame without examining and analyzing its 

whole content. 

Lin et al. (2017) defined a summarized version of the forwarding delay from a source node 

point Y to a destination node point Z connected in a Ethernet communication network having 

a total number of switches k. Its mathematical expression is presented in (2.8). 
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𝛿𝑌𝑍 = 𝛿𝑡1 +∑ (δlnkp) +∑ (δswtp)
𝑘−1

𝑝=1

𝑘

𝑝=1

                                                                    (2.8) 

 

where 𝜹𝒕𝟏 represents the transmission delay to forward all frames from a switch into a link, 

𝜹𝒍𝒏𝒌  represents the frame transmission delay with regards to its data rate, and 𝜹𝒔𝒘𝒕 is the frame 

processing delay from a source switch input port to its output port.  

 

 

2.6 Business models for innovative organizations 

 

2.6.1 Business model 

 

As reported by Kaplan & Winby (2007), most businesses intending to venture into delivering 

sustainable, innovative products and solutions need to consider redesigning their business 

model to one that promotes an innovative culture and business expansion. The paradigm of I40 

offers several innovative technologies for businesses to grow their flexibility and production. 

It implies that the successful adoption of I40 depends not only on technological upgrades for 

the production systems but also on appropriate business models for innovative techniques 

(Jovanovski et al., 2019).  

 

A model refers to a simplified representation of a complex system or structure (Stähler 2002). 

When reflecting on a business model, researchers suggested various definitions to understand 

the concept better. Osterwalder & Pigneur (2010) define a business model as an instrument 

through which entrepreneurs and business owners can define, capture, and visualize their 

fundamental business values regarding services and the production of goods they supply to 

their customers. For Teece (2010), a business model is an architecture or a design that reflects 

an organization's way of creating value, capturing production (service delivery) mechanisms, 

and delivering products or services to clients. Osterwalder & Pigneur (2010) describe a 

business model as an illustration of the rational approaches a business utilizes to create, capture 

and develop value. Although authors present the definitions of a business model in various 
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formats, there are common keywords that carry the meaning of what a business model is: "the 

creation of value" and the "capture of value." The creation of value means benefits that 

businesses add to customers. The capture of value refers to how businesses represent all 

thriving procedures they use internally to produce value for their clients (Gudiksen et al. 2014). 

As per Timmers (1998), a prevalent explanation of the business model concept includes all 

service providers or production stakeholders, their tasks in the production process, source of 

income, and the value created. Zott & Amit (2010) mention that a business model is a group of 

several activities (that depends on each other) engaging human beings, physical components, 

and capital resources intending to reach companies' objectives. Elvesæter et al. (2010) research 

proposes a more straightforward definition of a business model as a description of valuable 

processes utilized to make money.  

 

From the above definitions, a business model's purpose is to identify internal processes 

implemented by companies to offer customer value and capturing these processes for the 

continuity of their activities (Johnson 2010). Osterwalder & Pigneur (2010) propose few 

elementary questions companies should consider answering when designing their business 

models: 

 

• Who are clients or targeted clients are? 

• Which services or products are we offering to clients? 

• What are the internal processes in place to produce profitable and sustainable value? 

 

Glova et al. (2014) suggest two different business model perspectives: a process business 

model and a value business model. In a process business model, an organization highlights 

process architectures helpful to reach desired objectives. In a value business model, the 

company presents essential details on all value creation stakeholders. The value business model 

can be effectively utilized as a strategic method for companies to assess their current market 

positioning and readiness to embark on new market opportunities. 

 

2.6.2 Business model for innovation 

 

Companies in the industrial manufacturing sector are presently facing an increase in 

competition. They are also witnessing new innovative technologies that they need to consider 

implementing to remain relevant to market standards and demands. Some of them embrace 
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globalization where they require more competitive prices, shorter product manufacturing time, 

and less time-to-market. The demanding requirements of innovative technologies and 

globalization arouse the need to design new business models that promote innovation and 

improvement, which current traditional business models fail to achieve (Hecklau et al. 2016). 

Traditional business models are primarily reflectors of business production processes or simply 

of how organizations make money. They do not often tackle several aspects such as creating a 

collaborative environment to favor innovation, R&D practices for new technologies, 

improvement of current product quality and processes, reducing production costs, and creating 

significant and sustainable value for customers. These practices could help companies adopt 

innovative technologies and become more competitive in their market sectors (Gupta & 

Sharma 2003).   

 

Referring to the booming experiences of few companies such as Airbnb and Uber, Weking et 

al. (2018) reported that business models could be excellent drivers of innovation and new 

technologies within companies when effectively exploited. According to various literature, 

Weking et al. 2018; Foss & Saebi 2017 and Zott et al. 2011, integrating innovation in 

companies’ business models constitute an excellent foundation of revolution in businesses, 

mainly when associated with a process, product, and service innovation. As per Baden-Fuller 

& Haefliger (2013), even though the business model concept has nothing to do with 

technological approaches, it represents a strong connection between the application of 

technology in businesses and their performance. When adopting new technology trends such 

as I40, business models should become more innovative by actively incorporating technology 

in different business levels. The concept of I40 highlights the implementation of methods like 

cloud computing, CPS, AI, and IoT devices through which companies can acquire more 

intelligence by getting more insights from components and analysing them. Innovative 

business models for I40 technologies include designing efficient algorithms and solutions that 

bring more value to manufacturing factories. 

In summary, we can state that integrating innovation into business models is about making 

relevant changes to significant components of an organization's traditional business model and 

modifying its architecture to match new sustainable requirements (Foss & Saebi 2017). 
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2.6.3 Some reference business models  

 

Several organisations and research design or upgrade their business model ideas based on some 

popular reference models or guides that they adapt to their realities (Osterwalder & Pigneur 

2010 and Safar et al. 2018). Some reference business models are: 

• The traditional business model: The traditional business model is a model focusing on 

the effectiveness of executive power to drive the whole organisation. In this type of 

model, the success or failure of the company depends highly on the manager or 

founder's efficacity in the business. This model is also often referred to as a hierarchical 

business model (Bass 2021). It displays the organisation stakeholders and employees 

in terms of power, starting on top of the pyramid (hierarchy) with the founder, followed 

by experienced managers, and ending with employees having straightforward tasks 

with less impact on business operations. This model is simple to adopt for small 

businesses and start-ups because it allows the founder(s), at the early stage of the 

business, to be in complete control of their vision and performance without relying too 

much on employees. In traditional business models, employees feel less involved in 

their organisation advancement or growth as they solely rely on their managers' 

decisions. 

 

• The business model canvas: The business model canvas is a more innovative model 

designed to encourage the embracing of new technological concepts within companies 

such as Industry 4.0 (Safar et al. 2018). Its structure provides four fundamental 

elements from which organisations can focus to shift from a traditional business model 

to a more innovative one. From its essential elements, the business model canvas can 

be a valuable template for companies to understand their business goal by asking 

themselves fundamental questions. These four key elements are: 

 

➢ The value and/or product proposition: This section allows the organisation to 

look closely into their market positioning and competitivity.   

➢ The customer relationships: This segment involves distribution channels and 

other important tools to grow customers relationships. 

➢ The key partners: This section highlights key activities and company resources. 
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➢ The Finance: This segment focuses on the company revenue stream as well as 

the cost structure.  

 

The business model canvas does not give practical recommendations in adopting 

innovative technologies but presents several fields worth considering when adopting 

new technological trends.    

 

• The STOF (Service – Technology – Organization - Finance) business model: The STOF 

business model is another innovative model for organizations. Like the business model 

canvas, it focuses on four main elements to embark on new technological trends. 

However, researchers consider the STOF business model simpler in structure and easier 

to embrace by small companies (Safar et al. 2018). These elements are: 

 

➢ The service: this segment provides different ways and approaches to create 

customer value.  

➢ The technology: the technology segment focuses on new technological 

components and infrastructure needed for innovation. 

➢ The organization: this section focuses on all external and internal organizational 

activities that produce value.  

➢ The Finance: This segment focuses on the company revenue stream as well as 

the cost structure. 

 

2.7 Chapter Summary 

 

In this chapter, we reviewed various literature and background on essential concepts and 

technologies covered in this research. The background and literature review enable us to gain 

sufficient knowledge to reach our research objectives. The concepts covered are I40, SMEs, 

I40 challenges and opportunities for SMEs, AI, ML, IoT, predictive maintenance (PM), product 

and mass customization (MC), Ethernet and network switches, and business models that 

promote innovation. 
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Chapter 3 : A CONCEPTUAL BUSINESS MODEL GUIDE FOR 

INNOVATIVE SMES 

 

As described in the previous background and literature review chapter, the sustainable 

implementation of innovative technological trends such as AI methods within organizations 

depends on the business model in place. This chapter is about setting up a conceptual business 

model guide that can be adapted and utilized as a foundation for SMEs intending to embrace 

innovative techniques within their companies. 

 

3.1 A conceptual business model for innovative solutions under I40 

 

The successful implementation of advanced and intelligent techniques or tools to achieve an 

innovative production system, as suggested by the I40 paradigm, depends on an organization's 

business model. A company's business model under the I40 should promote an innovative 

environment where all production stakeholders collaborate to reach the intended goal, a 

product, or a service (Kaplan & Winby 2007).  

In the previous chapter, under subsections 2.6.3, we went through an overview of three existing 

reference business models and their fundamental elements: the traditional business model, the 

canvas, and the STOF business model, for innovative technologies. Our proposed innovative 

business model moves away from the traditional business models (Gupta & Sharma 2003) 

structure that is not very collaborative because of its pyramidal (hierarchical) structure. The 

top management gives instructions to employees and collects results at the end of the process. 

Establishing innovative solutions in such working models is quite tricky to perpetuate. 

Learning from the canvas and STOF innovative business model layout, our model goes a step 

further by providing a more detailed structure of the interaction between all organization 

stakeholders, practical guidance, and recommendations regarding several types of innovative 

technologies and valuable tools to consider within the organization. Compared to canvas and 

STOF, our proposed business model offers a more thorough and practical guide for SMEs to 

adopt innovative technological trends. 

We propose a conceptual business model for SMEs under the I40, in Figure 3-1, as a foundation 

for implementing AI techniques that improve production processes.   
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Our proposed business model lies on the following aspect: 

- The organization stakeholders 

- The innovation areas 

- The training 

- The operations 

- The customers feedback 

 

3.1 The organization stakeholders 

 

A business model that encourages innovation considers the participation of every production’s 

stakeholder: management, employees, and customers. From our conceptual business 

model in Figure 3-1, we group these three stakeholders in the same category, visible by the 

same group colour (blue), and we give them equal responsibilities in successfully running a 

business. In an I40 environment, customers have a more crucial role as they are included in 

the operations via techniques such as products or mass customization. It becomes compulsory 

for an organization to develop a strong relationship with their customers to know them better, 

propose improved solutions, understand their needs, and find solutions to their existing 

problems. Providing such services is a good step for a company to ensure its competitive 

positioning in the market. 

In our proposed business model, management and employees frequently collaborate to 

understand their current operations and structure better. Each party brings its expertise and 

present knowledge of the system to assess, amend or improve the overall operations. Unlike in 

pyramidal business models, employees are as important as management or customers. They 

are the pillar of the operations as they work on the system daily, and it is easier for them to 

pinpoint its feats and flaws. Management has the mission to create a climate that encourages 

sharing and collaborative sessions; they should also apply mechanisms that extract strategic 

information from employees' and customers' inputs. 
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Figure 3-1: Conceptual business model for innovative SMEs 
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3.2 The innovation areas 

 

There are several innovation areas for an I40 environment. Most of them originate from new 

and advanced technologies. Some of these new technologies are AI, ML, AR, Big data, Edge 

computing, Digital twin, and much more. In our business model, we choose eight innovation 

areas SMEs could consider in an I40 environment. 

 

3.2.1 Data collection and analysis 

 

Data is the fuel for the implementation of new technologies. It helps gather important 

information about the system, and it allows the creation of models that better represent the 

system. Collecting and analyzing data at strategic areas of operations (product composition, 

customer preferences, machine parameters, and system configuration) is crucial in 

accomplishing improvement.   

 

3.2.2 Using intelligent tools to improve production processes 

 

There are various intelligent tools and procedures that can be added to the production process 

to create more value. Some of them are: 

• The predictive maintenance: that consists of detecting system impairments before 

they occur or before they convert into fatalities. 

• The RT monitoring: that reports the system operations as they appear in real-time. It 

is useful to generate alarms in case of faults, to stop the system in case of danger and to 

view the system responses based on different conditions. 

• The Simulation: that allows the testing of a system with factors and elements close to 

reality prior its actual physical implementation. Simulation reduces the risks and costs 

of wasting physical resources especially when they involve several changes and 

amendments. 

 

3.2.3 Improved network infrastructure 
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A network infrastructure facilitates information sharing and communication between different 

sections, machines, and production stakeholders in a manufacturing environment or a plant. 

Depending on the type of physical media installed (fibre, copper, or wireless), machines located 

farther apart or remotely can still exchange data and operate. A communication network 

comprises several devices (network switches) connected in a specific topology that carry 

information from source to destination. An unstable network jeopardizes the whole operation 

of the plant and affects its productivity. In an I40 environment, it becomes imperative to 

implement a solid and stable network that ensures deterministic communication (with minor 

delays possible in delivering information) and caters for unforeseen failures.  Some of the 

suggested ways to improve a network infrastructure are: 

• Choosing an efficient network topology that allows smooth communication with few 

delays.  

 

• Implementing redundancy protocols to have backup routes in case of failures.  

• Installing network management software (NMS) to have visibility of all network 

equipment and instantaneously report errors. 

 

3.2.4 Decentralized and remote monitoring of production processes 

 

Two of the most popular characteristics of an I40 environment is realizing a decentralized and 

remote monitoring system. Unlike in a traditional manufacturing environment where all 

production equipment depends on a sole controller to function, an I40 environment encourages 

a decentralized system in which production machines are given more intelligence to make 

decisions on their own without relying on the central controller. This feature reduces waiting 

time in the decision-making and is very handy in case of breakdown at the central controller’s 

side. In other words, a decentralized system offers redundancy to the production brain structure. 

The remote monitoring task adds flexibility to the system allowing operations to be accessible 

from different areas without a physical connection to production machines. Remote monitoring 

also includes error reporting. It becomes easier for supervisors and management to remain 

updated about operations and productions in real-time without depending on operators’ reports. 
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3.2.5 Digitalization of HR, employee management and linking finances to actual 

production 

 

Technologies such as Radio Frequency Identification (RFIDs) and biometrics are utilized in 

I40 to track and trace production levels, products, and employees’ actions. The manufactured 

product can be remotely tracked at any stage of the production and its manufacturing time 

determined (the relationship to the final product or service delivered to clients), and customers 

updated. HR management can generate statistical reports linking employees’ tasks to 

production stages and overall cost by these intelligent tracking methods.  

 

3.2.6 Automation of repetitive tasks to redirect production workforce 

 

In an I40 environment, employees should move away from robotic and repetitive tasks 

requiring little intelligence to more strategic duties to improve current operations continuously. 

With intelligent computer software applications and algorithms in AI and ML, certain 

production chores like parameter configuration, the decision on an overtime production run, 

production reporting, and much more can be taken care of by the system itself. Therefore, 

freeing operators to be trained on high-level production duties like data analysis and production 

planning. 

 

3.2.7 Develop a customer-oriented product system through product customization 

 

Customers are the backbone of any business. They are why an organization exists, and the 

organization always must ensure customers’ satisfaction. Standard customer service tips such 

as delivering products on time, updating customers on production stages or any delays, 

providing after-sales support, and offering cost-effective solutions, are initial steps in keeping 

pleased customers and perhaps attracting new ones. In addition to the above mention tips, 

innovative production systems consider customers’ preferences. Innovative manufacturing 

companies no longer produce standard products but allow clients to amend their composition 

as per their needs before manufacturing them. The operation is called product customization. 

3.2.8 Enhanced safety procedures for operators and intelligent machines (robots) 
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A safe working environment is a good foundation for a productive organization. The advent of 

I40 promises an increase in intelligent machines such as robots to the production workforce 

and for more interaction between human operators and production robots. A room for enhanced 

safety procedures through advanced technologies is crucial to avoid frequent incidents at the 

workplace. Robots, like humans, should undergo proper safety induction to learn appropriate 

responses to carry out in emergencies and reduce the risks of fatalities.   

 

3.3 Training 

 

It is compulsory for management and employees to regularly undergo proper training regarding 

the innovative areas they would like to implement. It will ensure a better understanding of both 

parties and a fast implementation of these innovation areas for the organization. 

 

3.4 The operations 

 

The manufacturing operations in an I40 environment are closely tracked, regularly quantified, 

regularly assessed, remotely accessible, and influenced by customers’ preferences through 

product or mass customization. Usually, a customer portal with a user interface linked to the 

production interface enables customers to send their preferences to the factory. An organization 

should take all these factors into account when designing its production structures and 

operations. 

 

3.5 The customers feedback 

 

Adopting innovation strategies to improve an organization's production is not a once-off 

activity to achieve the desired goal but a continuous task to improve a current system. It should 

ultimately become the organization's culture to promote innovative activities as suggested by 

our conceptual business model. One of the best ways to improve a system's operation is to 

recurrently receive customer feedback through interactions with management and employees 

and brainstorm on how to gain the most from those feedback during management and employee 

sharing sessions. 
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From our business model, we encourage management and employees to get acquainted with 

innovation areas that would benefit their organization. Having a good understanding of their 

operations through frequent interactions, they can agree on which innovative areas would be 

advantageous for their business. However, the apprehension of advanced techniques requires 

specialized know-how that most SMEs do not have. Hence, we suggest another collaboration 

between SMEs (management and employees) and academia or R&D projects focusing on I40 

innovation techniques to guide them in selecting the best innovative areas for their operations. 

Academic works and researches, such as this thesis, conducted to stimulate the adoption of 

advanced and intelligent techniques for SMEs are excellent pilots to instruct management and 

employees. 

 

3.6 Chapter Summary 

 

In this chapter, we laid down the organizational foundation to guide SMEs in considering 

adopting advanced technological trends (for example, adopting I40, the current trend of 

automation. Embracing innovative techniques depends highly on the type of business model in 

place for an organization. Our conceptual business model outlines different business segments 

and areas that SMEs should consider for a successful move into innovative technologies. We 

highlighted the main differences between our proposed innovative business model and the 

reference business models discussed in chapter 2. We developed the conceptual, innovative 

business model as the foundation for designing and implementing practical, innovative 

techniques. 
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Chapter 4 : DEVELOPED AI TECHNIQUES AND INNOVATIVE 

METHODS OVERVIEW 

This chapter presents an overview of the developed AI techniques and innovation areas covered 

in this research. These areas allow manufacturing SMEs to improve their production processes 

in an I40 environment. We highlight these areas from the conceptual business model produced 

in Chapter 3. We also provide details on “data collection and analysis” that is the foundation 

to modelling most of our AI techniques.  

 

4.1 Innovation areas covered 

 

Through this research, we aimed to develop and optimize AI techniques to improve the 

operations of manufacturing SMEs. These techniques cover some of the innovation areas SMEs 

can adopt in an I40 environment to optimize their productivity. Figure 4-1 presents, in green 

coloured cells, the innovation areas and tools our study addresses from the conceptual business 

model in Figure 3-1. 

We cover the following innovation segments: 

• Data collection and analysis: Under this section, we explored knowledge-based data 

utilized in the design of our AI techniques (time-series data). 

 

• An intelligent PM framework using CNN algorithm: In chapter 5, we describe the 

applicable theories behind the CNN algorithm, PReLU activation function, PCA, and 

time-series imaging exploited to design the intelligent PM framework. We design the 

system and evaluate results. 

 

• An improved network communication infrastructure: In chapter 6, we discuss the 

theory behind some network communication theories such as TSN, edge computing, 

and network communication theologies utilized to develop our improved 

communication network prototypes. We design the system and evaluate results. 

 

• An automatic parameter configuration using ML techniques: In chapter 7, we 

explore the theories behind DT and MLR ML algorithms to create regression models 
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implemented in the design of the automatic parameter configuration method for a 

SCADA system. We design the system and evaluate results. 

 

• An adaptive customization platform for clients’ interaction with the production 

system: In chapter 8, we analyse the theoretical principle of the XGBoost algorithm for 

the development of regression models and the RF algorithm for classification models. 

These two ML models are part of the core design of the adaptive customization 

platform. We design the system and evaluate results. 

 

• An enhanced safety response mechanism for AMR and operators using Q-learning 

and speech recognition: In chapter 9, we go through theories on the RL algorithm, the 

Q-learning algorithm, and the speech recognition system that we utilize to produce our 

enhanced safety response mechanism. We design the system and evaluate results. 

 

4.1.1 Data collection and analysis  

 

An appropriate collection and analysis of system data are essential to build and design the 

desired AI techniques and advanced tools for manufacturing SMEs. We record and examine 

our data based on a knowledge-based system (Avram 2004). A knowledge-based system group 

makes available and organizes several factual information about a structure, a method, or a 

system that it implements as supporting materials to bring more intelligence to the system. It 

is a well-known technique to construct sophisticated AI models and intelligent algorithms that 

better express the meaning of a system. Figure 4-2 is a graphical representation of a simple 

knowledge-based system (Hopgood 2005). The system has three principal components: an 

evidence-based component, a deduction component, and an external communication interface. 

The evidence-based component records the previous essential data knowledge on the system 

that serves as the base to forming intelligent models. The deduction component is the brain of 

the system. It contains the control and the intelligence to build desired models. The interface 

component is the communication bridge between external users (to load knowledge-based data 

or to inquire about the intelligent constructed model) and the knowledge-based system. We 

present another more detailed knowledge-based system representation in Figure 4-3 for fault 

diagnosis as developed by Gao et al. (2015). 
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Figure 4-1: Conceptual innovative business model with innovation areas covered 

 

This system can be a guide for fault diagnosis models built on knowledge-based data. In this 

research, we use time-series data as a knowledge-based data source for designing innovative 
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techniques for manufacturing SMEs. Through data analytics, a system gathers and assesses 

information from several sources. The collected data should be presented clearly to support 

business decision-making and organization operational activities (Lichtblau et al., 2015). 

 

Figure 4-2: Basic knowledge-based system module (Hopgood 2005) 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-3: Fault-diagnosis knowledge-based system schematic (Gao et al. 2015). 
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4.1.1.1 Time-series data 

 

Time-series data is a sequence of findings monitored and saved over successive intervals 

(Adhikari & Agrawal 2013). There are two elementary classes of time-series data: Multivariate 

Time Series (MTS) and Univariate Time Series (UTS). UTS contains a single observation (or a 

single variable) monitored over a specific period. Unlike UTS, MTS has more than one variable 

recorded over time (Sadouk 2018). 

 

We present in (4.1) a mathematical expression of UTS data and in (4.2) the one for MTS.  

 

𝐵 = [𝑏1, 𝑏2, 𝑏3, ⋯ , 𝑏𝑛 , ⋯ 𝑏𝑡]                                                                                                    (4.1) 

 

where bn ∈ ℝ, t ∈ ℕ and represents the dimension of the time series data.  

 

𝐷 = [𝐵1, 𝐵2, 𝐵3, ⋯ , 𝐵𝑖 , ⋯𝐵𝑚]                                                                                                 (4.2) 

 

where 𝑚 ∈ ℕ and means the dimension of the MTS data. m also refers to the amount of UTS 

data in D. i is the position index for every UTS in the MTS, D. The UTS values in D are equal 

to the mathematical expression in (4.1). The expression of one UTS, B, a MTS, D, with several 

UTS can be presented in (4.3) as: 

 

𝐵𝑖 = [𝑏𝑖(1), 𝑏𝑖(2), 𝑏𝑖(3), ⋯ , 𝑏𝑖(𝑛) , ⋯ 𝑏𝑖(𝑡)]                                                                                 (4.3) 

 

where t ∈  ℕ and represents the dimension of the UTS in the MTS (Box, G.E.P., et al. 2015 

and Górecki & Łuczak 2015). i is the unique index position for every UTS, B in the MTS. 

The expression of UTS, in (25), represents a mathematical vector and we can express the MTS 

one in (4.2) as a matrix since it is composed of several vectors. From (4.2), we assume the 

following parameters:  an MTS, D with t = 4 and m = 4. We can express (4.2) in a matrix format 

in (4.4) as follows: 

 

 𝐷 =  

𝑏11 𝑏21 𝑏31 𝑏41
𝑏12 𝑏22 𝑏32 𝑏42
𝑏13 𝑏23 𝑏33 𝑏43
𝑏14 𝑏24 𝑏34 𝑏44

                                                                                                      (4.4) 
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We display in Figures 4-4 and 4-5 the graphs for UTS and MTS data. 

 

 

Figure 4-4: UTS graphical representation (Kiangala & Wang 2020 a)  

 

 

Figure 4-5: MTS graphical representation (Kiangala & Wang 2020 a) 

 

From Figure 4-4, we can observe a UTS variable ‘Var 1’ recorded between 05 May 2016 and 26 

September 2016. The values monitored in this variable are ranging from 0 to 6. From Figure 4-

5, we monitor three variables: Var1, Var2, and Var3 that are part of an MTS dataset.  
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4.2 Chapter Summary 

 

In this chapter, we introduced the innovation areas covered by our research from the conceptual 

business model in Figure 3-1. We presented the AI techniques and innovative methods 

designed and optimized for manufacturing SMEs in Figure 4-1 as follows: data collection and 

analysis, an intelligent PM framework using CNN algorithm, an improved network 

communication infrastructure, an automatic parameter configuration using ML techniques, an 

adaptive customization platform for clients’ interaction with the production system, and an 

enhanced safety response mechanism for AMR and operators using Q-learning and speech 

recognition. We focused on describing the data collection and analysis area as the base to 

design most of our AI innovative techniques. We present and develop the remaining innovation 

areas in the following chapters.  
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Chapter 5 : AN INTELLIGENT PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCE (PM) 

FRAMEWORK FOR CONVEYOR MOTORS USING CNN 

 

Equipment downtime and failures can cause significant losses for a production line. Detecting 

threats on a machine before they turn into breakdown reduces the risks of disasters and allows 

anticipating a maintenance process to fix issues. We propose an experimental PM structure 

design that aims to detect a conveyor motor functioning’s impairment for early intervention on 

system’s menaces and to decrease the rate of incorrect faults diagnosis. We carry out this task 

by implementing a CNN ML model that determines whether the abnormalities detected are 

harmful to the operation or not. We create an ML classification model by learning information 

from time-series data imaging (conveyor motors parameters observations) and by exploiting 

the advantages of CNN (Kiangala & Wang 2020 a).  

 

5.1 CNN Theoretical overview 

5.1.1 Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and its limitations 

 

CNN is a deep learning (a machine learning branch illustrated in Figures 2-2 and 2-3) algorithm 

intensively implemented in image classification scenarios. Its algorithm extracts significant 

spatial correlation of input data (images) and generates essential information attributes for 

pattern detection. Hubel and Wiesel developed the CNN approach based on animals’ visual 

cortex concept (Patterson & Gibson 2017). Their initial research focused on the visual cortical 

neurons of cats and monkeys. LeCun et al. (1990) was the precursor of the initial CNN structure 

called LeNet. From the first CNN model, several researchers designed other CNN frameworks 

like AlexNet (Krizhevsky et al. 2012), ResNet (He et al. 2015a), Inspection v3, and VGGNet 

(Simonyan & Zisserman 2015). 

A general CNN framework has the following layers: 

• A convolutional layer: This layer is responsible for the input image features extraction 

using feature detectors or filters. The layer also generates new images called feature 

maps of smaller dimensions than the input ones, containing the extracted features of the 

initial input images. Feature maps usually go through an activation function that 

enlarges the non-linearity of the generated images. Increasing the non-linearity of the 
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image produces a more realistic format since most images are predominantly non-

linear. It is the last step before entering the next CNN layer. A well-known activation 

function for CNN is the Rectifier Linear Unit (ReLU) (Glorot et al., 2011). This 

research integrates an additional activation function called Parameterized Rectifier 

Linear Unit (PReLU) as a future-proofed option when training larger datasets. PReLU 

is suitable for a larger dataset than the standard ReLU. 

 

• A pooling layer: One of the essential aims of the pooling layer is to create a spatial 

invariant property for the feature maps. The invariant property enables the CNN model 

to recognize the same image regardless of its position. The pooling layer also reduces the 

dimension of the feature maps that become smaller at the output than in the input. The 

"Max Pooling" (Zhou & Chellappa 1988) is a popular pooling layer method for CNN 

networks. A CNN model can have several pooling layers to better its accuracy. 

 

• A flattening layer: The layer performs the format conversion of the feature map image 

from the pooling layer from 2-Dimension (2D) to a 1-Dimension (1D) vector. The 

generated 1D vector becomes the input of the next layer (Yang et al. 2019). 

 

• A full connection layer: This layer is the brain of the CNN framework. It contains 

several neurons layers that give intelligence to the whole CNN structure. The neurons 

are interconnected via synopsis to produce the outcome. The first layer of neurons 

connects directly to the flattening layer from which it receives the 1D vector as input. 

Usually, several hidden connection layers exist between the first layer and the output 

layer. When training a CNN model, the weight of its inputs can be adjusted a couple of 

times to improve the final accuracy. The count of inputs iterations to improve the CNN 

model’s accuracy is known as Epochs (Devarakonda et al. 2017).  

 

Some limitations of CNN algorithm: The CNN algorithm requires a large amount of training 

dataset to build a reliable model. The training phase of the CNN is time-consuming. It requires 

a powerful central processing unit (CPU) for faster processing time. Usually, graphics 

processing units (GPUs) are preferred when training CNN models. 

We display in Figure 5-1 a CNN framework basic structure. 
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Figure 5-1: CNN framework basic structure (Kiangala & Wang 2020 a) 

 

 

5.1.2 Parameterized Rectifier Linear Unit (PRELU) activation function option for better 

results in larger datasets 

 

Various strategies and techniques exist to improve ML models' performances and prevent 

errors such as overfitting. In the area of deep learning, some of these strategies are: aggressive 

data augmentation (Krizhevsky et al. 2012; Howard 2013; Simonyan & Zisserman 2015 and 

Szegedy et al. 2014), implementation of smaller strides (Zeiler & Fergus 2014; Sermanet et al. 

2014; Chatfield et al. 2014 and Simonyan & Zisserman 2015), using large-scale data 

(Krizhevsky et al. 2012 and Simonyan & Zisserman 2015), implementingmore enormousr 

depth (Simonyan & Zisserman, A. 2015 and Szegedy et al. 2014), new nonlinear activations 

(Nair & Hinton 2010; Maas et al. 2013; Zeiler et al. 2013; Lin et al. 2013; Srivastava et 

al. 2013 and Goodfellow et al. 2013), enlarged width (Zeiler et al. 2013 and Sermanet et 

al. 2014), sophisticated layer designs (Szegedy et al. 2014 and He et al. 2015b), and effective 

regularization techniques (Hinton et al. 2012; Srivastava et al. 2014; Goodfellow et al. 2013 

and Wan et al. 2013) that enhances generalization. Incorporating activation functions like the 

ReLU is one method that improves deep networks models (Krizhevsky et al., 2012). In order 

to improve the design of our CNN classification model, we implement an activation function 

called PreLU that essentially deals with large-sized networks. We add this technique as an 
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optional feature for larger datasets. The PReLU activation function has the merits of achieving 

greater accuracies than traditional ReLU on large networks, and it reduces the risks of 

overfitting errors when training the models. The PReLU activation function is an improved 

version of ReLU achieved through several additional parameters boosting the models' 

operations for deep networks (He et al. 2015c).  

We present in (5.1), a mathematical expression of the activation function: 

 

f(Zi) = {  
Zi   if  Zi > 0

ciZi    if Zi ≤ 0            
                                                                                            (5.1) 

 

 

where Zi represents the activation function f input of the ith channel and ci is the slope 

coefficient. 

It is worth mentioning that from (5.1), when ci   value is equal to zero, (5.1) represents the 

mathematical expression of a traditional ReLU and when its value is equal to a value different 

than zero it becomes a PReLU activation function equation. We display in Figure 5-2 and 5-3, 

the graphical representations of the ReLU and PReLU activation functions as defined by (5.1). 

 

 

 

Figure 5-2: ReLU activation function (Kiangala & Wang 2020 a) 
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Figure 5-3: PReLU activation function (Kiangala & Wang 2020 a) 
 

 

 

We can expand and re-write (5.1) in another well-known format of the activation function (5.2) 

presented as follows:  

 

𝑓(𝑧𝑖) = max(0, 𝑧𝑖) + 𝑐𝑖min(0, 𝑧𝑖)                                                                                      (5.2) 

 

A backpropagation method (LeCun et al. 1989) is utilized for training deep networks using the 

PReLU activation function, and its optimization is applied on all layers simultaneously (He et 

al. 2015c).  

Another crucial element participating in deep networks models training using PReLU is a 

gradient. Gradients are optimization algorithms that contributes in obtaining more accurate 

results. We present in (5.3) the gradient expression of the constant ci on a single layer: 

 

𝜕

𝜕𝑐𝑖
= ∑

𝜕

𝜕𝑓(𝑧𝑖)
𝑧𝑖

𝜕𝑓(𝑧𝑖)

𝜕𝑐𝑖
                                                                                                             (5.3) 

where  휀 is a symbol for the objection function and 
( )f zi




represents the gradient propagation 

of a neural network deeper layer.  
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(5.4) is a mathematical expression of the activation function gradient.  

 

𝜕𝑓(𝑧𝑖)

𝜕𝑐𝑖
= {

0   𝑖𝑓  𝑧𝑖 > 0
𝑧𝑖   𝑖𝑓 𝑧𝑖 ≤ 0            

                                                                                                 (5.4) 

 

 

 

5.1.3 Principal components analysis (PCA) 

 

Under the age of I40, there is a tremendous increase in data. This data can originate from 

production processes and devices monitoring or instruments measurements. However, 

collecting data without extracting useful information hidden from them could be a waste of 

resources. The challenge is even higher when dealing with vast amounts of data. We need 

appropriate methods to lower data dimension, keep the original data features, and ease their 

interpretability. PCA is one of the oldest techniques developed to achieve this purpose 

(Giordani & Kiers 2004). PCA's goal is to reduce large datasets' dimensions while minimizing 

the information loss rate to carry as much as characteristics of the original large datasets to the 

reduced data version. As part of the dimension reduction process, PCA generates new 

uncorrelated variables that favorably maximize data variance. The new variables' numerical 

values are the outcomes of eigenvectors and eigenvalues problems solved through the process. 

PCA is considered an adaptive approach for data analysis (Jolliffe & Cadima 2016). 

Pearson (1901) and Hotelling (1933) are considered the pioneer of the earliest knowledge on 

the PCA theory. Several developments and advances exist on the concept, especially with 

computerization that brought forth new types of datasets. To this day, several disciples integrate 

and exploit PCA’s advantages for successful data interpretation and analysis. When reducing 

data dimension, PCA discloses the correlation between variables of the dataset and performs 

its operation on the initial data space. Its operation principle also relies on several statistical 

analyses on the dataset to ensure feature retention of new variables (Zhang et al., 2019).  

We consider a dataset matrix, B, composed of c x r elements with c representing the dataset 

variables on the matrix column and r the data samples on the matrix rows. We can express B 

as a total of the r vectors cross products as presented in (5.5) (Zhang et al. 2019): 

𝐵 = 𝑔1𝑠1 
𝐺 + 𝑔2𝑠2 

𝐺 +⋯+ 𝑔𝑐𝑠𝑐
𝐺 = 𝐺𝑆𝐺                                                                               (5.5) 
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where  𝑔𝑖 represents the score vector of the dataset and 𝑠𝑖 is its load vector. Both factors belong 

to 𝑅𝑛.  G represents the load matrix of the dataset. The score vector of the dataset B is also 

known as the principal component of B.  

 

B can be further transformed in (5.6) by ignoring some negligible factors considered as residual 

elements and only maintaining the first n principal elements. 

 

𝐵 = ∑ 𝑔𝑖𝑠𝑖
𝐺𝑛

𝑖=1 + ∑ 𝑔𝑖𝑠𝑖
𝐺𝑐

𝑖=𝑛+1  = 𝐺𝑛𝑆𝑛 
𝐺 + 𝐸                                                                     (5.6) 

 

By using some principal components, process data can be reformulated.  �̂� is the estimated 

dataset after the reformulation and is presented by (5.7). 

 

�̂� = ∑ 𝑔𝑖𝑠𝑖
𝑇𝑛

𝑖=1 = 𝐵𝑆𝑛𝑆𝑛
𝐺                                                                                                     (5.7) 

where  𝑆𝑛 represents a matrix made of the load matrix first vector n.  

 

Another useful factor for the generation of PCA is the statistics component 𝐺2 that enables the 

monitoring of several principal components concurrently. (5.8) is an expression of 𝐺2 for a 

process variable vector 𝐵𝑖 at a time i.  

 

𝐺2 = 𝑔𝑖𝜃
−1𝑔𝑖

𝐺 = 𝐵𝑖𝑆𝜃
−1𝑆𝐺𝐵𝑖

𝐺                                                                                         (5.8) 

where 𝑔𝑖 represents the element of an ith  row of a matrix 𝐺𝑛 that contains n principal component 

score vectors. θ is a parameter representing the diagonal matrix of the first diagonal n. 

 

Figure 5-4 is a summary of steps required to generate PCA variables. 

Some limitations of PCA: Although the PCA concept has the advantage of not restricting 

parameters for its configuration, it has the drawback of limiting the improvement of its results 
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through the addition of prior knowledge of data parameters since users are not permitted to 

intervene in the PCA processing part using external methods or parameterization. 

 

 

Figure 5-4: PCA design steps 
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5.1.4 Time-series data imaging 

 

Time-series data imaging is the process of transforming time-series data into images. This 

process benefits our intelligent PM model since we carry out the classification task in a CNN 

model. As mentioned in previous sections, the input of a CNN structure is an image. Therefore, 

we need to implement a data transformation process that converts the time-series data into 

images. Time-series imaging is part of “data augmentation,” in which smaller dataset sizes are 

changed to higher ones, for example, increasing a 1D dataset to a 2D or 3D one. A method 

utilized to obtain time-series images by encoding time-series information is the Gramian Angular 

Field (GAF) introduced by Wang & Oates (2015). In the imaging process, GAF implements a 

polar coordinates-based matrix to represent the time-series data. As opposed to the popular 

Cartesian coordinate, polar coordinate can maintain temporal data correlation. The GAF process 

produces two categories of images: Gramian angular summation field (GASF) and Gramian 

angular differential field (GADF). Image encoding using GAF has the following steps: 

 

• Time-series data input normalization: Considering the time-series data presented in 

(4.1), a normalization method is applied in the intervals of [-1, 1] to produce a normalized 

or scaled time-series data as displayed in (5.9). 

 

 

             𝑏−1̃
𝑖
=
(𝑏𝑖−𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝐵))+(𝑏𝑖−𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝐵))

𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝐵)−𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝐵)
                                                                                (5.9) 

 

                where 𝑏−1̃
𝑖
represents the normalized value of each initial time-series data  𝑏𝑖. 

 

• Normalized time-series data conversion to polar coordinates: In this step, the 

previous normalized time-series data �̃� with elements 𝑏−1̃
𝑖
 is represented into a polar 

coordinates. The polar coordinate comprises the angular cosine of every normalized time-

series data  𝑏−1̃
𝑖
 and the radius of the time-series data which depends on a time stamp. 

(5.10) and (5.11) are mathematical expressions of the two polar coordinates. 

 

 

               𝜃 = arccos  (𝑏�̃�)
̌                                                                                                          (5.10) 

 

             where  −1 ≤  𝑏�̃�  ≤ 1,    𝑏�̃�  ∈  �̃�. 
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             𝜃 is the equivalent of a time-series value in the polar coordinates format.  

 

             𝑟 =
ti

N
 , ti ∈ ℕ                                                                                                         (5.11) 

 

            where 𝑡𝑖 is the time stamp of the time-series data . 

            N is the stabilizing factor (a constant) of the polar coordinate system's space. 

 

• Generating the GASF and GADF from the polar coordinate: The GASF and GADF 

of the time-series data are the trigonometric sum and difference of each polar point 

computed to obtain the spatial relationship between them. We present in (5.12) and 

(5.13) the mathematical expressions of GASF and in (5.14) and (5.15) those representing 

GADF. 

 

 

            𝐺𝐴𝑆𝐹 = [cos(𝜃𝑖 + 𝜃𝑗)]                                                                                          (5.12) 

 

            𝐺𝐴𝑆𝐹 = 𝑏′̃. �̃� − √1 − �̃�2′. √1 − �̃�2                                                                       (5.13) 

 

            𝐺𝐴𝐷𝐹 = [sin(𝜃𝑖 − 𝜃𝑗)]                                                                                          (5.14) 

 

            𝐺𝐴𝐷𝐹 = √1 − �̃�2′. �̃� − �̃�′√1 − �̃�2                                                                        (5.15) 

 

 

• We can also represent the GASF and GADF in a matrix format that is usually easier to 

understand in the design process. (5.16) and (5.17) are the matrices representations of 

GASF and GADF.  

 

 

 

              𝐺𝐴𝑆𝐹 = (
cos(𝜃1 + 𝜃1) ⋯ cos(𝜃1 + 𝜃𝑛)

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
cos(𝜃𝑚 + 𝜃1) ⋯ cos(𝜃𝑚 + 𝜃𝑛)

)                                                    (5.16) 
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             𝐺𝐴𝐷𝐹 = (
sin(𝜃1 − 𝜃1) ⋯ sin(𝜃1 − 𝜃𝑛)

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
sin(𝜃𝑚 − 𝜃1) ⋯ sin(𝜃𝑚 − 𝜃𝑛)

)                                                   (5.17) 

 

 

 

We display in Figure 5-5, the required steps for time-series imaging using the GAF process.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-5: Time-series imaging process highlight using GAF (Kiangala & Wang 2020 a) 
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5.2 Modelling of an intelligent PM framework with developed AI techniques and 

Innovative methods 

 

Our intelligent PM framework goal is to classify conveyor motor conditions into threats for the 

overall system or acceptable for operations by transforming motors observations (time-series 

data) into images loaded into a CNN model to accomplish the classification task. We divide the 

PM framework into three segments: 

 

1) The feeding segment 
 

In this framework segment, we enable the system to cater to two types of time-series data, two 

inputs: MTS and UTS. We are dealing with MTS data inputs. We do not feed the input data 

directly to the image encoding segment but enable a "Dimensionality Reduction Stage" sub-

segment to decrease the MTS data inputs dimension to two channels by implementing PCA. 

The MTS dimension reduction improves the system performance and lessens its complexity. 

Processing data in smaller volumes is advantageous for the system. 

  
2) The imaging segment 

 
In this segment, we convert our UTS input data or the reduced version of the MTS input data into 

GAF images that will be later used as the CNN classification model input. 

 

3)  CNN classification modelling segment 
 

This segment of our PM framework process the GAF images from the imaging segment and 

classifies them into system threats or normal condition with the CNN ML algorithm. In order to 

build a future-proof model prepared for more extensive data volumes, we implement a PReLU 

activation function option in the CNN model. The PReLU activation function also has the merit 

of bettering the non-linearity attribute of input images. We test our experimental PM framework 

on small manufacturing industries data and obtain similar performance results for CNN with 

standard ReLU and PReLU. 

  

Note: Some researchers claim that accuracy improvements for CNN models when implementing 

PReLU activation function over ReLU are negligibly ranging between 1% to 2% accuracy 

enhancement and are sometimes not worth the implementation effort. However, a slight accuracy 

improvement for critical manufacturing activities could make a massive difference in a 
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manufacturing factory where machines' availability is critical to the overall production. An 

increase of 1% accuracy could be the information required to avoid chaos in the factory. 

Figure 5-6 is a representation of the overall PM framework architecture and Figure 5-7 its work 

flow diagram. 

 

 

 

Figure 5-6: Intelligent PM framework overall architecture (Kiangala & Wang 2020 a) 
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Figure 5-7: PM flow chart diagram (Kiangala & Wang 2020 a) 

 

 

5.2.1 Applying PCA 

 

As described in Figure 5-4, we apply several steps to our input dataset to achieve PCA's final 

data dimension reduction. We detail the PCA processing steps of our experimental dataset as 

follows: 

 
1)  Pre-reduction of dataset dimension 

 

Our experimental dataset has twelve parameters. Eleven of these parameters are conveyor motor 

features such as Vibration speed, Motor torque, Acceleration, Motor Speed, Air pressure, Product 

Weight, Deceleration, Current, Belt tension, Motor tension, and Temperature. The last parameter 

is the conveyor motor Fault type detected in the system over time for each parameter 
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combination. The total number of observations in a specific interval per parameter is 15,000. We 

can write an expression of our overall experimental dataset based on the motor parameters as p 

+ 1, with p representing the number of independent time-series variables (or the observations) 

and ‘1’ the number of the dependent variable of the dataset. The dependent variable in our 

experiment is the motor fault. The pre-reduction of the dataset dimension consists of discarding 

the dependent variable and keeping the number of independent variables.  For our experimental 

dataset, the new dataset dimension equals the value of p, which is eleven. 

 

 

2) Calculate the average of every dimension of the new dataset 
 

From the new reduced dataset dimension p = 11, we can extract eleven vectors of observations, 

each with different values. We present the observation vectors as follows (Kiangala & Wang 

2020 a): 

P1(vibration speed) = [p11, p12, ⋯ , p1n] 

P2(motor torque) = [p21, p22, ⋯ , p2n] 

P3(acceleration) = [p31, p32, ⋯ , p3n] 

P4(motor speed) = [p41, p42,⋯ , p4n] 

P5(air pressure) = [p51, p52, ⋯ , p5n] 

P6(product weight) = [p61, p62, ⋯ , p6n] 

P7(deceleration) = [p71, p72, ⋯ , p7n] 

P8(current) = [p81, p82, ⋯ , p8n] 

P9(belt tension) = [p91, p92, ⋯ , p9n] 

P10(motor tension) = [p101, p102, ⋯ , p10n] 

P11(temperature) = [p111, p112, ⋯ , p11n] 

 

where n represent the number of observations for each parameter.  

 

As mention earlier, in this experiment, we use 15 000 observations of our parameters. In other 

words, the value of n equals 15 000 (n = 15 000). From the above observation vectors, we can 
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create a matrix representing our overall dataset. The matrix is of size p x n (11, 15 000) and is 

presented in (5.18). 

 

𝐷 =

(

 
 

𝑝{1,1} ⋯ 𝑝{6,1} ⋯ 𝑝{11,1}
⋮ ⋱ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮

𝑝{1,7500} ⋯ 𝑝{6,7500} … 𝑝{11,7500}
⋮ ⋱ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮

𝑝{1,15000} … 𝑝{6,15000} … 𝑝{11,15000})

 
 

                                                                   (5.18) 

 

(5.19) is a mathematical expression of the average of each dimension of the experimental 

dataset matrix D. 

 

𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑃1 =
∑ (P1n)
n
i=1

n
= P1̅̅̅̅                                                                                                       (5.19) 

 

 

We can also compute an illustration of the average matrix, D, by using the expressions (5.18) 

and (5.19). The average matrix is presented in (5.20) and summarized in (5.21). 

 

�̅� = [
∑ (𝑝1𝑛)
𝑛
𝑖=1

𝑛
⋯
∑ (𝑝6𝑛)
𝑛
𝑖=1

𝑛
…
∑ (𝑝11𝑛)
𝑛
𝑖=1

𝑛
]                                                                                   (5.20) 

 

�̅� = [𝑃1̅̅̅̅ ⋯𝑃6̅̅̅̅ …𝑃11 ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ]                                                                                                       (5.21) 

 

 

 

3) Generate the variance-covariance matrix of the dataset D 
 

In order to generate the variance-covariance matrix, also known as the covariance matrix, we 

apply (5.22) to create a variance relationship for each vector of the dataset D.   

 

VC(P1, P2) =
1

𝑛
∑ (P1n − P1̅̅̅̅ )

𝑛

𝑖=1
(P2n − P2̅̅̅̅ )                                                                    (5.22) 
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The outcome of the variance-covariance matrix section after applying (5.22) is a square matrix 

with the size p x p; Based on our experimental dataset, the variance-covariance matrix to build 

the PM framework has the size 11 x 11. We present in Table 5-1 a representation of the 

variance-covariance matrix. We simplify the matrix representation due to space limitations. 

 

Table 5-1: Variance-covariance matrix result 

 

 

 

 

 

It is worth mentioning that in Table 5-1 VC (P1, P2) =VC(P2, P1). 

 

4) Find the eigenvalues and their eigenvectors 
 

Munir, M. (2015) describes an Eigenvector as a vector that does not change directions after 

going through any linear transformation to it. Assuming (5.23) to be an expression of our 

square variance-covariance matrix: 

 

𝐶𝑉𝑀 =

(

 
 

𝑉𝐶(𝑃1, 𝑃1) ⋯ 𝑉𝐶(𝑃1, 𝑃6) ⋯ 𝑉𝐶(𝑃1, 𝑃11)
⋮ ⋱ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮

𝑉𝐶(𝑃6, 𝑃1) ⋯ 𝑉𝐶(𝑃6, 𝑃6) … 𝑉𝐶(𝑃6, 𝑃11)
⋮ ⋱ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮

𝑉𝐶(𝑃11, 𝑃1) … 𝑉𝐶(𝑃11, 𝑃6) … 𝑉𝐶(𝑃11, 𝑃11))

 
 

                                 (5.23)        

 

We implement (5.24) to find a mathematical expression of the Eigenvalues for the CVM matrix 

in (5.23). 

 

det(CVM − λI) = 0                                                                                                            (5.24) 

 

 

         P1 P2 … P11 

P1 VC(P1,P1) VC(P1,P2) … VC(P1,P11) 

P2 VC(P2,P1) VC(P2,P2) … VC(P2,P11) 

⋮ … … … … 

P11 VC(P11,P1) VC(P11,P2) … VC(P11,P11) 
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where λ represents the Eigenalue of the CVM matrix and I is an expression of the identity 

matrix. We define in (5.25) an expression of the identity matrix associated with the matrix 

CVM in (5.23). 

 

𝐼 =

(

 
 

1 ⋯ 0 ⋯ 0
⋮ ⋱ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
0 ⋯ 1 … 0
⋮ ⋱ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
0 … 0 … 1)

 
 

                                                                                                    (5.25) 

 

As per (5.25), we notice that the identity matrix, I, is a square matrix with the size of the CVM 

matrix (11 x 11). We can generate an equation of the eleventh degree (5.26) by substituting the 

expressions of (5.23) and (5.25) into (5.24). The variable λ is the unknown. 

 

𝑎𝜆11 + 𝑏𝜆10 + ℎ𝜆4 +⋯+ 𝑖𝜆3 + 𝑗𝜆2 + 𝑘𝜆 + 𝑙 = 0                                                             (5.26) 

 

From (5.26), we solve the equation for the unknown λ and find eleven values: λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4, λ5, 

λ6, λ7, λ8, λ9, λ10 and λ11 that represent the Eigenvalues of the original matrix. Using the Eigen 

values, we should compute the Eigenvectors corresponding to each Eigenvalues. We consider 

the following Eigenvalues with their Eigenvectors: 

 

λ1 → E1 = [e11, e12,⋯ , e111] 

λ2 → E2 = [e21, e22, ⋯ , e211] 

λ3 → E3 = [e31, e32, ⋯ , e311] 

λ4 → E4 = [e41, e42, ⋯ , e411] 

λ5 → E5 = [e51, e52, ⋯ , e511] 

λ6 → E6 = [e61, e62, ⋯ , e611] 

λ7 → E7 = [e71, e72, … , e711] 

λ8 → E8 = [e81, e82, … , e811] 

λ9 → E8 = [e91, e92, … , e911] 
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λ10 → E10 = [e101, e102, … , e1011] 

λ11 → E11 = [e111, e112, … , e1111] 

 

5) Reduce dataset dimension by keeping eigenvectors with highest eigenvalues 
 

The last step to have the final dataset reduced dimension consists of focusing on the Eigenvectors 

with the highest Eigenvalues since those containing the smallest Eigenvalues do not portray 

helpful information of the original dataset. Our PM framework's dimensionality reduction aims 

to reduce the dataset size from p=11 to 2, corresponding to the two channels we would like to 

have on our MTS input side. Therefore, we only chose the first two Eigenvalues having higher 

values and their corresponding Eigenvectors. Assuming that λ1 and λ2 are the two highest 

Eigenvalues with λ1 > λ2, we can compute a new matrix (5.27) of their corresponding 

Eigenvectors as: 

 

𝐺 = (
𝑒11 𝑒12 … 𝑒111
𝑒21 𝑒22 … 𝑒211

)                                                                                                (5.27) 

 

In order to obtain the reduced dataset dimension from the matrix G, we compute the 

mathematical expression (5.28) as follows: 

 

𝑍 = 𝐷𝐺𝑇                                                                                                                             (5.28) 

 

where GT represents the transpose of matrix G and can be defined by (5.29): 

 

𝐺 = (

𝑒11 𝑒21
𝑒12 𝑒22
⋮ ⋮
𝑒111 𝑒211

)                                                                                                             (5.29) 

 

By multiplying the original matrix D from (120) of size 15 000 x 11 to the transpose matrix of 

G, GT, a matrix of size 11 x 2, we acquire a new matrix of size 15 000 x 2. The number 2 

represents the number of columns of the reduced dataset.  
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5.2.2 Conveyor system data for the CNN model 

 

We test the effectiveness of our PM framework with data from a small experimental conveyor 

system in a manufacturing plant. The conveyor system has three main components: a conveyor 

AC motor, a variable speed drive (VSD), and a conveyor belt structure. Based on the recorded 

vibration speed, the factory could initiate a predictive maintenance schedule knowing issues 

rising from excessive motor vibration speeds. We illustrate the vibration level in machinery 

in Figure 5-8, with vibration thresholds represented as normal, warning, or alarm. These states 

depend on the motor size. 

A vibration speed can be represented as a sine wave with its period, frequency, and amplitude 

attributes. We illustrate in Figure 5-9 the sine wave of a vibration signal. The speed of the 

vibration signal is the first derivative of the vibration amplitude, also referred to as the 

displacement computed over a certain amount of time. The analysis of motor vibrations on 

their own does not offer accurate results on the motor’s health status. Several approaches that 

define the impact of vibration speeds based on the motor size exist. We utilize one of these 

approaches in Table 5-2. Several factories utilize special vibration sensors mounted in motors 

to record the vibration speed values and save them in controllers for computation purposes. 

 

 

Figure 5-8: Machine vibration trend according to ISO 10816 (Ifm electronics 2013). 
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Figure 5-9: Vibration as a sine wave (Sanders 2011) 

 

One of the reasons why a conveyor system could break is an excess of deformation, which is 

nothing else but an amplitude variation that repeatedly arises at a specific frequency run. A 

machine can experience high amplitude changes at a given frequency (usually a higher 

frequency). The velocity being a function of displacement and frequency can become an 

excellent gauge of the vibration severity in a motor. Alsalaet (2012) states that for machines 

running at frequencies ranging between 10Hz and 1000Hz, the vibration velocity is a good 

measure of the vibration severity. For heavy machines operating at frequencies above 1000Hz, 

the acceleration is a better indicator of the vibration severity.  

The motor sizes and types for vibration severity classification in Table 5-2 can be dissected 

into the four classes as follows (Kiangala & Wang 2020 a):  

Class I is for Small-sized equipment: for motor power ranging between 0 and 15KW. 

Class II is for Medium-sized equipment: for motor power ranging between 15 and 75KW. 

Class III is for Large-sized equipment (for motor power over 75KW) mounted on "Rigid 

Support" structures and foundations. 

Class IV is for Large-sized machines (for motor power over 75KW) mounted on "Flexible 

Support" structures (Kiangala & Wang 2018).  

 

We use a medium-sized equipment motor of class II for our experimental PM framework, 

widely installed in manufacturing SMEs factories. Considering class II Medium-sized 
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equipment, we can observe in Table 5-2 that vibration velocity values above 4.5mm/s are 

dangerous and demonstrate a high severity. However, the plant supervisors noticed that not all 

high vibration speeds would result in a "critical" system fault over time. A combination of the 

vibration speed with several other parameter values would be best to analyse to determine the 

best scenarios of critical fault. It is the aim of our intelligent PM framework. 

 

Table 5-2: Vibration severity criteria based on ISO 2372 (Kiangala & Wang 2018) 

 

RMS Overall 

Velocity Level in 

1000 Hz 

Bandwidth 

Vibration Severity Criteria 

mm/s In/s Class I Class II Class III Class IV 

0.28 0.01  

Good 

 

Good 

 

Good 

 

Good 0.45 0.02 

0.71 0.03 

1.12 0.04 Satis-factory 

1.8 0.07 Satis-factory 

2.8 0.11 Unsatis-

factory 

Satis-factory 

4.5 0.18 Unsatis-

factory 

Satis-

factory 
7.1 0.28 Unac-

ceptable 

Unsatis-factory 

11.2 0.44 Unac-

ceptable 

Unsatis-

factory 
18 0.71 Unac-ceptable 

28 1.10 Unac-

ceptable 
45 1.77 

 

 

It is essential to note that the experimental conveyor system from which the PM framework is 

built and tested runs in three main speeds regulated by the VSD: f1=15Hz, f2=30Hz, and 

f3=50Hz. The sampling frequency (fs) utilized in the assessment is fs=2.56f3 that is about fs= 

128Hz. The conveyor system generated three primary kinds of faults: 
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• A misalignment fault: This fault is caused by the continuous motion of the conveyor 

belt that gets the machine's shaft out of line and results in a misalignment fault that 

occasions system vibrations. 

 

• A looseness fault: A conveyor system's structure should be rigid and stiff in everyday 

operations to produce acceptable outcomes. Whenever the conveyor motor structure's 

stiffness decreases, vibrations arise in the system. These vibrations are usually not very 

severe, and the conveyor belt can run with them for a long time without being noticed. 

Proper monitoring equipment is required to record these types of vibrations, especially 

in the beginning. In the small manufacturing factories, the looseness fault is often the 

least severe of all vibration faults. Machine supervisors noticed that the misalignment 

and the looseness fault individually produce less severe faults in the conveyor system. 

Their vibration velocity values from Table 5-2 are relatively low, nearing the 

unsatisfactory limit of 4.5 mm/s. However, when these two faults co-occur, they 

produce high vibrations velocities in the unsatisfactory spectrum in Table 5-2. 

 

• An imbalance fault: Unattended broken parts often generate an imbalance fault in the 

conveyor system that slowly causes vibrations. When running at low speed, the 

imbalance fault can remain unnoticed. Its vibrations become very visible when 

operating from a frequency of 30Hz and worst for frequencies above 50Hz. Vibration 

velocities at these frequencies are all in the unsatisfactory range. The effect of excessive 

vibrations considerably reduces the effectiveness of a conveyor system. A good 

example is the spillage of beverages while bottling them through a vibrating conveyor 

system in a bottling plant. 

 

 

5.2.3 Evaluation of ML classification models 

 

After building our CNN classification model, we need some metrics to evaluate the reliability 

of our results. We choose the following metrics for our classification models: 
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• The accuracy: The accuracy of a classification model represents the percentage of 

correct predictions done by the model over the total number of prototypes utilized in 

the prediction process. Assuming that the variable CP represents the number of correct 

predictions of the classification model and n the total number of samples in the 

prediction process, we can illustrate an expression of the accuracy by (5.30). 

 

                𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =
𝐶𝑃

𝑛
100%                                                                                      (5.30) 

 

 

• The precision: The precision metric represents the percentage of correct prediction of 

each category over the overall number of specimens predicted for those classes. Our 

PM framework has three classes: the no-fault (NF) class, the minor fault (MF) class, 

and the critical fault (CF) class. We present in (5.31) an expression of the precision 

metric. 

 

𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝐶𝑃𝑚

𝑃𝑚
100% ,   𝑚 ∈ ℕ                                                                           (5.31) 

 

where m represents the count of categories or classes of the dataset, CPm represents the count 

of correct predictions for each category, and pm is the total count of samples (correct and 

incorrect predictions) predicted for that class. 

 

• The Recall: The recall metric represents the percentage of correctly predicted instances 

of a category. It is the ratio of correct predictions in a class over the correct and incorrect 

predictions for that category. (5.32) is a mathematical expression of the recall.  

 

𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =
𝐶𝑃𝑚

(𝐶𝑃𝑚+𝐼𝑃𝑚)
100% ,   𝑚 ∈ ℕ                                                                        (5.32) 
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where m represents the count of categories or classes of the dataset, CPm is the count of correct 

predictions instances for each category (true positives), and IPm represents the count of 

incorrect predicted samples for that category (false negatives). 

 

The accuracy is a metric that evaluates the overall model with all classes included. The 

precision and the recall assess individual classes or categories and provide good insights into 

each of them. An essential tool utilized in classification model evaluation models is the 

confusion matrix (Visa et al. 2011). It contains results of predicted labels versus actual ones 

for classification models. It also facilitates the computation of metrics such as precision, recall, 

and accuracy. 

Note: The above described metrics are applicable to any ML classification model. 

 

5.2.4 Assumptions 

 

We assume a programmed script automatically collects the time-series data and loads them into 

the image encoding module. An image scanner is connected to the CNN classification model 

from the image encoding module to determine the type of fault detected from time-series 

images automatically. 

 

5.3 Implementation of an intelligent PM framework using time-series data imaging 

and CNN 

 

5.3.1 Data collection and analysis   

 

• Time-series data are recorded from a conveyor motor operation to detect abnormalities 

and create a PM model using ML algorithms. We utilized the collected data for training 

the system's PM model to detect possible failures from future data automatically. We 

gathered eleven motor parameters, known as variables, observed over a period. Our PM 

model aims to determine which parameters combinations values are safe (no-fault), 

warnings (minor fault), or dangerous (critical fault). The parameters are MTS 

independent variables for the deep learning ML model. We present the eleven 
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parameters (from var1 to var11) attributes in Table 5-3 and a graphical representation 

of the time-series data in Figure 5-10. We choose to display a small portion of the data 

for visibility purposes. It is worth mentioning that, usually, these parameter values are 

scaled in controllers and SCADA to exhibit an understandable value range for 

operators. 

 

Table 5-3: Time-series variables attributes (Kiangala & Wang 2020 a) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Knowledge-based data from previous manual product configuration via SCADA are 

analysed and refined to develop automatic ML models that accurately predict 

corresponding machine and product parameters from entered input values. We used this 

data type to generate a self-configurable parameter SCADA system and implement a 

product customization platform for clients. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Parameters Units 

Var 1 Vibration speed m/s 

Var 2 Motor Torque Nm 

Var 3 Acceleration mm2/s 

Var 4 Motor Speed Hz/s 

Var 5 Air Pressure bar 

Var 6 Product Weight kg 

Var 7 Deceleration mm2/s 

Var 8 Current A (Amps) 

Var 9 Belt tension N/m 

Var 10 Motor tension N/m 

Var 11 Temperature *C 
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Figure 5-10: MTS independent variables (Kiangala & Wang 2020 a) 

 

We collected some knowledge-based data and product configuration parameters from a small 

rubber manufacturing plant to teach an ML model how to predict these parameters 

automatically. 

The parameters dataset contains of the following variables: 

• Level of Material_A (in gram) 

• Product Weight (in gram) 

• Width ( cm) 

• Height ( cm) 

• Diameter (cm) 

• Curing Time ( seconds) 

• Heating pressure (seconds) 

• Number of Bumps (seconds) 

• Bump delays (seconds) 

The rubber plant's operation depends on the correct configuration of the above variables into the 

system via their SCADA. The configuration has been done manually before every product 
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manufacturing. Four of these parameters are critical to reaching the desired rubber composition 

and need supervisors' approval due to their equivalence with other product features. The four 

parameters are Curing Time, Heating pressure, Number of Bumps, and Bumps delays. The value 

of these four parameters results from the linearity or the non-linearity between Level of 

Material_A, Product Weight, Width, Height, and Diameter known from the manufacturing 

rubber product before the production. We can therefore divide the dataset into two categories: 

Independent variables data: 

• Level of Material_A (in gram) 

• Product Weight (in gram) 

• Width ( cm) 

• Height ( cm) 

• Diameter (cm); 

And dependent variables data: 

• Curing Time ( seconds) 

• Heating pressure (seconds)     

• Number of Bumps (seconds) 

• Bump delays (seconds) 

 

The outcome of our intelligent PM framework is a classification model that categorizes data 

from several motor parameters and observations loaded as inputs of the system as No-Fault, 

Minor Fault, or Critical Fault. These three faults are the output of the system. Figure 5-

11 illustrates the motor parameters combination as system inputs with the classified faults as 

outputs. 

• Vibration speed (VS), 

• Motor torque (MT), 

• Acceleration (ACC),  

• Motor speed (MS),  

• Air pressure (AP),  

• Product weight (PW), 

• Deceleration (DEC), 
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• Current(CUR), 

• Belt tension (BT),  

• Motor tension (MT-S) 

• Temperature (TMP) 

 

5.3.2 Reducing the dataset dimension with PCA 

 

As per our PM model structure, we apply PCA on our MTS dataset in Figure 6-1 to reduce 

their dimension to a maximum of two channels. We implement the PCA algorithm from the 

‘R’ software and highlight the most critical operation settings in Table 5-4. Figure 5-12 is a 

graphical result of the dimensionality reduction after applying PCA. 

 

Figure 5-11:  Intelligent PM Framework Inputs/Outputs architecture (Kiangala & Wang 2020 a) 

 

 

Table 5-4: PCA settings (Kiangala & Wang 2020 a) 

 

 

 

 

Settings Value Comment 

SET.SEED 123  

SPLIT RATIO 0.8 
Training and 

Test Set 

METHOD PCA  

PCACOMP 2 
2 Channels used 

for MTS 
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5.3.2.1 PCA parameters study 

 

As mentioned previously, we used the platform ‘R’ to compute the PCA operation. The 

parameters used in Table 5-4 are as follows: 

• SET.SEED (123): The set.seed parameter is a random number inserted to ease 

reproducibility. It’s not a compulsory parameter to use. 

 

• SPLIT RATIO (0.8): The split ratio is the proportion of data allocated to the training 

set compared to the test (validation) set. A split ratio between 0.7 – 0.8 is recommended 

to achieve better performance, especially on large datasets (Rácz et al. 2021). The 

higher the training dataset ratio, the better chances are to reduce overfitting risks. The 

Split ratio is also sometimes represented as 2/3 in ‘R’. Training our model at a split 

ratio value between b, 0.7 ≤ b < 0.8, did not have significant impact on the model 

performance (processing time or accuracy). We decided to keep to the higher 

recommended ratio (0.8) to reduce the risk of overfitting. 

• METHOD (PCA): The method setting is the required parameter to implement PCA. 

We selected its value from the R library suggestion. 

• PCACOMP (2): The PCACOMP setting represents the number of channels desired for 

the PCA reduction. We chose 2 in our model.  

 

The PCA algorithm produces two new independent variables (the two reduced channels) that 

substitute the previous eleven variables in Table 5-3. We call the two variables PCAvar1 and 

PCAvar2. From the graph in Figure 5-12, we notice that the values of these new variables are 

different from the original raw data and will now be utilized in the remaining steps of our PM 

model. 
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Figure 5-12: PCA reduced variables (Kiangala & Wang 2020 a) 

 

 

5.3.3 Converting reduced time-series dataset into images 

 

We load the two PCA variables values as displayed in Figure 5-12 into an image encoder to 

convert them into images. The image encoder section performs the following essential steps: 

(1) normalization of data, (2) conversion of normalized data into polar coordinates, and (3) 

transformation of polar coordinates into GAF images. We implemented the image encoding 

section in a Python IDE. Some of the most critical settings and steps for the image conversion 

are as follows:  

• In Python, import the required GAF libraries from pyts.image 

• Differentiate the various motor conditions from the PCA variables 

• Load individual motor cases one at a time in the prepared GAF code 

• The image_size setting is equal to 3 

• Save the generated “summation” (GASF) and “difference” (GADF) images results of 

a dataset X from the first line item (0): X_gasf[0] to the last item (n) X_gasf[n] for the 

summation process; The same process is done for the “difference” process: from 

X_gadf[0] to the last item (n) X_gadf[n]. 
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• The images need to be saved in separate folders for each motor condition. 

 

We display samples of each motor condition at No-fault ('3') in Figure 5-13, Minor fault ('2') 

in Figure 5-14, and Critical fault ('1') in Figure 5-15, as generated by the GAF code for 

summation and difference schemes. Most critical faults in a conveyor motor system are caused 

by an imbalance when running the system at 50Hz. A combination of at least two faults could 

also result in a Critical state (misalignment and looseness together). Minor faults are usually a 

result of looseness or misalignment occurring individually. 

 

 

Figure 5-13: No Fault (NF)" motor condition sample on GAF images (Kiangala & Wang 2020 a) 

 

 

 

Figure 5-14: Minor Fault (MF)" motor condition sample on GAF images (Kiangala & Wang 2020 a) 
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Figure 5-15: Critical Fault (CF)" motor status sample on GAF images (Kiangala & Wang 2020 a) 

 

 

 

5.3.4 Fault classification model using CNN ML algorithm 

 

We build a classification model using the CNN ML algorithm to categorize conveyor motor 

conditions as per the three states detected: No-Fault, Minor Fault, or Critical Fault. Our PM 

framework also offers an optional setting for more extensive networks and data by building 

another CNN section that applies the PReLU activation function instead of the ReLU standard 

one. We evaluate our results accuracy by computing three classification models: 

 

• SVM: The inputs of this model are the two PCA variables. 

 

• Standard CNN (using ReLU): The inputs of this model are the GAF images. 

 

• CNN + PReLU: The inputs of this model are the GAF images. 

 

We present in Tables 5-5 and 5-6 the essential parameters implemented for the computation of 

SVM and CNN ML models. The SVM classification model is created in ‘R’ and the CNN 

models in Python. 
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Table 5-5: SVM classification model settings 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5-6: CNN classification model settings 

Parameters Value Comment 

Split ratio 0.8 

This corresponds to 

about 12,000 images 

in the training set 

and 3,000 images in 

the test or validation 

set 

Library Keras and tensorFLOW BACKEND  

Feature detectors 

size 
(32, 3 , 3) 

Since using a normal 

Central Processing 

Unit (CPU) instead 

of Graphical 

Processing Unit 

(GPU) we reduce the 

feature detector size 

to 32 to have less 

processing time. 

Input shape (64, 64, 3) 

Since using a normal 

CPU instead of GPU 

we reduce the input 

shape to 64 to have 

less processing time. 

 

Activation function 

- ReLU (CNN + ReLU model), 

-  PReLU (with alpha initializer = 0) 

for CNN+PReLU. 

 

 

Pool size under 

max pooler 
(2, 2)  

Output dimension 128 

Number of hidden 

nodes in the full 

connection section 

first layer 

Output dimension 3 
In the full 

connection last layer 

Action function in 

the last layer 
Softmax  

Compiling the 

model 

Optimizer: "Adam" 

Loss: "categorical_crossentropy"  

Metrics: "Accuracy" 

 

Insert image data 

Generator to 

increase data size 

  

Settings Value 

Function SVM 

Type C-Classification 

Kernel Linear 
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Extracting the 

training set images: 

Size of the Target: (64,64)      Size of 

the Batch: 32            Class mode: 

Categorical (3 classes to predict) 

 

Extracting the test 

(validation) set 

images: 

Size of the Target: (64,64)      Size of 

the Batch: 32            Mode of the 

Class: Categorical Shuffle: False 

 

Fitting the CNN 

model to training 

set and testing 

using the test set 

Samples per epoch: 12,000; Number 

of Epochs: 3, number of validation 

samples: 3,000. 

 

 

 

 

5.3.4.1 CNN model parameters study 

 

Selecting the appropriate hyper-parameter for the CNN model, as displayed in Table 5-6, is not 

a straightforward process. We achieve this selection by training our model with different 

parameters values and observing the model's overall performance. Going from default 

parameters (suggested by Python functions), we increased and decreased parameter values until 

we achieved the expected results. We performed our testing on a regular computer CPU (Intel 

R Core i3-4030U @1.90Gz – 8GB RAM). We observed the following: 

• Split ratio (0.8): A split ratio between 0.7 – 0.8 is recommended to achieve better 

performance on large datasets (Rácz et al. 2021). The higher the training dataset ratio 

(compared to the validation set), the better chances are to reduce overfitting risks. We 

design our CNN model with a large dataset of at least 15,000 images. Training our 

model at a split ratio value between b, 0.7 ≤ b < 0.8 did not significantly impact the 

model performance (processing time or accuracy). We decided to keep to the higher 

recommended ratio (0.8) to reduce the risk of overfitting. 

 

• Library (Keras and tensorFLOW BACKEND): These are the CNN python libraries for 

binary and classification models.  

 

• Feature detectors size (32, 3, 3): The feature detector section has 3 parameters. The first 

one (32 in our model) is the number of filters available in the convolutional layer. The 

filter’s role is to reduce the original image size for easy processing by keeping the most 

relevant features from the original image. The higher the number of filters, the longer 

the processing time. With a filter of size higher than 32 (tested for 64, 128, and 256), 
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our processing time went from about 3,431 seconds (for 32 filters and lower) to 4002 

seconds (64), 4521 seconds (128), and 7532 seconds (256). We also observed that the 

higher number of filters did not impact the model accuracy. Few filters (tested for 8 and 

16) do not significantly affect the processing time or accuracy. However, the number 

of filters of 1 reduced the accuracy considerably (to up to 33% only). 

The second and third parameters of the feature detector are the size of the filter matrix, 

which for CNN can be a matrix of size 3x3, 5x5, or 7x7. Like some other researchers 

(Sun, Z. et al. 2016), our CNN model produces slightly better accuracy with a 3x3 filter 

matrix than any other one. We obtained an accuracy of 98.4% with 5x5 and 98.1% with 

7x7. The change in matrix sizes did not affect the processing time. 

 

• Input shape (64, 64, 3): The first two parameters in “Input shape” are the image 

dimension or resolution (width and height). The higher the resolution, the better the 

image looks but, the slower the processing time. In our CNN model, from an input 

image of 64 x 64 and lower (tested until 32 x 32), we obtained an overall processing 

time of 3,431 seconds. For higher image sizes (tested for 128 x 128 and 256 x 256), we 

recorded processing times of more than 7200 seconds. The choice of the image size 

parameter is a balance between the image quality and the processing time. 

The third parameter is a code for the type of image used (colour or black and white): 

‘1’ is the code for black and white images and ‘3’ is the one for colour images. The 

number 3 symbolises the RGB (Red, Green, and blue) colours. We used ‘3’ in our 

model since loading colour images.  

 

• Activation function (reLU and PReLU): ReLU is the recommended activation function 

(Glorot et al., 2011) to use in convolutional layers. We have explained the difference 

between reLU and PReLU in previous sections. 

 

• Pool size under max pooler (2,2): The pooling parameter is a matrix of an arbitrary size 

used to reduce the size of the feature map matrix (matrix generated after applying 

convolution of the original image and the feature detector) and preserve a level of 

flexibility in the original image positioning. The max-pooling matrix of size 2 x 2 is the 

default and most popular used one in CNN modelling. Our model performed better with 
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the default max-pooling matrix size 2 x 2. We also tested our model with a different 

max-pooling matrix of size 4 x 4, for which the accuracy dropped to 96.3%. 

 

 

• Output dimension (128): This parameter is the number of hidden nodes in the full 

connection section first layer. It is estimated to be 1% of the input shape parameter size: 

64 x 64 x 3 = 12 288 (1% of 12288 ≈ 123). We used 128. The higher the number of 

hidden nodes, the longer the process time. We tested our CNN with an output dimension 

of 60 (0.5%) and 240 (2%). We observed a slightly reduced processing time of 3401s 

at 60 with the same accuracy of 100. However, at 240, we lost the accuracy to 33% 

with a processing time of about 3980 seconds.  

 

• Output dimension (3): This parameter represents the number of neurons at the last 

output layer. In our CNN model, this number equals 3 because we are classifying 3 

categories. For the binary CNN model, this number is equal to 1. 

 

• Action function in the last layer (Softmax): It is the CNN action function parameter for 

classification models in Python (Sigmoid is the CNN action function for binary 

models). 

 

• Compiling the model (Optimizer: "Adam" Loss: "categorical_crossentropy” Metrics: 

"Accuracy"): These are default parameters for CNN classification models in Python. 

More details are available in the code section (Appendix 1A).  

 

• Insert image data Generator to increase data size: This is a parameter to increase the 

training and validation dataset to avoid overfitting. More details are available in the 

code section (Appendix 1A).  

 

• Extracting the training set images Size of the Target: (64,64)      Size of the Batch: 32            

Class mode: Categorical (3 classes to predict): The target size should correspond to the 

input image dimension (64 x 64). Different size in this parameter causes an error. The 

size of the Batch represents the number of images in each Batch. The number 32 is a 

default value that works perfectly for our model. We tested the model with different 
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batch sizes (16 and 64) and observed that a batch of 16 images has a faster processing 

time 2044 seconds f about but an accuracy of 33%. A batch of 64 has a longer 

processing time of about 7,392 seconds and an accuracy of 98.11% 

 

• Fitting the CNN model to training set and testing using the test set (Samples per epoch: 

12,000; Number of Epochs: 3, number of validation samples: 3,000). We have 

explained the meaning of the Epoch in previous sections. The samples per Epoch is the 

number of the training dataset (images) we fed in our system. The number of validation 

samples is the number of test data we fed into the model. 

 

During the pre-processing phase of our models, we divide the inputs data into two categories: 

a training set and a test set. The training set is used to teach and build the actual model, and the 

test set to assess the model's accuracy. The pre-processing data phase is done manually for the 

CNN models by separating training and test images in separate folders.  The CNN models are 

built in a python platform using images generated in GAF and saved in different folders. For 

the SVM model, this step is achieved automatically by a pre-processing data code (See 

Appendices 1. A.). 

We display the results of the three classification models in confusion matrices: Table 5-7 for 

SVM, Table 5-8 for CNN+ReLu, and Table 5-9 for CNN+PreLu. Using the confusion matrices 

results, we compute three other evaluation metrics: precision, recall, and accuracy for each 

model.  

 

Table 5-7: SVM model confusion matrix results 

 CF MF NF 

CF 612 169 224 

MF 149 181 706 

NF 0 96 864 

 

Table 5-8: CNN+ReLu model confusion matrix results 

 CF MF NF 

CF 1000 0 0 

MF 0 1000 0 
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NF 0 0 1000 

 

 

 

Table 5-9: CNN+PReLu model confusion matrix results 

 CF MF NF 

CF 1000 0 0 

MF 0 1000 0 

NF 0 0 1000 

 

The green cells on each confusion matrix are the number of correct predictions achieved by the 

model for each motor condition: (1) CF: critical fault, (2) MF: minor fault, and (3) NF: no-

fault. The remaining cells are the number of incorrect predictions. We summarize the 

evaluation metrics of all three models in Table 5-10. 

Table 5-10: Classification models evaluation metrics results 

Classification 

Models 
Label Precision Recall Overall Accuracy 

SVM 

CF 0.8042 0.6090 

0.552≈ 55.2% MF 0.4058 0.1747 

NF 0.4816 0.9000 

CNN+ ReLU 

CF 0.1000 0.1000 

0.100≈ 100.0% MF 0.1000 0.1000 

NF 0.1000 0.1000 

CNN + PReLU 

CF 0.1000 0.1000 

0.100≈ 100.0% MF 0.1000 0.1000 

NF 0.1000 0.1000 

 

5.4 Results interpretation and discussion 

 

From the two confusion matrices of CNN models in Tables 5-8 and 5-9, we read impressive 

results of 100% positive predictions. We obtained this outstanding outcome by running up to 
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three epochs when training our models. An epoch expresses the number of times the CNN 

algorithm grasps the model features by its training dataset. The training and the testing 

accuracies percentages reached at the third epoch for the two CNN models are very close to 

just less than 1% (99, xx% - 100%). The closeness of accuracies at the three epochs for our two 

CNN models reflects lower chances of overfitting on our classification models. 

The evaluation metrics results in Table 5-10 demonstrate that by applying CNN algorithm in a 

PM model, we increase the system’s accuracy to about 50% more than in a PM model using a 

traditional ML algorithm such as SVM. We also obtain precision and recall of 100% when 

predicting each motor condition through our CNN PM model. A precision of 100% means that 

whenever our model predicts a motor’s minor fault, it is always correct. The model does not 

predict false motors conditions (no false positives exist). Using an SVM model for which the 

precision is 40,58% would mean that the model can only successfully detect a motor’s minor 

fault 40% of the time. In the remaining 60%, a minor’s fault could be mistaken with a “critical 

fault” and cause unnecessary operation interruption or ignored for a “no-fault” condition and 

result in an unforeseen breakdown in the long run. We achieved a recall of 100% in the 

proposed CNN model, which implies that our model did not incorrectly predict any actual 

motor condition (no false negatives exist). On the SVM model side, recalls of 60, 17, and 90% 

mean that the ML model could incorrectly predict each motor’s conditions (CF, MF, and NF) 

based on the percentage computed.  

The impact of a 50% accuracy difference can be outrageous for a manufacturing plant affecting 

the performance and the system’s availability. We illustrate the effects of the accuracies results 

of CNN and SVM PM models in a manufacturing plant using the Tecnomatix Siemens plant 

simulation software. The simulation settings are as follows: 

• Computation time: 30 seconds 

• CNN model machine availability 99% 

• SVM model machine availability 56% 

Figure 5-16 represents a simple simulated manufacturing structure where we test the impact of 

our PM model results. The manufacturing structure has the following sections: 
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• A source: that generates the parts being processed (represented by a brown box in 

Figure 5-16). 

• Three working stations: where different manufacturing operations are done 

(represented by blue containers in Figure 5-16). 

• A drain: that takes out the manufactured part from each station (represented by a green 

cage in Figure 5-16). 

 

Figure 5-16: Simulated manufacturing model from Tecnomatix software 

 

We configure the accuracy of 99% in our three stations and simulate for 30 seconds. We attain 

the following results: 

• We operate at 73.30% at the drain section and are in a waiting mode at 29.95%. The 

drain fails at about 0.75%. The waiting time depends on the feeding state of the source 

and the performance at the three working stations. We reach a throughput of 8381,92 

parts a day, 349.25 parts an hour, and 5.82 parts a minute. Figure 5-17 displays these 

results and some more statistics. 

• We operate at 97.01% at the working station, the station is blocked for about 2%, and 

the station fails at 0.99%. Figure 5-18 shows the station statistical results. 

• In all three working stations: Figure 5-19 summarizes the resource statistics results of 

all three stations using the PM with CNN, displaying the working, failed, waiting, and 

blocked conditions. 

We configure the accuracy of 56% in our three working stations and compute the simulation 

for 30 seconds. We achieve the following results: 
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• We operate at 20.32% at the drain section and are in a waiting mode at 50.03%. The 

system fails at about 29.65%. The waiting time depends on the feeding state of the 

source and the performance at the three working stations. We reach a throughput of 

1789.31 parts a day, 74.55 parts an hour, and 1.24 parts a minute. Figure 5-20 displays 

these results and some more statistics. 

• We operate at 20.71% at the working station, the station is blocked for about 35.26%, 

and the station fails at 44.03%. Figure 5-21 shows the station statistical results. 

In all three working stations: Figure 5-22 summarizes the resource statistics results of all three 

stations using the PM model with SVM ML, displaying the working, failed, waiting, and 

blocked conditions. 

 

Figure 5-17: Drain section statistical results using PM model with CNN 
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Figure 5-18: Working station statistical results using PM model with CNN 

 

 

Figure 5-19: Resource statistics results using PM model with CNN 
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Figure 5-20: Drain section statistical results using PM model with SVM 

 

Figure 5-21: Working station statistical results using PM model with SVM 

 

Limitations and user’s guidance: The preparation and data pre-processing steps of a 

predictive maintenance system using our CNN method are tedious and demanding. It involves 
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collecting and converting data into images, as explained in previous sections, and the manual 

separation of input images into training and test folders. Once this most complex section is 

complete, the remaining tasks will be tuning ML parameters and loading new observations for 

the algorithm to adjust its outcomes and improve its performance. As guidance for users, we 

suggest that the operators or supervisors in charge perform the above activities during their 

maintenance or shutdown schedule, depending on the plant activities. We obtained similar 

accuracy on both CNN models (CNN+ReLU and CNN+PReLU) because we tested relatively 

small datasets. The difference would be noticeable on larger datasets where using the 

CNN+PReLU model would appear more advantageous. This option is future-proofed since 

upcoming manufacturing areas, especially in the I40 environment, are expected to deal with a 

more significant amount of data in their premises.  

 

 

Figure 5-22: Resource statistics results using PM model with SVM 
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5.5 Chapter Summary 

 

This chapter described, designed, and implemented an intelligent predictive maintenance 

framework for a conveyor motor in a small manufacturing environment using CNN. We started 

with a theoretical overview of CNN and all required algorithms and techniques (PCA and time-

series imaging) required to design our intelligent PM framework. We modelled our PM system 

using the theoretical knowledge gained in the previous section. We implemented the modelled 

PM framework with different ML models designed in programming software like Python and 

R and tested its results. We concluded by analysing the significance of our intelligent PM 

platform results, in Tecnomatix Siemens plant simulation software, compared to a PM system 

developed with other ML algorithms such as SVM. 
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Chapter 6 : AN IMPROVED NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURE WITH 

ADVANCED COMMUNICATION TECHNIQUES AND REDUNDANCY 

PROTOCOLS 

 

Although various preventives procedures and actions such as predictive maintenance are 

applied to ensure network availability and to lessen production downtime, unforeseen faults of 

network components like cabling and switches are almost inevitable. In order to palliate this 

concern, we design a communication prototype with specific network topologies that allows 

the application of zero-loss redundancy protocols to create back up communication channels 

for data in case of unplanned faults. The zero-loss redundancy protocols also provide fast 

recovery time with the most negligible downtime. Our prototype composition includes some 

state-of-the-art communication computing technologies in the likes of TSN and edge 

computing to achieve a more sustainable industrial network with fewer communication delays 

and more determinism. Our communication prototype is suitable for IIoT time-critical 

applications. The communication theories from which we build our network prototypes are 

TSN, edge computing, and network communication topologies. 

 

6.1 Network concepts and infrastructure theoretical review 

6.1.1 Time-Sensitive networking (TSN) 

 

The name TSN refers to an IEEE 802.1 task group (TG) designated by the IEEE to develop 

several new industrial communication standards that will solve some of the current Industrial 

Ethernet limitations and be suitable for IIoT communication requirements in an I40 

environment (TTTech. 2015). TSN ensures determinism in data communication and fixes 

issues of non-reliable transmission by applying principles such as bandwidth reservation, 

traffic shaping, and precise clock synchronization (Tian & Hu 2019 and Fu et al. 2018). TSN 

has a group of operational standards (Gutiérrez et al. 2018); we present some in Figure 6-1. 

TSN intends to become a standardized networking technology that substitutes existing 

industrial Ethernet protocols used in the traditional automation pyramid.  

We design our industrial network communication prototypes with switches supporting TSN 

standards to achieve a delay-free data transmission for time-critical applications.  Figures 6-2 
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and 6-3 represent the frame transmission of time-critical data in two successive transmission 

cycles without and with TSN-capable network devices (Fu et al. 2018).  

 

 

 

Figure 6-1: Some finalized TSN standards 

 

 

 

Figure 6-2: Frame transmission in network devices with no TSN capabilities 
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Figure 6-3: Frame transmission in TSN-capable network devices 

 

 

In standard Ethernet data communication, frames have different priorities from 0 to 7, the 

importance of a frame during its transmission rest on its priority. However, network devices 

with no TSN capabilities have no mechanisms to stop the transmission of non-time-critical data 

during a time-critical priority window. In standard Ethernet communication, data forwarding 

is not interrupted unless interrupted at the physical communication layer. From Figure 6-2, we 

can see that the transmission of a non-critical frame in a priority window can create unnecessary 

delays for time-critical frames waiting in the network devices buffer queues (Fu et al. 2018 and 

Craciunas et al. 2016). 

Figure 6-3 represents a frame transmission in a TSN-capable device using mechanisms such as 

the IEEE 802.1Qbu Frame Pre-emption and the IEEE 802.1Qbv Guard Bands Mechanism; 

Non-time-critical frames do not intrude into the priority window. The guard band halts a non-

critical frame and retransmits it only after the time-critical window. Hence, time-critical frames 

will travel at ease and will not experience a transmission delay. 
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6.1.2 Edge computing 

 

The ascent of the 4IR promises the creation of more intelligent, responsive, interconnected, 

and self-optimizing production systems via several innovative techniques (Lohan et al. 2018). 

Manufacturing factories should utilize more machine-type devices (MTDs). MTDs are 

autonomous devices performing several duties like monitoring, billing, and protection (Ali et 

al. 2018 and Musaddiq et al. 2018) on their own with minor human intervention. Tasks they 

perform that implies exchanging a more considerable amount of data between themselves and 

with more advanced structures such as cloud systems. MTDs contains a networking 

connection, an application section, and a sensing area.   

Current cloud computing technologies performing advanced duties such as data analytics are 

in remote locations far away from MTDs, controllers, and end devices in manufacturing 

systems. The amount of data exchanged between remote clouds and factories often causes non-

reliable connections, network congestion, and unacceptable latencies (Islam et al. 2014) that 

are unacceptable in the I40 environment. The concept of Edge computing brings solutions to 

some of these shortcomings by allowing intelligent services, data processing, and analytics 

closer to the manufacturing floor in edge servers. Edge servers have more considerable storage 

capabilities than MTDs. They also offer networking and computing abilities, which means they 

can participate in IIoT communication networks and applications. Edge computing facilitates 

agile connection, data analytics at edge nodes, and privacy strategies (Chen et al., 2018). Edge 

servers become the bridge between manufacturing factories and cloud servers for specific tasks 

requiring advanced cloud services. The edge computing technology relieves MTDs from 

limited computational operations or storage requirements and provides a future-proofed 

solution for large industrial networks in an I40 era (Liao et al. 2020). We present in Figure 6-

4 a graphical representation of the edge computing operational principle. 

 

Figure 6-4: Edge computing operational principle (Qi & Tao 2019) 
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6.1.3 Network communication topologies 

 

The implementation of adequate network infrastructure is essential to achieving an effective 

industrial manufacturing environment. It facilitates guaranteed data exchange between all 

production stakeholders. We describe in the following lines different network topologies for 

industrial communication networks (Vitturi et al. 2019):  

• A line or bus network topology: This network topology consists of network devices 

such as switches connected in a line one device after another. We display in Figure 6-5 

a representation of a bus network topology. 

 

Figure 6-5: Bus (line) topology  
 

 

 

• A ring network topology: The ring topology is a circle-looking connection of network 

devices. This topology is intensively implemented in industrial networks. The ring 

topology is a line topology connected by the first and last network devices. We present 

a ring network topology in Figure 6-6. 

 

 

Figure 6-6: Ring topology  
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• A mesh network topology: The mesh network topology consists of multiple 

connection links between network devices. Each network device has one or more 

connections from one device to another. Figure 6-7 is a graphical representation of the 

mesh network topology. 

 

Figure 6-7: Mesh topology 
 

 

- A star network topology: A star network topology usually has a single main switch to which 

all other end devices connect to interact with each other. The main switch is the single point of 

contact of all other network devices. This network topology is very popular in small traditional 

IT networks. Figure 6-8 illustrates a star network topology. 

 

Figure 6-8: Start topology 
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It is crucial to note that some network topologies such as the mesh and the ring topologies 

require specific protocols activation in network devices (network switches) to operate 

effectively. Without the appropriate protocol, the communication network will create a loop 

with no possible communication between devices. One of the oldest well-known protocols 

created to avoid network loops is the spanning tree protocol (STP) (Khoshnevisan et al. 2019). 

 

 

6.2 Modelling of an improved network infrastructure using advanced 

communication concepts and zero-loss network redundancy protocols 

 

Network components failures cause communication downtime that is inadmissible in time-

critical industrial manufacturing applications. The implementation of redundancy protocols is 

one of the responses to this issue to lessening the impact of delays due to network components 

breakdown. The selection of the appropriate redundancy protocol rest on the network topology 

applied (Prinz et al. 2018). Some popular network redundancy protocols in industrial 

networking are: 

 

• Rapid Spanning Tree Protocol (RSTP): RSTP is a redundancy protocol developed to 

produce better outcomes than the previous spanning tree protocol (STP). It offers an 

improved recovery time after network failures and allows more network devices in the 

topology. RSTP is also known for its ability to prevent loops in Ethernet networks. The 

RSTP is quite flexible in terms of the kind of network topologies it supports. However, 

its recovery time relies on the network device position: the furthest the network device, 

the longer the recovery time. Therefore, the RSTP is not very reliable for time-critical 

industrial applications that do not tolerate communication delays. 

 

• Media Redundancy Protocol (MRP): MRP is another industrial redundancy protocol 

mainly design for ring topologies. It provides better recovery time than the RSTP in 

ring topologies and is a high-availability redundancy protocol for Industrial Ethernet 

networks. When correctly implemented, the MRP can handle up to fifty network 

devices (switches) in a ring and should achieve a recovery time of 500ms maximum in 

a worst-case scenario. In an MRP ring regular operation, one of the communication 
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links called the redundant link stays in a “blocked” state until a fault occurs in the 

network. The redundant link changes from the “blocked” state to an “active” state and 

can forward packets. One switch is permanently configured in an MRP ring as a ring 

manager to control and monitor the network redundancy process. The ring manager 

controls the activation and deactivation of the redundant link. 

 

Even though the MRP recovery time is usually acceptable for most industrial network 

applications, it still appears unsatisfactory for time-critical applications that do not 

allow communication delays or downtime. For these kinds of applications, researchers 

developed zero-loss redundancy protocols (Hirschmann 2014). 

 

• Parallel Redundancy Protocol (PRP): PRP is a zero-loss redundancy protocol 

developed in the International Electrotechnical Commission-IEC 62439-3 standard. 

The network device supporting PRP should directly connect to the network topology's 

time-critical end devices. The other network switches can have different types of 

redundancy protocols running in them. The PRP operation process consists of 

forwarding duplicated packets or frames from a PRP-capable device to a destination 

(PRP-capable equipment) via the two independent sides of the network (LAN A and 

LAN B). End-devices supporting PRP are Double-Attached Node supporting PRP 

(DAN P), and switches that support the PRP are called Redundancy Box (RedBox). 

The destination PRP-capable device processes the frame that arrives first and rejects 

the second one. In the network topology, LAN A and LAN B utilize different 

redundancy protocols like MRP or RSTP. The advantage of sending duplicated frames 

in two independent networks is to maximize the chances of at least one frame reaching 

its destination in case of a network breakdown. We display in Figure 6-9 an illustration 

of PRP operation (Araujo et al. 2015). 
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Figure 6-9: PRP network operation 

 

• High-Availability Seamless Redundancy Protocol (HSRP): HSR is another zero-

loss redundancy protocol in the IEC 62439-3 standard. Like PRP, its operation lies in 

forwarding two identical frames through the network to achieve a swift delivery of 

packets to the destination, especially in case of network components failures. The main 

difference between PRP and HSRP is the network topology in which they operate. The 

HSR protocol is only suitable for a ring topology supporting a maximum of 512 

network devices that should all be HSR-capable devices. The same frame processing 

principle applies in HRS whereby the HRS-capable device accepts the first arriving 

packet and discards the second one. Devices supporting the HRSP are Double Attached 

Node supporting HSR (DAN H) (Hirschmann, 2014 and Araujo et al. 2015). We 

present in Figure 6-10 an illustration of HSRP operations. 
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Figure 6-10: HSR network operation 
 

 

Using the knowledge of zero-loss redundancy protocols and their topologies, we design two 

network communication prototypes where we consider network devices (switches) enabled for 

advanced communication concepts such as TSN. We also incorporate in our prototypes design 

the notion of edge computing to ensure low-latency communication in the factory when using 

intelligent facilities like the cloud. 

We summarize in Table 6-1 different redundancy protocols and their principal attributes for 

better network design. 

 

 

Table 6-1: Network redundancy protocols attributes 

 

Redundancy 

Protocol 

Network 

topology 

Max. Number 

of Switches 
Recovery time 

RSTP Ring 40 > 2 s 

    

RSTP 
Mesh, Start, 

Any other 
Infinite > 2 s 

MRP Ring 50 500 ms 

PRP 
Double 

networks 
Infinite 0 ms 
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6.2.1 Assumptions 

 

We assume that all network switches utilized in the communication prototype support the TSN 

protocol. They are TSN-capable devices. 

 

 

6.3 Implementation of effective industrial communication prototypes 

 

We design two network communication prototypes based on a few of the current powerful 

physical and software communication methods that favour reliable communication systems. 

 

6.3.1 Physical communication methods 

 

We implement two redundancy protocols called “zero-loss” because of their ability to perform 

communication recovery and enable backup routes at 0ms recovery time. Hence, it reduces the 

risk of communication delays and latencies in case of hardware components failure. The two 

zero-loss redundancy protocols are PRP and HSR. We present a communication prototype built 

based on the PRP protocol in Figure 6-11 and another one based on the HSR protocol in Figure 

6-12.  

From the two communication prototypes, we notice that network equipment supporting the 

PRP and HSR protocols (switches) transmits duplicated data (frames) at two different sides of 

the network from two separates communication ports. By doing so, the forwarded information 

has more chances to reach its destination in a failure in one part of the network. 

 

• The PRP communication prototype: The PRP network contains two PRP switches ( 

devices A and B) that forward and receive identical frames that travel throughout the 

network. The duplicated frames go through two separates ring topologies in which we 

apply the MRP protocol (MRP ring 1 and MRP 2). Each MRP ring has three switches, 

and one of the switches is configured as the RM to control the link status between each 

switch. Whenever one of the MRP rings experience a fault, the other duplicated frame 
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will still proceed independently to the destination. We summarize the functions and 

attributes of PRP network switches in Table 6-9. Time-critical devices requiring minor 

communication delays should be connected directly to PRP switches A and B. 

 

• The HSR Communication prototype: The HSR network is quite simple, it is 

connected in a ring topology, and every ring device is HSR capable of transmitting and 

receiving duplicated frames. The non-HSR devices are connected as end devices to 

HSR switches. 

 

Table 6-2: Switches attributes in PRP network prototype 

 

Switches Redundancy 

protocol 

Other Attributes 

A PRP TSN capable 

B PRP TSN capable 

C MRP (ring 2) TSN capable 

D MRP (ring 2) TSN capable 

E MRP (ring 2) TSN capable, Ring 

Manager 

F MRP (ring 1) TSN capable, Ring 

Manager 

G MRP (ring 1) TSN capable 

H MRP (ring 1) TSN capable 

 

MRP is one of the preferred ring redundancy protocols since it offers a better recovery time 

than STP or RSTP. We tested the recovery time of an RSTP ring in Figure 6-13 versus an MRP 

ring in Figure 6-15. From Figure 6-13 in the RSTP ring network, the redundant link is displayed 

by dotted lines between switches with IP addresses 172.16.4.3 and 172.16.4.4. This link 

remains blocked in everyday operations to avoid network loops and gets activated when the 

other network links are down. We monitored the recovery time of the ring using the MPING 

LCD tool. The tool is set up to measure the recovery time between the hosting PC with IP 

address 172.16.4.205 and the switch 172.16.4.6. We disconnect one of the network links to 

simulate a fault in Figure 6-14. The redundant link becomes a solid line, which means that the 

link is active. We measure a recovery time of about 1s:940ms from the MPING LCD tool. The 

recovery time depends on the size of the network and the type of switch processor. A network 

with fewer switches will experience a lower delay than on a more extensive network. 
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Figure 6-11: Industrial network communication prototype based on PRP 
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From the MRP ring network in Figure 6-15, we observe the redundant link in dotted lines. In 

an MRP ring, the redundant link is always next to the RM (switch with IP address 172.16.4.1). 

The exact recovery process as in an RSTP ring applies to MRP. When one of the links is down, 

the redundant connection becomes active and takes over the data transmission. We display, in 

Figure 6-16, the recovery time recorded in the MRP ring after a faulty link. The recovery time 

is about 40ms for a small ring network. 

From the MRP ring network in Figure 6-15, we can estimate the frame travelling time using 

TSN and non-TSN-capable devices. For a frame of size 800 bytes travelling from the switch 

172.16.4.1 to the destination 172.16.4.6 via the devices 172.16.4.2, 172.16.4.3, 172.16.4.4, and 

172.16.4.5, the frame forwarding time in TSN enabled switches can be calculated as follows: 

 

δ = 
𝟖𝟎𝟎×𝟖

𝟏𝟎𝟎×𝟏𝟎𝟔
+ 

𝟖𝟎𝟎×𝟖

𝟏𝟎𝟎×𝟏𝟎𝟔
+

𝟖𝟎𝟎×𝟖

𝟏𝟎𝟎×𝟏𝟎𝟔
+

𝟖𝟎𝟎×𝟖

𝟏𝟎𝟎×𝟏𝟎𝟔
+

𝟖𝟎𝟎×𝟖

𝟏𝟎𝟎×𝟏𝟎𝟔
=𝟓

𝟖𝟎𝟎×𝟖

𝟏𝟎𝟎×𝟏𝟎𝟔
= 𝟑𝟐𝟎µ𝒔 

 

Considering non-TSN capable switches, the same transmission time for the same frame size 

can be estimated as:  

 

δ = 
𝟖𝟎𝟎×𝟖

𝟏𝟎𝟎×𝟏𝟎𝟔
+ 

𝟖𝟎𝟎×𝟖

𝟏𝟎𝟎×𝟏𝟎𝟔
+

𝟖𝟎𝟎×𝟖

𝟏𝟎𝟎×𝟏𝟎𝟔
+

𝟖𝟎𝟎×𝟖

𝟏𝟎𝟎×𝟏𝟎𝟔
+

𝟖𝟎𝟎×𝟖

𝟏𝟎𝟎×𝟏𝟎𝟔
+ 𝛅𝐦𝐫𝐲𝟏 + 𝛅𝐦𝐫𝐲𝟐 + 𝛅𝐦𝐫𝐲𝟑 + 𝛅𝐦𝐫𝐲𝟒 +

𝛅𝐦𝐫𝐲𝟓 

     =  𝟓
𝟖𝟎𝟎×𝟖

𝟏𝟎𝟎×𝟏𝟎𝟔
+ 𝛅𝐦𝐫𝐲𝟏 + 𝛅𝐦𝐫𝐲𝟐 + 𝛅𝐦𝐫𝐲𝟑 + 𝛅𝐦𝐫𝐲𝟒 +  𝛅𝐦𝐫𝐲𝟓   

=  𝟑𝟐𝟎µ𝐬 + 𝛅𝐦𝐫𝐲𝟏 + 𝛅𝐦𝐫𝐲𝟐 + 𝛅𝐦𝐫𝐲𝟑 + 𝛅𝐦𝐫𝐲𝟒 + 𝛅𝐦𝐫𝐲𝟓 

where 𝛿𝑚𝑟𝑦 is the delay of frames in each switch memory defined in (2.7). 

 

The frame transmission time in non-TSN enabled switches depends on the number and the size 

of frames waiting in switches' memories during the transmission.  
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Figure 6-12: Industrial network communication prototype based on HSR 
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Figure 6-13: RSTP ring network with no link failure 

 

 

 

Figure 6-14: RSTP ring network with link failure 
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Figure 6-15: MRP ring network with no link failure 

 

 

 

Figure 6-16: MRP ring network with link failure 

 

 

 

 

6.3.2 Software communication methods 

 

From software communication methods, we incorporate the edge computing technology to 

reduce the risks of network latencies and network bandwidth usage due to the massive size of 
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data transmitted from the physical network (at the manufacturing plant by controllers, IIoT 

devices, and field devices) to remote cloud facilities for further data processing. From our two 

communication prototypes in Figures 6-11 and 6-12, we integrated an edge server closer to the 

manufacturing network to exchange data and process required operations. The edge server has 

another communication channel at a higher level for interaction with cloud devices scheduled 

at hours with less communication traffic, with fewer production activities (saving the 

bandwidth), or for actions of non-time-critical responses. In a communication network, not all 

frames have the same priority. Our communication prototype uses TSN capable synchronized 

switches to guarantee delay-free communication for time-critical data.  

 

6.4 Results summary and discussion 

 

We proposed two industrial communication prototypes to improve the network infrastructure 

of time-critical IIoT applications. We design our communication prototypes to offer more 

determinism and low communication latency in industrial networks by implementing software 

and hardware communication concepts to create reliable communication systems. We applied 

concepts like TSN and edge computing to produce effective data transmission between network 

devices on the software side. TSN is responsible for accomplishing a deterministic 

communication where time-critical frames are given priority and delivered to their destination 

without unnecessary delays. The edge computing technology lessens communication latency 

with relation to information exchange by providing advanced computing services closer to the 

manufacturing factory, unlike cloud services located far away. On the hardware side, we 

integrated zero-loss redundancy protocols to ensure communication backup channels in case 

of failures at the main communication routes with the most negligible recovery and 

reconfiguration time. The zero-loss redundancy protocols we incorporate are PRP and HSR. 

These two redundancy protocols stand out from standard redundancy protocols by their ability 

to transmit duplicated frames in their communication networks to increase the chances of 

delivering the information at the destination if one side of the network encountered an 

unforeseen outage. The receiving device considers the first arriving frame and rejects the 

second duplicated one. 
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6.5 Chapter Summary 

 

In this chapter, we presented the design of two industrial communication prototypes to achieve 

a robust network communication system using advanced communication techniques and 

redundancy protocols. We discussed the theory behind some network communication theories, 

such as TSN, edge computing, and network communication theologies utilized to develop our 

improved communication network prototypes. We outlined different popular industrial 

network redundancy protocols implemented in communication networks. We stressed two 

zero-loss redundancy protocols: PRP and HSRP, incorporated in the design of our proposed 

improved network communication prototypes. Our proposed industrial network 

communication prototypes improve the network infrastructure of a manufacturing factory to 

guarantee a reliable, deterministic, and low-latency communication network for time-critical 

IIoT applications. We achieved this goal by combining various state-of-the-art communication 

technologies such as TSN, edge computing, and zero-loss redundancy protocols in the same 

network infrastructure. 
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Chapter 7 : IMPLEMENTATION OF AUTOMATIC PARAMETER 

CONFIGURATION FOR A SCADA SYSTEM USING ML 

TECHNIQUES. 

 

ML customized solutions and applications promise to transform traditional equipment into 

intelligent devices, increase flexibility, and boost production systems. Our innovative 

technique converts a traditional SCADA system into an intelligent and self-configurable device 

by merging ML algorithms (MLR and DT) and concepts. The SCADA platform that was 

configured manually for each product parameter should, after successful implementation of our 

adaptive technique, predict the best corresponding parameters for each product by scanning 

some of them. This process saves configuration time and contributes to starting production on 

schedule without depending on several approvals. 

 7.1 Decision Tree (DT) and Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) ML theoretical 

overview 

7.1.1 Decision Tree (DT) machine learning algorithm for regression models and its 

limitations 

 

We generate a DT regression model to predict numerical values that are product parameters 

entered in the SCADA system. We build the DT model by learning from existing product 

parameters saved from previous products configurations. The DT algorithm operates based on 

a splitting principle. The splitting principle computes the best possible splits for the learning 

process and generates several data areas from the best splits. The prediction results of the DT 

model corresponds to the average data value in each area (Breiman et al. 1984). We present a 

mathematical expression (7.1) of the residual sum of square (RSS) that correlates to the 

splitting principle (Romeo et al. 2018):  

𝑅𝑆𝑆 = ∑ (𝑌𝑖 − 𝑓(𝑋𝑖))
2𝑘

𝑖=1                                                                                                          (7.1) 

where Yi is the input variable from which the prediction is made at a value of i and f(Xi) is the 

outcome, the prediction value of Yi. 

The DT regression algorithm relies on few other important factors such as: 

• The entropy: The entropy refers to the degree of randomness in a specific dataset. We 

present in (7.2) its mathematical expression. 
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𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦 = ∑ 𝑋𝑖. log2 𝑋𝑖
𝑘
𝑖=1                                                                                       (7.2)    

         where k represents the data count and X(i) is a specific data type percentage over the   

whole dataset. 

• The information gain: The information gain is the difference between two entropy 

values (a higher and lower degree) after splitting the data. (7.3) is an equation of the 

information gain. 

 

            Gain = E(x) − E(x − 1)                                                                                                 (7.3) 

        where E(x) and E(x-1) are two entropy levels at consecutive splits. 

 

Some limitations of the DT algorithm: DT models structures can be very unreliable when 

dealing with unstable datasets. A slight variation of the dataset produces high instability for the 

model. The processing time of its modelling training phase takes longer to complete. It needs 

more memory in the processing hardware. 

We display in Figure 7-1 a diagram of the DT algorithm operation. 

 

 

Figure 7-1: DT Algorithm operation diagram (Kiangala & Wang 2020 b) 

 

 

7.1.2 Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) algorithm 
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MLR is a reasonably simple ML algorithm invented to predict numerical parameters whose 

values depend on more than one independent variable. We can mathematically compare a simple 

linear regression equation to an MLR one in (7.4) and (7.5):  

 

y = 𝑎0 + 𝑎1𝑥1                                                                                                                             (7.4)   

𝑦 = 𝑎0 + 𝑎1𝑥1 + 𝑎2𝑥2 +⋯+ 𝑎𝑛𝑥𝑛                                                                                           (7.5)                                                                                                   

                                                                                                 
                     

where y is the dependent variable value that we predict from the regression models, x is the 

independent variable to which y depends or that has effects on y, and a0 is a constant that 

represents the coefficient of proportion change in the regression models.  

Figure 7-2 is a graph representing the linear regression algorithms. 

 

Some limitations of the MLR algorithm: MLR algorithms assume that independent and 

dependent variables of the data utilized to train the ML model have a linear correlation. Non-

linear data produces an inaccurate model. The algorithm is sensitive to data exceptions. For 

example, an observation that seems out of range compared to the remaining dataset can cause 

a volatile model. 

 

 

 

Figure 7-2: Linear regression algorithm graph (Kiangala & Wang 2020 b) 
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7.2 Modelling of an automatic parameter configuration method for a SCADA 

system using AI methods and innovative techniques 

 

The heart of our automatic parameter configuration method is the execution and the 

combination of ML techniques: MLR and DT. We implement these two ML techniques for 

regression tasks. MLR and DT are data-driven approaches implemented to predict numerical 

data (the SCADA system parameters). Figure 7-3 is a summary of the automatic parameter 

configuration method combining two ML regression techniques.  

Figure 7-3 contains various information on DT and MLR from our theoretical modelling 

section on the automatic parameter configuration framework. 

We design our automatic parameter configuration framework using the following entities and 

variables (Kiangala & Wang 2020 b): 

 : Dataset;  

 : Dependent Variables;  

 : Independent Variables;  

 : Linear Variables;  

 : Non-Linear Variables;  
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Figure 7-3: Automatic parameter configuration framework operation summary (Kiangala & Wang 

2020 b) 

 

 

 : Machine learning Algorithms (used in this framework);  

 : Decision Tree;  

 : Multiple Linear Regression;  

 : Equivalence;  

 : Predicted Variables 

The following mathematical expressions (7.6) and (7.7) describe the methods executed to build 

our final automatic parameter configuration framework. They utilize the above variables and 

entities. 

 

},{ =                                                                                                                                 (7.6) 

}),{(}),{( →   

},{ =                                                                                                                                  (7.7) 

 ),(If  

 ),(If  
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The ultimate goal of our design is to predict new variables η by reading information from 

variables input ε. We utilize the composition of function principle to model our framework final 

prediction algorithm (7.8). Figure 7-4 presents the modeling diagram of this framework using 

the composition of two functions. From Figure 7-4, we notice that the ρ dataset is transparent 

during the design process. 

 

Figure 7-4: Automatic parameter configuration model diagram (Kiangala & Wang 2020 b) 

 

 :                                           
 

 :  

  :  

( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )x x Y Y


  =   =  =
                                                                                                            

(7.8)              

       

7.2.1 Assumptions 

 

We assume that the SCADA system can automatically read predicted parameters from the ML 

model using an interconnection via an application programming interface (API) in the 

automatic parameter configuration method. 

 

7.2.2 Automatic parameter configuration architecture and summary 
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Implementing our automatic parameter configuration framework aims to improve the 

manufacturing system production throughput and lessen system configuration inaccuracy. Our 

parameter prediction model framework is essential for the successful manufacturing of quality 

products (using the correct configuration parameters) and for the efficient personalization of 

past, present, and future goods.  

By implementing our automatic parameter configuration framework, we are able to achieve the 

following: 

• Eradicate factories operators’ repetitive (robotic) functions that result in unnecessary 

operational delays, such as designated users or supervisors dependence for parameters 

configuration during the production processes; 

 

• Redirect factories operators’ tasks in an innovative manufacturing environment, 

moving from automatic or repetitive functions to more strategic, operational roles. 

 

• Ameliorate the overall production process accuracy by reducing the risks of human 

factor error when configuring parameters. 

We illustrate in Figures 7-5 and 7-6 a manufacturing system operation before and after applying 

our automatic parameter configuration system. We notice from these two graphical 

representations how the role of operators and supervisors has shifted. 

 

7.2.1 Evaluation of ML regression models 

 

We evaluate the reliability of our regression models by computing a metric called the mean 

square error (MSE). (7.9) is the mathematical expression of the MSE (Wang, Xia et al. 2018). 

A good assessment indication of a regression model using the MSE is that lower values of the 

MSE mean a more accurate model than higher values. 

 

𝑀𝑆𝐸 =
1

𝑝
∑ (𝐵𝑛 − 𝐵�̃�)

2𝑝
𝑛=0                                                                                                        (7.9) 
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where p represents the total count of predictions, Bn is an instance of recorded observations 

values, and  𝐵�̃� represents an instance of predicted values. 

 

 

Figure 7-5: Manufacturing system with SCADA platform before automatic parameter configuration 

method (Kiangala & Wang 2020 b) 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7-6: Manufacturing system with SCADA platform after implementing automatic parameter 

configuration method (Kiangala & Wang 2020 b) 
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7.3 Implementation of a SCADA system automatic parameters configuration 

 

In order to free manufacturing plant supervisors from the repetitive action of inputting several 

product parameters in a SCADA system to start operations, we merge two ML algorithms: 

MLR and DT, to create a model that automatically predicts the corresponding parameters by 

scanning product data such as the width, height, diameter, and weight. We classify knowledge-

based data for product parameters configuration in two groups: linear data and non-linear data. 

We predict linear parameters using the MLR algorithm and non-linear ones using the DT 

algorithm. 

 

7.3.1 Linear data prediction using MLR algorithm 

 

We combine the linear data into two sets of predictable data, each having independent and 

dependent variables. The independent variables come from the raw rubber material: width, 

diameter, and height. Our MLR model should predict the dependent variables (heating pressure 

and curing time) by scanning the independent variables. Tables 7-1 and 7-2 display the two 

sets of linear data combination variables. 

 

 

Table 7-1: Set 1 - linear combination variables 

Independent Variable Dependent Variable 

Width 

Heating Pressure Height 

Diameter 

 

 

Table 7-2: Set 2 - linear combination variables 

Independent Variable Dependent Variable 

Width 

Curing Time Diameter 

Height 

 

We apply the MLR algorithm in the R IDE to generate our predictive model. We implement the 

same process for both data sets one at a time. In this section, we illustrate results with data set 
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1. The essential steps and parameters utilized to create the ML models in R for both data sets 

are as follows: 

 

• Loading the whole dataset in the R software: The dataset is saved in a csv format. We 

display a portion of the loaded dataset in Table 7-3. 

 

• Splitting the loaded dataset into a training set and validation set: We give a higher 

proportion to the training set than the validation set to feed as much information as 

possible to our ML model during the learning or training phase (The proportion are of 

80% of the dataset for training set and 20% of the dataset for the validation set). 

 

• Generation the ML model by fitting the MLR algorithm (from the R software libraries) 

to the training set. 

 

• Testing the reliability of the created model by loading the validation data (20%) into 

the prediction model and comparing the outcome to the initial loaded data. 

 

 

Table 7-4 shows the results of the Heating pressure variables values predicted by our model. 

We can visually compare some of its values (rows 11 and 18) to the original data loaded in Table 

7-3. 

A quick comparison of the predicted values versus the original ones demonstrates that the 

predicted data is very similar to the original one and based on error tolerance. This model can 

be safely used for future prediction of product parameters. We generate a statistical report on 

our MLR predictive model in Table 7-5 to support the viability of our model. These statistics 

also give us more insight into the significance of our independent variables. Only the width and 

the height of the raw products bear more meaning for the design of the predictive model. The 

diameter values are negligible, and ignoring them would not affect the performance of the ML 

model. 

Table 7-3: A portion of the initial set 1 non-linear data loaded in R 

Item Width Height Diameter 
Heating 

Pressure 

10 60 40 40 55 
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11 100 50 50 95 

12 100 80 40 110 

13 80 60 45 90 

14 40 30 40 45 

15 80 40 45 72 

16 60 80 45 87 

17 60 80 45 90 

18 30 40 30 45 

 

 

Table 7-4: Predicted Heating pressure values by the MLR model 

y_pred 

4 6 11 18 19 21 42 67 77 

45.7 83.8 91.4 45.1 62.7 51 107.3 83.9 62.7 

 

Table 7-5: Statistical results summary of set 1 MLR model 

Coefficients: 

 Estimate Std.Error 
t 

Value 
Pr>|t|  

Intercept 6.232 2.099 2.969 0.004 ** 

Width 0.584 0.027 21.33 < 2.e-16 *** 

Height 0.529 0.034 15.70 < 2.e-16 *** 

Diameter 0.006 0.041 0.136 0.892  

Sign. code 0  '*** '   , 0.001 '**'   ,  0.01 '*'   , 0.05  '.',  0.1  '  ' 

Multiple R2: 0.9509,             Adjusted R2: 0.949 

p-value: < 2.2e-16 

 

7.3.2 Non-Linear data prediction using DT algorithm 

 

We perform the prediction of non-linear data using the DT ML algorithm. In order to train the 

ML model, we divide the non-linear variables into two sets of independent and dependent 

variables, as illustrated in Tables 7-6 and 7-7. Each set is loaded individually in the DT ML 

model and divided into a training set and a validation set. 

 

Table 7-6: Set 1 – Non-linear data combination for DT ML 

Independent Variable Dependent Variable 

Product Weight Number of Bumps 

 
 

Table 7-7: Set 2 – Non-linear data combination for DT ML 

Independent Variable Dependent Variable 
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Level of Material_A Bump delays 

 

We create the DT ML model using variables in Table 7-6, but the same procedure is applicable 

for Table 7-7. 

Below are the important steps and parameters to create the DT ML model in R: 

 

• Loading the complete csv format dataset (a portion displayed in Table 7-8) into the R 

platform. 

 

• Dividing the loaded dataset into a training set (of 80% of the overall data) and a 

validation set (of 20% of the overall data). 

 

• Generating the DT prediction model by laying the training set into the decision tree 

algorithm (the DT algorithm exist in R libraries). 

 

• Experimenting the viability of the DT model created by loading the validation set into 

the model and comparing its results to the original data. 

The DT algorithm results depend on a splitting criterion that determines the outcome of each 

decision branch. The choice of the correct number of splits is crucial to generate an accurate 

prediction. For the non-linear data set1 variables in Table 7-6, we input a minsplit of value ‘10’. 

We present our predictions for the Number of Bumps using the DT model in Table 7-9. 

 

Table 7-8: Portion of non-linear dataset loaded in R 

Item Product Weight Number of Bumps 

11 950 23 

12 950 23 

13 950 24 

14 950 22 

15 950 22 

16 950 22 
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Table 7-9: Predicted number of bumps with test data set 

y_pred 

14 17 18 21 22 25 30 33 34 

23.22 9.56 3.64 3.64 23.22 23.22 23.22 23.22 16.22 

 

We observe that the values are accurate by comparing the predicted values of the number of 

bumps in line items 14, 17, 18, and 21. Based on the error tolerance level, the created DT model 

can successfully be implemented to predict the desired number of bumps for any product weight. 

We display a plot of our DT model for the predicted values with the average of each split 

interval in Figure 7-7, and in Figure 7-8, we represent the graphical tree of the DT model with 

different splits. 

 

 

 

Figure 7-7: DT model plot for data set 1 – Number of bumps versus Product weight (Kiangala & 

Wang 2020 b) 

 

 

17 600 10 

18 400 5 

19 400 4 

20 750 15 

21 400 4 
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Figure 7-8: Graphical Tree of DT model with different splits values (Kiangala & Wang 2020 b) 

 

 

7.4 Results summary and discussion 

 

In this innovation area, we change a traditional Human Machine Interface (HMI) containing a 

SCADA system to an I40 intelligent, self-configurable device through which manufactured 

products can be configured faster and efficiently using parameters predictions. In order to 

achieve this task, we combined two ML algorithms MLR and DT, and created a predictive 

system using the knowledge-based data from previous products configured in the old SCADA 

system. By scanning some of the product's available features, such as the height, diameter, and 

weight, the SCADA system generates all required parameters instantaneously to initiate the 

manufacturing. The new self-configurable SCADA shifts the role of the supervisor or the 

operator initially in charge of manually configuring the product parameters away from the 

repetitive action of product configuration to more strategic duties about planning and 

improvement of parameters quality. Figures 7-5 and 7-6 summarize the impact of the new 

SCADA system with operators' and supervisors' roles. Thanks to the new SCADA system, the 

factory operation regarding product configuration does not longer relies on a supervisor's 

competence to set up critical parameters that control production. Therefore, our innovation 

technique contributes to time-saving and improves the overall production process' efficiency.   
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7.5 Chapter Summary 

 

In this chapter, we developed an automatic parameter configuration scheme for a SCADA 

system using two ML regressions models: DT and MLR. We started the design by exploring 

applicable theories behind DT and MLR ML algorithms to create regression models 

implemented in the design of the automatic parameter configuration method. We highlighted 

the design architecture for combining the two ML algorithms used in our final system structure: 

MLR and DT for regression models. We presented the final system algorithm generated by 

merging the two ML algorithms. We also displayed the impact of our automatic parameter 

configuration method in a small manufacturing environment graphically before and after 

implementing the automatic parameter configuration system. Our innovative system 

transformed a traditional SCADA system into a self-configurable and intelligent I40 device. 

The traditional SCADA that depended on manual product parameters inputs from a supervisor 

is equipped with a prediction structure to automatically generate several parameters after 

scanning some of the known product's features, such as its dimension and weight. 
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Chapter 8 : AN ADAPTIVE PRODUCT CUSTOMIZATION PLATFORM 

FOR CUSTOMERS INTERACTIONS WITH PRODUCTION SYSTEM 

 

We design an adaptive product customization platform, suitable for a SME, which permits 

customers to amend a product composition, within guided limits, as per their preferences by 

changing a single product parameter. We intend to alleviate customers’ tasks to input several 

complex parameters to match their desired product structure by predicting the corresponding 

parameters for each entry and by computing for them instantaneously the final product result. 

In order to reach this goal, we exploit the advantages of some powerful ML algorithms like 

XGBoost and RF ensemble learning that we should apply in the customization platform’s 

backend.  

8.1 XGBoost and RF ML algorithms theoretical overview 

8.1.1 Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost) algorithm for regression tasks and its limitations 

 

XGBoost is an efficient ML algorithm initially designed by Chen & Guestrin (2016) to 

optimize the performance of existing DT algorithms. The XGBoost algorithm operates in a 

serial data training procedure where the system combines results of each previous weak to 

create a more robust predictor. The result of an XGBoost model is a forest with multiple DT. 

Some studies conducted by Yang et al. (2017), Zhao et al. (2018), and Wang et al. 2019 prove 

that XGBoost algorithms produce more accurate outcomes than single DT algorithms, SVM, 

and Gradient Boosting Decision Tree (GBDT). The XGBoost algorithm has several other 

merits, such as: 

 

• Reducing the risks of overfitting in the modelling process by making use of a 

regularization factor.  

 

• Using effective memory processing resources when computing the ML models that 

produces faster processing results (Mo et al. 2019). 

 

• Substituting missing data during the training process. The algorithm takes care of 

empty values in the training dataset. This feature is called “Spare Aware” capability 

(Reinstein 2017). 
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• Possessing highly flexible, efficient, and portable programming libraries (Yue et al. 

2021). The algorithm belongs to the Distributed Machine Learning Community 

(DMLC).  

 

The XGBoost algorithm can perform three boosting methods: Gradient boosting, Stochastic 

boosting, and Regularized boosting. The XGBoost algorithm is suitable for regression and 

classification problems. 

 

We present in (8.1) a dataset, B, containing a set of independent variables, (gi), and dependent 

variables (hi ).  

 𝐵 = {𝑔𝑖, ℎ𝑖  }                                                                                                                            (8.1)  

where i represents the i-th sample of the dataset,  𝑖 ∈ {0… . 𝑘} with k is the number of all 

samples in the entire dataset B. 

 

Considering that the count of DT in the generated model is equal to G, we can compute an 

expression of predicted values ℎ�̃� at a sample i in (8.2) as: 

ℎ�̃� = ∑ 𝑓𝑝(𝑔𝑖)
𝐺
𝑝                                                                                                                            (8.2)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

where 𝑓𝑝(𝑔𝑖) is the count of the predicted values of the instance i for the p-th tree. 

 

The XGBoost algorithm optimizes its models' results by integrating an objective function that 

lessens the loss function of previous predictors' results. As mentioned previously, the XGBoost 

algorithm also incorporates a regularization to reduce the risks of overfitting. The 

regularization function also expresses the degree of complexity of the model. We present 

in (8.3) the objective function, in (8.4) the loss function l(hi, h̃i)  and, in (8.5) the regularization 

function Ω(f).  

 

𝐾 = ∑ 𝑙(ℎ𝑖 , ℎ̃𝑖) + ∑ Ώ(𝑓𝑝)
𝐺
𝑝=1

𝑛
𝑖=1                                                                                                (8.3)                                                                              
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where l(hi, h̃i) represents the loss function that is the variation between the dependent variable 

(hi) and its predicted value hĩ, n is the data count processed at the p-th tree, G is the model tree 

count, and i represents the i-th instance of the dataset.  

 

l(hi, h̃i) =  ∑ (hi − h̃i)
2n

i=1                                                                                                        (8.4)    

                                                  

Ω(f) = 𝜃𝑇 + 
1

2
𝜂∑ (Xb

2)
𝑇

𝑏=1
                                                                                                               (8.5) 

 

Where θ and η represent the weight parameters for overfitting risks in the XGBoost model 

(Jiang et al. 2020 and Suo et al. 2019) demonstrates that higher values of the two weight 

parameters suggests a simple DT structure with less chances of overfitting.  T is the count of 

lead nodes in the model, X is the weight of a node in the entire leaf, and b is an index that 

identifies every leaf in a node. 

We can compute the objective function (8.3) at an iteration s as (8.6). (8.6) can then be 

optimized by applying a second order Taylor approximation method and defined as (8.7).  

K(s) = ∑ l(hi, h̃i
s-1
+ fs(gi)) + Ώ(fs)

n
i=1                                                                                           (8.6)   

 

 𝐾(𝑠) = ∑ [𝑙 (ℎ𝑖 , ℎ̃𝑖
𝑠−1
) + 𝑚𝑖𝑓𝑠(𝑔𝑖) + 

1

2
𝑛𝑖  𝑓

2(𝑔𝑖)] + 𝛺(𝑓𝑠) 
𝑛
𝑖=1                                                        (8.7)                 

 

where mi and ni gradient statistics parameters of the loss function l(hi, h̃i). (8.8) and (8.9) are 

mathematical expressions of the two gradient statistics parameters.  

𝑚𝑖 = 𝜕ℎ�̃�
(𝑠−1)𝑙(ℎ𝑖 , ℎ̃𝑖

(𝑠−1)
)                                                                                                       (8.8) 

𝑛𝑖 = 𝜕
2

ℎ�̃�
(𝑠−1)𝑙(ℎ𝑖 , ℎ̃𝑖

(𝑠−1)
)                                                                                                          (8.9) 

 

We can compute an optimal expression of the loss function at a leaf t as presented in (8.10) by 

replacing the expressions of the regularization function (8.5), the two gradient statistics 

parameters (8.8) and (8.9) in the optimized objective function (8.7) and pulling out its 

derivative. The smaller the value of the optimal loss function (8.10), the better the tree 
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composition. The weight of a leaf t is expressed in (8.11) (Chen & Guestrin (2016) and Jiang 

et al. 2020).                                                                    

𝐾∗ = −
1

2
∑

(∑𝑚𝑖)
2

∑𝑛𝑖+𝜂
+ 𝜃𝑇𝑇

𝑡=0                                                                                                    (8.10) 

 

𝑋𝑡
∗ = −

∑𝑚𝑖

∑𝑛𝑖+𝜂
                                                                                                                          (8.11) 

 

Some limitations of the XGBoost algorithm: Although the XGBoost algorithm presents 

several advantages, it produces less accurate results when training imbalanced label data in 

classification models. The data imbalance occurs when one or more categories in the training 

dataset have lower proportions than the others (Wang et al. 2019).  

 

In our adaptive customization platform, we implement the XGBoost algorithm to build a 

regression model that should predict the corresponding product parameter to each customers’ 

entry. We illustrate in Figure 8-1 the operation workflow of the XGBoost algorithm.  

 

 

Figure 8-1: XGBoost algorithm operation work flow (Kiangala & Wang 2021 a) 
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8.1.2 Random Forest (RF) algorithm for classification tasks and its limitations 

 

Breiman (2001) first introduced the RF algorithm known as an ensemble learning algorithm 

because of its composition of different groups of DTs. The RF algorithm principle came from 

the originated bagging algorithm (Breiman 1996). It consists of several parallels and 

independent DT models (Liaw & Wiener 2002). The RF algorithm generates several random 

mini-training datasets from the initial training set using bootstrap sampling. The DT algorithm 

operations are then applied to each sub-training set (Hefner et al., 2014). The result of the RF 

model is the average of each DT model's results. Therefore, the RF algorithm has higher 

chances to produce better results than single DT algorithms. We can summarize the RF model 

operation in two essential stages: the forest generation and decision-making stages. Various 

applications utilize the RF algorithm (Tyralis et al. 2019; Diaz et al. 2021 and Xu & Luo 

2021). Benali et al. (2019) conducted research that demonstrated that the RF algorithms 

produce better outcomes and accuracy in high-dimensional nonlinear problems. The RF 

algorithm works for regression and classification cases. 

 

Let us consider (8.12) the expression of a training dataset G with its elements g: 

 

𝐺 = {𝑔1, 𝑔2, … 𝑔𝑝} ;                                                                                                               (8.12) 

𝐺 ∈ 𝑅𝑚×𝑟 

where gi is the index location of a data sample i in G,   𝑅𝑚×𝑟 is the dataset space containing all 

elements of G, m is the samples count in the dataset G, r represents the corresponding number 

of features of each sample.   

We present in (8.13), the ensemble RF algorithm expression for a dataset element g in a tree s. 

 

fs(g) = f(g, θs)                                                                                                                      (8.13)                                                                                                                                            

 

where θs represents a random vector that splits the training dataset of each corresponding 

element vector g. 
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(8.14) is a mathematical expression of the prediction probability of a given class v in relation 

with a data sample g for the RF algorithm. The margin function is an essential metric that 

determines the average level of votes of correct predicted classes versus other classes’ votes in 

the RF classification process. (8.15) is an expression of the margin function for RF 

classification. (8.16) represents the actual decision function of the RF algorithm (Dong et al. 

2015).  

 

P(v|g) =
1

S
∑ Ps(v|g)
S
s=1                                                                                                      (8.14) 

where P(v|g) is the estimated density of class v labels for a specific sample data g in a tree s. 

S represents the total count of participating trees in the forest. 

 

mg(g, v) = P(v|g) − maxP(j|g)                                                                                        (8.15) 

 

The margin function equation results in (8.15) convey some insights on the classifier’s results 

reliability. The higher the value of the margin function, the more reliable the classifier’s 

results.  

 

𝐷(𝑔) = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑃(𝑗|𝑔)                                                                                                      (8.16) 

 

The RF algorithm has the merit of reducing the risks of generalization errors in classifiers 

models. It lessens this error by its ability to train several classifiers using a random sub-training 

dataset. (8.17) expresses the generalization error (Wang, Xia, et al. 2018).  

 

GE∗ = Pg,v(mg(g, v)) < 0)                                                                                                                 (8.17) 

 

Some limitations of the RF algorithm: The outstanding performance of the RF algorithm 

depends highly on the amount of labeled data in the training set (Gislason et al. 2006). The 

higher the amount of labeled data, the more accurate the results. Results produced by an RF 

model trained with less labeled data are not reliable.  
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In our research, we utilize the RF algorithm to design a classifier model that categorizes 

customized products in the customization platform backend and the XGBoost regression 

model. We position the RF algorithm to receive the XGBoost regression output as an input of 

the RF algorithm. Figure 8-2 is a graphical representation of the RF operational principle, 

and Figure 8-3 summarizes its workflow.  

 

 

Figure 8-2: RF algorithm graphical operation principle (Kiangala & Wang 2021 a) 

 

 

 

Figure 8-3: RF algorithm operation work flow (Kiangala & Wang 2021 a) 
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In summary, our adaptive product customization platform combines a regression model built 

with the XGBoost algorithm and a classification model trained on an RF algorithm. These two 

ML models run in the customization platform backend. We present in (8.18) a simple 

mathematical expression of our customization platform with the following assumptions:  

• We represent the final customization algorithm of our platform by 𝝆𝒄𝒖𝒔𝒕𝒐𝒎 

• The symbol of the XGBoost regression model function is f 

• The symbol of the RF classification mode is g 

• We represent the customization parameters that customers input in the system by R1, 

R2,...,Rn ; with n the total count of customization parameters customers are allowed to 

enter for the personalization of their products.( For testing of our experimental platform 

we assume  n=1, the input parameter is R1) 

• We represent the parameters predicted by the XGBoost model f after the input by B1, 

B2,...,Bn ; with n the total count of predicted parameters corresponding to the input 

parameters R1, R2,...,Rn (For testing of our experimental platform we assume  n=1, the 

predicted parameter is B1) 

• We symbolize the product categories predicted by the RF classification model g as cl1, 

cl2,...,clp; where p means the total count of predicted product categories. 

 

fn:   R1, R2, … , Rn  ↦ B1, B2, … , Bn ;     Bi  ∈ ℝ;   n ∈ ℕ  

   gn: x = { (R1, R2, … , Rn  )U(B1, B2, … , Bn ; )} ↦  y 

y ∈ {cl1, cl2, … , clp};     p ∈ ℕ/{0,1} 

 

ρcustom = fn U gn                                                                                                                     (8.18) 

 

 

 

 

8.2 Modelling of an adaptive customization framework using XGBoost and RF ML 

algorithms 

 

Our client adaptive customization framework consists of three principal segments: the 

customization framework front-end presented in Figure 8-4, the customization framework 
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back-end, and the framework bridge segment. The customization framework front-end ensures 

the interaction platform between the clients and the factory production system. As displayed in 

Figure 8-4, it is a GUI with instructions for customers’ navigations and system feedback on the 

customized product. The customization framework back-end carries the ML algorithms and 

models we developed for product customization. This segment is the brain of the overall 

system. The last customization framework bridge section is responsible for transferring the 

details of the personalized goods to the manufacturing plant once finalized by the back-end. 

Our study focuses mainly on the design of the second segment: the customization framework 

back-end. We display in Figure 8-5 the operational workflow of our adaptive customization 

framework. Figure 8-6 is a summary of the framework architecture presenting the three 

principal segments. 

 

 
 

Figure 8-4: Customization framework front-end template (Kiangala & Wang 2021 a) 

 

 

From Figure 8-5 displaying the product customization framework operational workflow, we 

notice that the customization process depends on the customer personalized input to start 

operating. The customer entry is transferred into the XGBoost regression model to predict the 
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internal parameter corresponding to the customer entry. The predicted internal parameter is 

later utilized as the second input of the RF classification model (with the original customer 

entry as the first input) to classify the personalized product. The product customization 

framework system displays the final product category on the system front-end GUI in Figure 

8-4 and forwards instructions to the manufacturing factory to start producing goods based on 

the customized information. 

 

 

 

Figure 8-5: Customization framework operation workflow (Kiangala & Wang 2021 a) 
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Figure 8-6: Customization framework overall architecture summary (Kiangala & Wang 2021 a) 

 

8.2.1 Assumptions 

 

For the design of our adaptive customization framework, we assume that the factory is a robust 

internet communication network linking the customers, the customization front and backend, 

the factory, and the suppliers. We also presume that the communication network is securely 

protected by devices such as firewalls and other robust security mechanisms. 

 

8.3 Implementation of an adaptive customization platform using XGBoost and RF 

ensemble learning 

 

8.3.1 Experiment background and challenges 

 

A small manufacturing factory would like to implement product customization to improve their 

customers' experience and become more competitive. Being relatively new with the 

customization process, they chose the adaptive customization option to amend products within 

specific limits. During the customization operation, customers can personalize the content of 

the product ingredients by inputting three parameters: (i) product parameter 1, (ii) product 

parameter 2, and (iii) the product category as displayed in Table 8-1. The two product 

parameters are linked, and their combination produces the final product category. In order to 
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manufacture the final product, the plant requires a value for all three parameters. On their first 

trial, the small manufacturing plant made the following observations: 

• It was difficult for some customers to match the correct product category with the 

corresponding product parameters. The instructions provided by the plant were not as 

easy to understand for everyone. The incorrect entries and selection were constantly 

rejected and resulted in many frustrations. 

 

• Understanding how to use the system and inputting all three parameters without errors 

appeared to be time-consuming for some customers. The small manufacturing factory 

relies on a static database for its customization system in which the mapping between 

all parameters and product categories is done. 

 

• The static customization database does not automatically create tables for new entries. 

The new product parameters update when the system is offline. Only the known 

parameters pre-existing in the data are authorized. The system declines the rest. This 

action is a safe setting for the adaptive customization guided limits. 

 

• The plant requires specialized personnel to load and approve the new parameters entries 

in the customization database. 

 

By developing our adaptive customization framework with ML algorithms, we offer the 

following solutions to the above challenges: 

• We design a customization platform that receives input from customers and 

automatically matches them to the corresponding product categories. We reach this goal 

by creating an ML model that learns the ingredients parameters correlations with 

intelligent ML algorithms such as XGBoost and RF. We made use of the existing 

database information (knowledge-based data) to extract the correlation. This solution 

significantly reduces the rate of parameter rejection and incorrect parameter inputs. 

 

• Our customization platform spares the factory the need for a workforce to update the 

database on new parameters since the ML models generated automatically determine 

the relationship between all three customization parameters and forecast corresponding 

observations for each input. 
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• Our customization model reduces the number of parameters required to personalize 

products from 3 inputs to a single input. The backend of the customization platform 

maps the single customer input to the related product parameter and the product 

category. This solution saves customers’ time when personalizing their products. 

 

 

The dataset we utilize to build our ML models in the customization platform backend 

comprises three variables: two product parameters describing a product's ingredient 

composition and a product category variable. In small manufacturing plants, the amount of 

processing data is relatively low. For this experiment, the index n in (8.18) is equal to 1, and p 

is equal to 3. The same procedure would apply to a larger dataset. We present a composition 

customization parameter in Table 8-1. 

 

Table 8-1: Experimental variables structure 

Product Parameter 

1 

Product Parameter 

2 
Product Category 

R1 B1 

Product A 

Product B 

Product C 

 

 

We build our experimental customization platform based on an adaptive customization model 

where customers personalize the required product's ingredients within boundaries. The 

customer inputs a single variable R1 as per the variables in Table 8-1 and instantaneously 

obtains the equivalent product category. The input is done via a front-end, as displayed in 

Figure 8-4. We present in Table 8-2 four different ML models we build to test the reliability of 

our customization platform. These four models constitute the back end of two separate 

customization platforms, as illustrated in Table 8-2. In this experiment, we will compare both 

customization platforms' results and discuss the best one. 
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Table 8-2: Experimental ML models & Customization platforms 

Model ID Model name 
Customization platform 

ID 

1 DT regression 1 - (R1, B1) 

2 XGBoost regression 2 - (R1, B1) 

3 DT classification 
1 - (R1, B1, Product A, 

Product B, Product C) 

4 RF classification 
2- (R1, B1, Product A, 

Product B, Product C) 

 

 

8.3.2 ML regression models 

 

The regression model is the first ML prediction model of our product customization 

back end. It predicts the corresponding product parameter related to the customer input. 

We build three regression models for evaluation purposes: one using the DT algorithm, 

a second using the XGBoost algorithm, and a third using the RF algorithm. Previously, 

we implemented classification ML models in our intelligent PM to predict fault 

categories. The regression ML models aim to predict numerical values (product 

parameters). Table 8-3 is a summary of basic settings to create a DT regression model 

in R. 

 

 

Table 8-3: DT regression model settings for R 

Settings Value Comment 

Libraries CaTools, rpart rpart is the library for DT 

Set.seed 123  

Split ratio 2/3 Training set and Test set 

minsplit 100 DT model setting 

 

The "minsplit" setting in Table 8-3 refers to the number of splits the algorithm applies when 

fitting to the training set. This DT regression model is the first ML model of the experimental 

customization platform ID-1 as per Table 8-2. 
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We create a second regression model using the XGBoost algorithm. This model is the first ML 

model of the back end of the proposed adaptive customization platform ID-2, as described 

in Table 8-2. Table 8-4 presents the settings for the XGBoost regression model computation. 

We design the ML model in R.  

Table 8-4: XGBoost regression model settings for R 

Settings Value Comment 

Libraries CaTools, xgboost 
Xgboost is the library for 

XGBoost 

Set.seed 123  

Split ratio 2/3 Training set and Test set 

nrounds 100 XGBoost model setting 

 

From Table 8-4, the “nrounds” setting refers to the number of times the XGBoost model is 

trained to produce the desired results. 

The last regression model we generate for testing purposes is the RF regression model. We 

display its settings in Table 8-5. We build this model to get insights into the implementation of 

XGBoost over RF algorithms for non-linear regression data.  

 

Table 8-5: XGBoost regression model summary settings 

Settings Value Comment 

Libraries 
CaTools, 

randomForest 

randomForest is the 

library for RF 

Set.seed 
123 

 

Split ratio 2/3 
Training set and Test 

set 

ntree 1 RF number of trees  

 

 

8.3.2.1 Regression models parameters study 
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As mentioned previously, we used the platform ‘R’ to compute the DT, XGBoost and RF 

regression models. The parameters used in Tables 8-3, 8-4 and 8-5 are as follows: 

• Libraries: CaTools, rpart (these are the libraries required for DT regression models in 

R), CaTools, xgboost (these are the libraries required for XGBoost regression models 

in R), CaTools, randomForest (these are the libraries required for randomForest 

regression models in R). 

 

• SET.SEED (123): The set.seed parameter is a random number inserted to ease 

reproducibility. It’s not a compulsory parameter to use. 

 

• SPLIT RATIO (2/3): The split ratio is the proportion of data allocated to the training 

set compared to the test (validation) set. As a rule, giving a higher proportion to the 

training dataset is recommended than the validation set to reduce the risks of overfitting 

(Rácz et al. 2021). The Split ratio can be represented as 2/3 in ‘R.,’ which means that 

2/3 of the loaded dataset goes to the training set or as a percentage (recommended 

between 0.7 – 0.8).  

 

• minsplit (100): We tested our model with different minsplit values between 1 – 1000. 

The default value of the minsplit parameter is 20. Minsplit values of 1 and 1000 distorts 

our model prediction. Any minsplit value between 20 – 800 produces stable results. We 

selected 100. Since dealing with smaller datasets, the minsplit value does not impact 

the model processing time. 

 

• nrounds (100): We tested our model with different nround values between 1 – 100. We 

achieved the model best accuracy from nrounds = 78. All values higher than 78 tested 

up to 100 give the same accuracy. We made the results discussion below based on the 

least nrounds required to achieve the best accuracy (78). 

 

• ntree (1): Our RF regress model produced its best accuracy with a ntree equals to 1. A 

higher number of trees does not affect the accuracy but the processing time. We sticked 

to 1 tree. 
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8.3.3 ML regression models results and discussion 

 

We represent the generated regression models graphically in Figure 8-7 (DT regression 

model), in Figure 8-8 (XGBoost regression model), and in Figure 8-9 (RF regression model). 

When observing the three graphs, we notice that the DT regression model blue line (Figure 8-

7) does not go accurately through all observations represented as red dots. It means that the DT 

regression model is not very accurate in representing all observations. It has a higher error rate 

than the XGBoost and RF models, where the regression model blue line runs through almost 

all red dot observations. Therefore, the XGBoost and RF regression models are more accurate 

and have lower error rates than the DT regression model. 

An essential metric to rate regression models’ accuracies is the mean square error (MSE). It 

has been by Wang, Y., Xia, S. et al. (2018). Their findings reported that: “the lower the MSE, 

the more accurate the regression model.” The lower value of MSE obtained in the DT 

regression model is equal to 5.82% at the 235th node. On the XGBoost regression model, we 

achieved a lower MSE of 0.031% minimum error. Testing this impact in two product 

parameters: R1=0.0927613 and B1= 1.413106509, we predict a value B1 =0.943 using the DT 

regression model. This result represents an error of about 33.27% for the model. On the 

XGBoost model, we predicted a value of B1=1.41303038597, which is equivalent to an error 

of 0.005%. It is the best accuracy of the model with the number of nrounds equal to 78. Using 

the RF model, the best result we obtained for the same R1 input was B1=1.41 regardless of the 

number of trees. In the testing, we utilized ntree =1, and we reached an error of 0.22%. The 

XGboost regression model offers the best accuracy than the DT or the RF regression models. 

In terms of processing speed, the RF regression model is the fastest of all three models since it 

is trained with the least number of trees (ntree = 1 as per the settings in Table 8-5). In this 

experiment, since processing a relatively smaller data size, the XGBoost regression model 

processing time appeared to be only 2 seconds slower than the RF regression model processing 

time at 78 iterations. For significant data size, the processing time could be higher and create 

long delays.  When training non-linear data, choosing the most appropriate regression model 

based on the application is crucial. When requiring a model that produces the best accuracy 

over the fastest processing speed, the XGBoost regression model is the most appropriate model 

to use. 
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Figure 8-7: DT regression model graph (Kiangala & Wang 2021 a) 

 

 

 

8.3.4 ML classification models 

 

In order to determine the product category of the parameter entered by the customer, we 

developed a classification model coupled with the regression model in the production 

customization backend. For evaluation sake, we build two classification models loaded into 

two different experimental customization platforms back ends. We create the first ML 

classification model using the DT algorithm and combine this model with the previous ML DT 

regression model to constitute the first experimental product customization framework ID-1. 

We build the second classification model utilizing the RF algorithm. This RF ML classification 

model is integrated into the previous XGBoost regression model to implement our proposed 

adaptive customization framework. Tables 8-6 and 8-7 summarize the basic settings for 

building the ML classification models using the DT and RF algorithms. 
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Figure 8-8: XGBoost regression model graph (Kiangala & Wang 2021 a) 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8-9: RF regression model graph (Kiangala & Wang 2021 a) 
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Table 8-6: DT ML classification model settings 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 8-7: RF ML classification model settings 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8.3.4.1 Classification models parameters study 

 

As mentioned previously, we used the platform ‘R’ to compute the DT and RF classification 

models. The parameters used in Tables 8-6 and 8-7 are as follows: 

• Libraries: CaTools, rpart, caret, performance analytics (these are the libraries required 

to build and analyze DT classification models in R), CaTools, randomForest, caret, 

performance analytics (these are the libraries required to build and analyze RF 

classification models in R). 

 

• SET.SEED (123): The set.seed parameter is a random number inserted to ease 

reproducibility. It’s not a compulsory parameter to use. 

 

Settings Value Comment 

Libraries 

CaTools, caret, 

performance 

analytics, rpart 

rpart is the library for DT 

Set.seed 123  

Split ratio 0.75 Training set and Test set 

type class Test set prediction setting 

Settings Value Comment 

Libraries 

CaTools, caret, 

performance analytics, 

randomForest 

randomForest is the 

library for RF 

Set.seed 123  

Split ratio 0.75 
Training set and Test 

set 

ntree 500 
Number of trees in the 

RF algorithm 
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• SPLIT RATIO (0.75): The split ratio is the proportion of data allocated to the training 

set compared to the test (validation) set. As a rule, giving a higher proportion to the 

training dataset is recommended than the validation set to reduce the risks of overfitting 

(Rácz et al. 2021). The Split ratio can be represented as 2/3 in ‘R.,’ which means that 

2/3 of the loaded dataset goes to the training set or as a percentage (recommended 

between 0.7 – 0.8).  

 

• Type (class): This parameter is a compulsory one for DT classification model. It needs 

to be set to ‘class’ for classification models. Any other parameter setting would not 

work well for the model. 

 

• ntree (500): We tested our RF classification model with ntree values from 1 – 500. We 

observed the best accuracies between 100 – 500 trees. The higher the number of trees, 

the best the accuracy but the longer the processing time. The choice of this parameter 

should therefore be a balance between the best accuracy required and the processing 

time to achieve. We were more interested with the best possible accuracy.  

 

 

8.3.5 Classification results and discussion 

 

We evaluate our classification results using the confusion matrix tool that presents the number 

of correct predictions achieved by our models versus the number of incorrect ones. The 

confusion matrix is also valuable for generating several other evaluation parameters such as 

the model percentage of accuracy, the precision, and the recall. We present the confusion 

matrices of the DT and RF classification models in Tables 8-8 and 8-9. 

 

Table 8-8: DT ML classification model confusion matrix 

 PGA PGB PGC 

PGA 617 4 7 

PGB 120 486 32 

PGC 0 43 739 
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Table 8-9: RF ML classification model confusion matrix 

 PGA PGB PGC 

PGA 617 11 0 

PGB 0 638 0 

PGC 0 0 782 

 

PGA, PGB, and PGC are the three product category classes we intend to predict in the product 

customization framework: Product group A (PGA), Product Group B (PGB), and Product 

Group C(PGC). The green cells in Tables 8-8 and 8-9 represent the number of correct 

predictions for each class. The numbers in the remaining cells (uncoloured) represent the 

number of incorrect predictions. Table 8-11 displays a summary of performance metrics results 

calculated by the confusion matrices outcome. These results enable us to determine the most 

performing classification model. 

From the classification results summary in Table 8-10, we can detect that the RF ML 

classification model performs better than the DT model. We achieve an overall model accuracy 

of 99.4% with the RF classification model. It is 10% more than the one obtained for the DT 

model. A 10% accuracy difference is not negligible and automatically affects the overall 

production performance. It could imply that a product parameter entered by a client would be 

incorrectly mapped to the corresponding internal one, and the final customized product would 

not meet the customer’s requirements, therefore, causing the customer’s dissatisfaction. 

Our proposed RF model produced a precision of 100% when predicting product categories, A 

and C and a precision of 98% for product category B prediction. A precision of 100% means 

that whenever our model receives parameter inputs from customers and predicts a final product 

in categories A and C, it is always correct. The RF model does not predict false product 

categories for these two product categories (no false positives exist). A precision of 98% 

implies that the model successfully predicts that a product belongs in Category B 98% of the 

time. The model has a 2% probability to predict an incorrect product category B (a product A 

or C could be mistakenly predicted as a product B). From the DT model, we produced 

precisions of 83.72% for product category A, 91.18% for product category B, and 94.99% for 

product category C. These results mean that the DT model predicts correctly products 

belonging to each category based on the percentages computed (83, 91 and 95% of the times). 

Our RF model offers better precision for each product category than the DT model. With the 
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proposed RF ML model, we achieved a recall of 100% to predict product categories B and C 

and a recall of 98% for the prediction of product category A. A 100% recall implies that our 

model did not incorrectly predict any product in categories B and C that did not belong to these 

categories (no false negatives exist). On the SVM model side, recalls of 98, 76, and 94% mean 

that the ML model could incorrectly predict a product (PGA, PGB, and PGC) to not belong to 

its actual category while it does based on the percentage computed.  

 

Table 8-10:  Classification models summary results 

Classification 

Models 
Label Precision Recall Overall Accuracy 

DT 

PGA 0.8372 0.9825 

0.899≈ 89.9% PGB 0.9118 0.7618 

PGC 0.9499 0.9450 

RF 

PGA 0.1000 0.9825 

0.994≈ 99.4% PGB 0.9831 0.1000 

PGC 0.1000 0.1000 

 

 

 

8.4 Overall product customization framework results summary and discussion  

 

As part of the innovation areas of a small manufacturing plant in an I40 environment, we 

developed an adaptive product customization model based on two ML algorithms: XGBoost 

and RF. Using the ML algorithms, we built two predictive models (a regression model with 

XGBoost and a classification model with RF) daisy-chained in the product customization back 

end (the XGBoost model outputs are fed as one of the RF model inputs). 

While the XGBoost regression model receives a personalized product parameter and predicts 

its corresponding parameter (a numerical value), the RF classification model determines the 

product category to which the customized client’s input belongs. By applying these two ML 

models, we transformed a static database into an intelligent predictive tool that can receive any 

input and accurately group it to a product category without manually inputting the information 

before the run. Our research answered one of the I40 goals to improve production processes by 
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effectively utilizing data accumulated during the production lifecycle and creating more 

“intelligent” tools through it (Tao et al. 2018).  

We rated the performance of our ML models by building two experimental product 

customization frameworks, as presented in Table 8-2. The first framework (Id-1) contains DT 

algorithms for the regression and classification problems. The second customization 

framework (Id-1) that we implement for our research contains the XGBoost (for regression) 

and RF (for classification) algorithms. We summarize the results of these two frameworks in 

Table 8-11. From the results, we notice that the second customization framework outperforms 

the first by reaching a classification accuracy of 99.4% for the RF model and a regression 

prediction error of about 0.03% on the XGBoost model. The first customization framework 

produced 89.9% classification accuracy on the DT model and about 33% error on the regression 

model built with DT. Through our research, we also experienced that the choice of the 

XGBoost and RF algorithms to build regression models on non-linear data depends on the aim 

of the application. XGBoost regression models produce more accurate results than the RF 

models, and RF regression models have faster processing speed than XGBoost models.  

 

Table 8-11: Experimental product customization frameworks results summary 

 

Customization 

Platform ID 

Machine 

learning model 
Accuracy Error 

1 

DT regression  Up to 33% 

DT classification 89.9%  

2 

XGBoost 

regression 
 Up to 0.03% 

RF classification 99.4%  

 

 

8.5 Chapter Summary 

 

In this chapter, we developed an adaptive product customization framework that permits 

customers of small manufacturing industries in an Industry 4.0 environment to interact with a 

factory production system by sending their personalized products requirements before 
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production starts. We build our customization platform by implementing two ML models: 

XGBoost and RF. We presented and explained the different sections of our customization 

system: a front-end, a backend, and a bridge section. We also developed a system operational 

workflow and an overall system architecture displaying the different sections. We divided our 

adaptive customization backend into two sections: a regression model matching the clients’ 

inputs to a factory internal parameter and a classification model detecting the final product 

group corresponding to the client’s input. We analysed the theoretical principle of the XGBoost 

algorithm for the development of regression models and the RF algorithm for classification 

models. Using the XGBoost ML regression model, we improved the customization platform 

performance with the XGBoost algorithm feature for parallel computation. We reached an error 

rate of 0.03% in the experimental predictions. With the RF ML classification model, we 

obtained an accuracy of 99.4%, an outstanding result for prediction activities. 
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Chapter 9 : CREATING AN ENHANCED SAFETY MECHANISM FOR 

OPERATORS AND AMR USING Q-LEARNING ALGORITHM AND 

SPEECH RECOGNITION  

 

We utilize some theoretical knowledge on Q-learning to develop a safety induction procedure 

for AMR working in a manufacturing environment with human operators. The safety induction 

generated from a Q-learning algorithm should teach the moving robot to choose the best 

obstacle-free trajectory to the closest safety exit in an emergency or evacuation. We also offer 

an additional way for operators to trigger the plant Emergency STOP (ESTOP) by 

incorporating a speech recognition signal theory into the active operations of a plant PLC 

program. This feature is very efficient when the operators are far away from any ESTOP 

buttons in an emergency or need to stop the system abruptly. 

9.1 Reinforcement learning (RL), Q-learning (QL) and Speech recognition 

theoretical overview 

9.1.1 Reinforcement learning (RL) algorithm 

 

The RL (Sutton & Barto 1998; Kaelbling et al. 1996, and Wang & Usher 2005) algorithm is 

an ML concept developed on the principle that an “agent,” which is the object using the 

algorithm to acquire the desired knowledge through a learning process, applies all possible 

actions and decisions repetitively in its power to establish the most effective one (the best 

strategy to adopt) (Jiang et al. 2004). The RL algorithm was created in the early 1990s. The 

RL algorithm operation depends on five main participants: the agent, the state, the reward, the 

action, and the environment. The algorithm operational principle encourages the agent to 

execute as many interactions as possible with the environment from which it is acquiring 

knowledge by performing different actions resulting in a change of states in the environment 

that correspond to a positive reward or a penalty (negative reward) (Wang & Hsu 2020). The 

agent does not know anything about its environment and only learns the effect of its decisions 

by the nature of rewards received (positive or negative). Therefore, the RL algorithm falls into 

the unsupervised category (Wicaksono 2011). The agent actions do not depend on previous 

expertise or data accumulated by an intelligent system that can build a decision-making model 

(Ou et al. 2018 and Weiss 1999). The agent only learns the best decision-making scheme 

through trials and errors (Ribeiro 2019). Various areas adopted the RL for applications like 
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Surgery (Hashimoto et al. 2018), Dam Management (Wang & Xu 2012), Chemical reaction 

(Zhou et al. 2017), Traffic-light Management, Resource Management (Mao et al. 2016), 

Traffic-light Management (El-Tantawy et al. 2013), Robotics (Gu et al. 2017) and 

Autonomous Driving (Leurent & Mercat 2019).  

The RL algorithm is divided into value-based algorithms, also known as model-free algorithms, 

and model-based algorithms or on-policy-based algorithms. In value-based algorithms, the agent 

chooses the best strategy to adopt based on values recorded during the trial-and-error interaction 

process. It does not use modelled policy to act. The agent operations in model-based algorithms 

rely on a reward and a transition function to predict the type of reward it will receive and the state 

it will be in by making a specific decision (Chen et al. 2020).  

 

The Q-learning algorithm is a well-exploited model-free algorithm in RL, especially for robotics 

applications. Model-free algorithms benefit from efficiently reusing data (Nguyen & La 2019). 

In this research, we utilize Q-learning algorithm capabilities to teach AMR to decide on the best 

obstacle-free in case of emergencies Model-free algorithms are suitable for robotics problems. 

We present in Figure 9-1 a graphical summary of the RL algorithm the working principle. 

 

 

Figure 9-1: RL algorithm graphical operation summary (Su et al. 2019) 
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9.1.2 Q-learning (QL) algorithm to generate obstacle-free paths and its limitations 

 

QL is a model-free RL algorithm that originated from the psychological behaviour model that 

encourages people with rewards for their excellent conduct or good actions and punishes them 

for the bad ones. The QL algorithm was initially proposed by Watkins & Dayan (1992). The 

algorithm presents several advantages, but the most known is its ability to start operating in new 

environments without previous awareness or knowledge of the environment. The agent 

accumulates environment knowledge through trial-and-error until it discovers the best decisions 

to make for each condition. Each decision and its corresponding outcomes are recorded in a Q 

table that becomes a reference to the agent for future actions during the learning process. The Q 

table format is a matrix that contains states of the environment in its rows and actions for each 

state in its columns. The Bellman equation (Zhao et al. 2020) computes values of the Q-table 

elements. From the populated Q-table, the agent chooses the action that offers the highest reward 

value. The reward value can be cumulative (Wang & Hsu 2020 and Zhang & Xu 2005). The QL 

algorithm provides effective solutions for Markovian decision problems (Haykin 2001) and is an 

incremental and dynamic programming technique. 

 

An agent's behavior or action at a given time to change its state is often referred to as a policy. 

The policy is a function of the agent's action and state (Zhang et al. 2020). We present in (9.1) an 

expression of the agent policy probability𝛽: 

 

𝛽 = 𝑎|𝑠                                                                                                                                 (9.1)                                                        

 

where a represents the agent action at a specific time and s refers to the agent’s state when 

performing the action 𝑎. We can summarize 𝛽 as the probability the agent executes an action 

𝑎 with regards to its state 𝑠.  

The Q-learning algorithm pairs all actions the agent takes to the outcomes of their equivalent 

state and computes values accordingly. The values representing every action and its states are 

called Q-values. Through the learning process, the agent performs the action that results in the 

largest Q-value, which entitles a higher reward. The algorithm updates the Q-table with generated 

Q-values until it reaches the best possible policy (Tang et al. 2020). The Q-learning algorithm 

produces Q-values using the Bellman equation utilized in a deterministic or non-deterministic 

environment. In a deterministic environment, we assume that the agent actions have 100% 

chances to produce desired results or states all the time. We display in (9.2) the Bellman equation 
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expression for the deterministic environment. In a non-deterministic environment, also known as 

a stochastic environment, we consider that the agent can experience difficulties preventing it 

from obtaining expected results. In other words, the agent could generate different states than 

expected. (9.3) is the mathematical expression of the Bellman equation for non-deterministic 

environments. This equation is equally known as the Markovian decision tree (Zhao et al. 2020).  

 

𝐺(𝑠) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑎(𝑟(𝑠, 𝑎) + 𝛾𝐺(𝑠𝑛))                                                                                        (9.2)                          

 

where 𝐺(𝑠) represents the Q-value computed at a state 𝑠, 𝑟(𝑠, 𝑎) represents the reward value 

offered when performing an action 𝑎 at a given state s, γ is the discount factor, an 

hyperparameter required for the computation of (9.2). The discount factor gives more weight 

to future rewards.  𝐺(𝑠𝑛) represents the next state 𝑠𝑛 Q-value. 

 

𝐺(𝑠) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑎 (𝑟(𝑠, 𝑎) + 𝛾 ∑ 𝑃(𝑠, 𝑎, 𝑠𝑛)𝑠𝑛 𝐺(𝑠𝑛))                                                               (9.3) 

 

where 𝑃(𝑠, 𝑎, 𝑠𝑛) is the probability an agent will successfully reach its next state 𝑠𝑛 from a 

given state 𝑠 when making action 𝑎. (9.4) is an expression of the final Q-learning model 

equation. 

 

𝑄(𝑠, 𝑎) = (1 − 𝛼)𝑄(𝑠, 𝑎) + 𝛼[𝑟(𝑠, 𝑎) + 𝛾(𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑎𝑛𝑄(𝑠𝑛, 𝑎𝑛))]                                            (9.4) 

 

where 𝑄(𝑠, 𝑎) represents the Q-value obtained an action 𝑎 and a state 𝑠 of an agent,  α is the 

learning rate, another hyperparameter like the discount factor  γ, required to compute the Q-

value. The learning rate establishes the effect of new information recorded versus old ones. 

The two hyperparameters values are between 0 and 1: 𝛼 ∈ [0,1] and γ ∈ [0,1]  (Ribeiro et al. 

2019), 𝑟(𝑠, 𝑎) refers to the reward value received by executing an action 𝑎 at a state s,  

𝑄(𝑠𝑛, 𝑎𝑛) represents the Q-value calculated from a next action 𝑎𝑛 at a next state 𝑠𝑛 , and 

𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑎𝑛𝑄(𝑠𝑛, 𝑎𝑛) is the highest Q value obtained from  the next action and the next state.  

Algorithm 1 is a summary of the Q-learning algorithm in (9.4). 
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Algorithm 1: Q-learning operation summary 

   

  
Initialize Q(s,a) = 0 and Q(sn,an)=0 

Set hyperparameters α and γ 

1 : Record a state s 

2 : Choose an action a based on the state s 

3 : Examine the reward received r(s,a) 

4 : Record the next state Sn 

5 : Find the maximum Q value based on (sn , an) 

6 : Find the value of Q(s,a) 

7 : Go back to 1 
 

 

Some limitations of the Q-learning algorithm: The QL algorithm only produces outstanding 

results when dealing with discrete states and actions. We do not recommend the algorithm for 

continuous states. The algorithm processing speed relies on the size of the Q-table. A larger Q-

table will result in a longer processing time and cause delays for the agent (Wicaksono 2011). 

Therefore, the Q algorithm is suitable for a relatively small-sized environment. 

 

 

9.1.3 Speech recognition process 

 

In I40 manufacturing environments, the interaction between humans and machines is 

substantially improving from simple machine light indications for monitoring purposes, from 

push buttons for operation controls, and Graphical User Interface (GUI) to more intelligent 

interfaces controlled by gestures and voices (Oviatt & Cohen 2000). These advanced interfaces 

are referred to as natural human-machine interfaces (NHMI). They utilized enhanced reality, 

gesture recognition, and speech recognition (Gorecky et al., 2014). In this research, we focus 

on speech recognition technology to enhance a manufacturing plant emergency response. 

The speech recognition theory identifies and recognizes information patterns present in a 

specific speech wave signal (Garcia et al. 2019). We present in (9.5) the statistical expression 

of the speech recognition (Li et al. 2016). Its goal is to predict the most accurate sequence of 

words B from the speech wave signal captured.  

 

�̂� = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐵𝑃𝛹,𝜆(𝐵|𝑆)                                                                                                      (9.5)                                                  
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where Ψ represent the acoustic model of the speech recognition and λ its language model. 

(9.5) can be further reshaped in (9.6): 

 

�̂� =  𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐵𝑝𝛹(𝑆|𝐵)𝑃𝜆(𝐵)                                                                                             (9.6)                                          

where 𝑝𝛹(𝑆|𝐵) refers to the probability of information quantity and quality coming from the 

acoustic model and 𝑃𝜆(𝐵) refers to the one originating from the language model. 

By considering a time sequence t in the transmitted signal wave and more observation 𝑏𝑡 

containing hidden states 𝛿𝑡 from the original word sequence, 𝐵, (9.6) can be transformed to a 

new express  (9.7) using the hidden Markov models (HMMs). 

 

�̂� = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐵𝑃𝜆(𝐵)∑ ∏ 𝑝𝛹
𝑇
𝑡=1𝛿 (𝑏𝑡|𝛿𝑡)𝑃𝛹(𝛿𝑡|𝛿𝑡−1)                                                        (9.7)                                 

 

A speech recognition system operation has two steps: the first, called the speech recognition 

front-end, produces the acoustic feature. It is a feature extraction module. The second step is 

the system back-end segment responsible for transferring the acoustic feature of the front-end 

into an acoustic and a language model. These two models will then generate the word sequence 

probability regarding the initial wave signal (Li et al. 2016). 

 

9.2 Modelling of an enhanced safety mechanism for AMR and operators using Q-

learning algorithm and speech recognition. 

 

Our enhanced safety mechanism for AMR and operators in a small smart manufacturing 

environment contains two sections: 

 

1) A section that computes obstacle-free paths for AMR to the closest safety exits of the 

manufacturing environment in case of emergency.  We implement the Q-learning 

algorithm to design this first section. 

 

2) A section that enables a Siemens S7-1200 PLC to receive a voice command from an 

operator to stop the factory's activities and generate an emergency signal. We apply a 

speech recognition process to activate this second section. 
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9.2.1 Assumptions 

 

We make the following assumptions for the implementation of our enhanced safety response 

mechanism: 

• The AMR has all required sensorial equipment such as sensors, global positioning system 

(GPS) modules, and cameras integrated into their housing to interact with field devices 

like the main plant PLC and are aware of their positioning or locations.  

 

• The microphone installed to capture the human operators’ voice command has a noise 

suppression module that makes it less sensitive to disturbances and has a broad voice 

capturing range (powerful microphone) to recognize the emergency voice command from 

a long distance. 

 

• Within the factory, the AMR has its own travelling passage that does not obstruct human 

operators' paths. 

 

9.2.2 Q-learning algorithm 

 

We apply the Q-learning algorithm principles so that an AMR learns the best obstacle-free path 

to the closest safety exit every time an emergency requires it. The safety exit selection changes 

based on the AMR's current location. We develop an algorithm (Algorithm 2) that explains 

how the agent (the AMR) finds the best trajectory from its current location to the safety exit 

location. The generated path should have the location indexes of all areas through which the 

AMR goes through to reach its destination. The Q-learning algorithm operation also relies on 

Q values stored in the Q table. 

 

Algorithm 2: Finding the obstacle free path from the current location to 

the safety exit  

   

  Initialize the system, set the Q table 

1 : Read current location index 

2 : Set the current location as start 
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3 : Determine the closest safety exit location index 

4 : Set the closest safety exit as Destination 

5 : While (start! = Destination) 

6 :     next location = Location [Max Q value   (start)] 

7 :     route = start index + next location index 

8 :     start = next location index 

                 9            : return route 

               10 :   End 

 

9.2.3 Speech recognition process 

 

We implement a speech recognition process to transform a traditional PLC into an intelligent 

voice-enabled controller that can use a voice command as an additional input for its 

programming routine. The voice command, in our research, is intended to stop the factory 

operation by being part of the PLC, stopping interlock. We apply the language and acoustic 

models from the Google API to design our speech recognition interface. The speech 

recognition system receives the factory operator's voice command and transfers it to the PLC 

as an action enabler to stop plant activities. Algorithm 3 is an outline of the speech recognition 

system interfacing with the factory PLC. 

 

Algorithm 3: Voice command to PLC input via speech recognition  

   

  
Import all important libraries (speech recognition and PLC 

connection) 

   

           1 : Define write and/or read functions for PLC 

               2 : Establish connection with the PLC 

               3 : while (True) 

           4 :    Listen to Microphone (sound source) 

           5 :    Recognize the language using Google API 

           6 :    if language recognized: 

               7 :        Go to 11 

          8 :    else: 

          9                                                    :        print (“Please speak again”) 

          10         :        Go to 4 

          11 :    if language == “emergency command”: 

          12 :        write instruction to PLC variable 

          13 :    else: 

          14 :       Go to 4  
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          15 :   end 

 

 

We present a summary of the overall enhanced safety mechanism, in Algorithm 4, as a 

combination of the Q-leaning algorithm method for AMR to learn obstacle-free paths to safety 

exists and the speech recognition system for the voice command instruction the PLC. We made 

the following assumptions for the algorithm’s variables: 

 

1) θ represents the evacuation or emergency signal 

2) X represents the AMR 

3) ƞ represents one of the safety exits 

 

 

Algorithm 4: Safety mechanism procedure summary  

   

1 : Activate θ 

2 : Send θ to X from controller (PLC) 

3 : X initiates the safety routine 

4 : X determines the closest ƞ 

5 : X finds the obstacle free path to ƞ 

6 : X reaches ƞ 

7 : end 

 

 

 

Figure 9-2 is a representation of our experimental smart manufacturing location overview with 

a legend providing details on the manufacturing environment components. The AMR is in 

motion from one location index to another when performing its manufacturing tasks. When the 

AMR receives an evacuation signal, it should compute from its current location the obstacle-

free trajectory to the closest safety exit. Our Q-learning algorithm section allows the AMR to 

enable this function. From Figure 9-2, the safety exits indexes are E, G, S, and W. We assume 
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that the emergency or the evacuation signal can be generated by a voice command input into a 

microphone and directly controlling a Siemens S7-1200 PLC program or by an ESTOP push 

button wired on one of the factory control panel or motor control centre (MCC). 

We represent in Figure 9-3 the architecture of the voice command reception to the PLC 

program control. Figure 9-4 summarizes our enhanced safety response mechanism workflow 

when receiving the emergency signal to evacuate the factory. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9-2: Experimental manufacturing plant location overview (Kiangala & Wang 2021 c) 
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Figure 9-3: From voice command to PLC program control (Kiangala & Wang 2021 c) 

 

 

 

9.3 Implementation of an enhanced safety mechanism for operators and AMR using Q-

learning algorithm and Speech recognition 

 

9.3.1 Experimental background 

 

• Every industrial plant built according to strict safety standards should have 

implemented safety protocols to deal with emergencies and disasters. During factory 

operations, the emergency stop interlocks (ESTOP buttons or Stop buttons depending 

on the severity of the emergency event) would usually abort all ongoing activities. In 

some other cases, they would start an alarm for evacuation of the plant. The stop 

interlocks are often controllers’ inputs hardwired to the stop system and programmed 

in the controller to reset outputs. In this experiment, we use a PLC as the plant central 

controller. As part of the safety protocols, the emergency stops buttons (ESTOPs) are 
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positioned in areas accessible (in front of controller panels) and sometimes in several 

strategic locations. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9-4: Enhanced safety response mechanism operation process flow (Kiangala & Wang 2021 c) 
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In order to enhance safety protocols in factories, we research methods to deal with 

emergencies where none of the operators can physically access the ESTOPs at the 

time of the disaster. 

 

We solve this concern by integrating a voice command to the factory emergency stop 

interlock programmed in the PLC. The operators no longer solely depend on the 

physical ESTOPs to abort plant operation but can also utilize the voice command 

"emergency" through a microphone directly to the PLC program. We implement a 

speech recognition algorithm to transform a voice "emergency" command to a stopping 

PLC's instruction. We test the speech recognition system on a Siemens S7-1200 PLC 

programmed with the TIA portal software. We generate and compute the speech 

recognition code in python. 

 

• Another safety standard in large modern buildings is to have various safety exits at 

strategic locations to ensure accessible and orderly evacuations in case of emergencies. 

Having a single emergency exit in a massive building could be very dangerous for 

people during the evacuation. Everyone would be in a panic to reach the single point of 

exit that could be located very far from their current location, with more risks of injuries 

along the way. 

 

In the I40 environment, operators and intelligent robots work together as the factory 

workforce. While operators go through regular safety inductions to be aware of safety 

responses and safety exists, intelligent robots like AMR are usually not prepared to 

respond to disasters. How should AMR react to evacuation signals or emergencies 

when performing their assigned tasks in the plant? 

 

We implement a safety induction procedure for AMR to learn the closest safety exists 

to their current locations in emergencies. We simulate a manufacturing environment 

with safety exits at different locations. The AMR, based on its current location, can 

choose to go to one of these exits. The robot finds its intelligence in a Q-learning 

algorithm that we apply to learn the obstacle-free trajectory from its current location to 

the closest exit upon receiving the evacuation signal. Like with human operators, we 

lessen the likelihood of undesired incidents on AMR in emergencies. We program the 

Q-learning safety procedure in Python. 
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9.3.2 Using a voice command to control the Emergency stop interlock of a S7-1200 PLC 

Siemens program 

 

Every manufacturing plant usually has an ESTOP system wired to stop all running outputs and 

programmed in the controller’s CPU to interrupt operations in an emergency needing a quick 

stop. In most industrial environments, the ESTOP is installed in front of the controller panel, 

easily accessible for the operator to stop operations whenever required. We suggest an 

additional stopping interlock via voice command for operators to have the flexibility of 

interrupting operations with the voice even when they are far from the controller panel. Most 

PLCs installed in factories (traditional PLCs) cannot receive voice commands as inputs. We 

need to implement an external mechanism to integrate the voice capability into a PLC system. 

Some existing researches utilize third-party controllers such as Raspberry Pi to accept the voice 

command and give instructions to the PLC. Our study does not use any third-party controller 

to manipulate the voice command. We extract the speech signal from a microphone straight to 

the Siemens PLC through a speech recognition program in Python. We simulate the voice 

command operation by interacting with an S7-1200 Siemens PLC in which we write a simple 

ladder logic program for the start/stop interlock as presented in Figure 9-5. Table 9-1 explains 

the function of each variable. 

 

 

Figure 9-5: Starting and stopping interlock PLC ladder program 
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Table 9-1: PLC Starting and Stopping interlock variables functions 

Variable address Variable function 

M0.0 

This is the start signal for the system. It is 

usually a ON-OFF action directly wired to 

a PLC input IX.X. For this simulation, we 

use a memory bit M. When the memory bit 

is ON the system starts if M0.1 and M0.2 

are OFF. 

M0.1 

This is the memory bit controlled externally 

by our python speech recognition code that 

converts the voice command to a ‘ON’ bit 

value. When M0.1 is ON the system is in 

stop mode. 

M0.2 

This is the memory bit controlled by an 

emergency stop signal. In real plant 

applications it is usually an input signal 

IX.X. For simulation, we use a memory bit 

variable M. 

Q0.0 
This is a physical PLC output that controls 

the plant. 

Q0.2 
This is a physical PLC output that controls 

the control plants robots. 

 

We program the starting and stopping interlock of our experiment in a “latch” structure so that 

a single push button signal (from OFF to ON) runs the system (through the variable M0.0), and 

the outputs (Q0.0 and Q0.2) will remain ON (running) until one of the stop commands (M0.2 

or M0.1) is enabled. Table 9-2 summarizes necessary experimental settings to interact with the 

Siemens PLC starting and stopping interlock code to the speech recognition program in Python. 

 

Table 9-2: Siemens S7-1200 PLC settings for speech recognition integration 

 

Settings Values comment 

PLC IP address and 

MAC address 
172.16.2.254 

This is the experimental 

IP address; it can be 

adapted to any other IP 

address 

Python PC IP 

address and MAC 

address 

172.16.2.202 (with 

internet access) 

This PC needs internet 

connection to connect to 

the Google speech API 

PLC security/protect 

level 

Permit access with 

PU/GET 

communication – No 

protection 

This is to allow the 

external python code to 

modify the variable value 

Speech recognition 

variable 
M 0.1 

This needs to be a global 

memory variable 

 

In order to successfully convert an operator voice command into a PLC input signal, we apply 
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a speech recognition Python code (using a Google API) and a Siemens PLC library that we 

install in the Python IDE. This specific library facilitates the communication between the 

Python code and the Siemens PLC program. We install another essential library: a speech 

recognition library to translate the voice signal into a text syntax. We use the converted text in 

our code to manipulate the PLC variable M0.1 switching it ON or OFF. We present in Table 

9-3 the experimental settings configured in the Python IDE and its code to successfully 

communicate with the S7-1200 PLC. 

 

We display in Figure 9-6 the starting and stopping interlock program of a healthy running 

system in the Siemens S7-1200 PLC (when no stop signal is received) monitored live from the 

TIA portal software. We explain the value and state of each variable of Figure 9-6 in Table 9-

4. 

 

Table 9-3: Python IDE settings for speech recognition process with a Siemens S7-1200 PLC 

 

Settings Values comment 

Python version Idle (Python 3.7 32-bit)  

Libraries 

Python-snap7 

speechrecognition 

wheel 

pyttsx3 

pipwin 

pyaudio 

playsound 

gTTs 

 

 

These libraries 

need to be 

installed in the 

Python 

environment 

used. 

plc = c.Client() plc.connect(‘172.16.2.254’,0,1) 

This is the IP 

address of the 

PLC 

r.pause_threshold 0.5 

The Speech 

recognition 

system listens 

after 0.5 

seconds 

Voice source Microphone () as Source 

Select the 

Microphone 

as the source 

of the voice 

Write Command WriteMemory(plc,0,1, S7WLBit,1) 

Writing 

command to 

M0.1 variable 
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Figure 9-6: Healthy running plant program (with no stopping interlock) 

 

 

Table 9-4: PLC healthy running system start-stop interlock variables values meaning 

Variable Values comment 

M0.0 ‘0’ 

Because of the latch programming 

format. M0.0 does not have to 

remain ON (‘1’) for the system to 

run continuously. 

M0.1 

 
‘0’ 

No stop signal has been sent by 

the voice command. 

M0.2 

 
‘0’ 

No stop signal has been sent by 

the emergency stop button 

Q0.0 ‘1’ 
The plant control signal has been 

activated 

Q0.2 ‘1’ 
The robot control signal has been 

activated 

 

 

Whenever the operator gives the “emergency” voice command through the microphone, a 

signal is sent directly to the PLC to the starting and stopping interlock program to stop the 

system. In Appendix 1.D., we display a segment of the Python speech recognition program and 

its dependencies for a successful voice signal transfer to the S7-1200 PLC. 

In the Siemens PLC, after a successful transmission of voice command in the Python code, a 

stop signal is activated via the variable M0.1, as displayed in Figure 9-7. The system operations 

now stop. We describe the meaning of variables' updated values after the reception of the stop 

signal in Table 9-5. 
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Figure 9-7: PLC system stopped after emergency voice command received 
 

 

 

Considering that the voice input signal is also in the PLC code as an evacuation signal for the 

factory, the same signal will be sent to the AMR (via Q0.2 turned OFF) to activate its emergency 

procedure to evacuate the plant through a trajectory to the closest safety exit. 

 

 

Table 9-5: PLC stopped system start-stop interlock variables values meaning 

 

Variable Values comment 

M0.0 ‘0’ 

Because of the latch 

programming format. M0.0 

does not have to remain ON 

(‘1’) for the system to run 

continuously. 

M0.1 

 
‘1’ 

An external voice command is 

received to stop the system 

M0.2 

 
‘0’ 

No stop signal has been sent by 

the emergency stop button 

Q0.0 ‘0’ 
The plant control signal is 

stopped. 

Q0.2 ‘0’ 
The robot control signal is 

stopped. 
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9.3.3 Finding AMR trajectories to the closest safety exits using Q-learning algorithm 

 

We simulated an experimental manufacturing environment in Figure 9-2 where an AMR travels 

from one location to another, performing its assigned duties. We implement the Q-learning 

algorithm to the robot operation to learn and to decide on the obstacle-free path it should undergo 

to reach the closest safety exit based on its current location. This procedure can be considered a 

safety induction for AMR evacuation and is activated when the robot receives an evacuation 

signal from the factory. Our simulated manufacturing environment contains fixed obstacles that 

the AMR should avoid while finding its way to the closest exit. We assume that the AMR does 

not know anything about the safety exits and implement the Q-learning algorithm to make it learn 

with the principle of reward and punishment, the best way to a safe exit. In the design of our 

manufacturing environment, we split the factory into four areas with one safety exit each. We 

display the four areas' safety exits in Tables 9-6, 9-7, 9-8, and 9-9. 

 

Table 9-6: Factory area 1 locations and safety exit indexes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Table 9-7: Factory area 2 locations and safety exit indexes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Locations 
Safety exit 

location 

A G 

B G 

C G 

G G 

H G 

I G 

Locations Safety exit location 

M S 

N S 

O S 

S S 

T S 

U S 
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Table 9-8: Factory area 3 locations and safety exit indexes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 9-9: Factory area 4 locations and safety exit indexes. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Q-learning algorithm does not understand the location letter indexes format. A crucial step 

of our design is to convert our experimental factory into a matrix R of size m x m, where m is 

the number of locations of the manufacturing environment. We apply the Q-learning algorithm 

to the new matrix format representing the simulated manufactory factory. As per our factory in 

Figure 9-2, the size of the matrix R (m x m) is as follows: 

 

𝑚 = {𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐶 … , 𝑋} = 24  
 

   𝑅𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 = 24 ×  24 

 

Our initial matrix R values are mostly '0s' and '1s'. A '1' means that two locations (from the 

intersection of a row and a column) are neighbours, and there are no obstacles between them. 

A '0' represents an obstacle between two locations or two locations that do not share a border. 

The only value '10' designates the safety exit location for one factory area. The value that 

represents the safety exit can be any value higher than' 0' and '1' for the Q-learning algorithm 

to give more priority to the safety exit location. We display in Figure 9-8 the initial R matrix 

for our experimental factory (Figure 9-2) for the first area (Table 9-6) before implementing the 

Locations 
Safety exit 

location 

P W 

Q W 

R W 

V W 

W W 

X W 

Locations Safety exit location 

D E 

J E 

K E 

L E 

F E 

E E 
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Q-learning algorithm. After computing the Q-learning algorithm, the matrix R in Figure 9-

8 changes into another matrix displayed in Figure 9-9 with new reward values. Considering 

factory area 1, the reward value at the safety exit location G has increased from 10 to 33. When 

looking for the obstacle-free path to reach the closest safety exit, the AMR will aim for 

locations offering the best rewards until it gets to the safety exit with the highest reward value. 

Using the Q-learning algorithm in (9.4), we substitute the Hyperparameters’ values as 𝛼 = 1 

and 𝛾 = 0.7. Figure 9-9 is the Q-learning matrix for factory area 1. We implement a similar 

procedure to generate the Q-learning matrices for the three other areas. When applying the Q-

learning algorithm in other factory areas matrices, the main difference is the change in safety 

exit locations. In factory area 2, the exit changes from location G to location S. In factory area 

3, the new safety exit is location W, and in factory area 4, the safety exit location is E. 

We present in Table 9-10 the rewards values between all locations of factory area 1 according to 

the matrix in Figure 9-9. 

 

 

Figure 9-8: The initial environment matrix for factory area 1 before Q-learning 
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Figure 9-9: AMR Q-learning matrix for safety response in factory area 1 

 

 

 

Table 9-10: Factory area 1 locations reward values 

Travel locations Reward value Comment 

From A to B or from B to A 0 
The reward value is 0 because of the 

obstacle between the two locations 

From A to G 24  

From G to A 17 

The difference in reward is because going 

from G to A, the robot moves away from 

the safety location (G) but from A to G, it 

moves closer hence a higher reward. 

 

From B to C 10  

From C to B 13 

The difference in reward is because going 

from B to C, the robot moves away from 

the safety location (G) but from C to B, it 

moves closer hence a higher reward. 

 

From C to D 0 
The reward value is 0 because of the 

obstacle between the two locations 

From C to I 13  
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From I to C 10 

the difference in reward is because going 

from I to C, the robot moves away from 

the safety location (G) but from C to I, it 

moves closer hence a higher reward. 

 

From I to J 10  

From I to O 0 
The reward value is 0 because of the 

obstacle between the two locations 

From I to H 17  

From H to I 13 

The difference in reward is because going 

from H to I, the robot moves away from 

the safety location (G) but from I to H, it 

moves closer hence a higher reward. 

 

From H to N 13  

From H to G 24  

From G to H 13 

The difference in reward is because going 

from G to H, the robot moves away from 

the safety location (G) but from H to G, it 

moves closer hence a higher reward. 

 

From G to M 0 
The reward value is 0 because of the 

obstacle between the two locations 
 

 

 

The AMR selects locations with the highest rewards when learning its path to the safety exit. It 

cumulates rewards values until it gets to its destination. In order to display the location indexes 

selected by the AMR, we apply Algorithm 2 in Python. The selected path starts from the current 

location of the AMR is when it receives the evacuation signal. We simulate the path selection by 

inputting any factory locations and displaying the trajectory computed by the AMR. Figure 9-

10 presents one of our simulation results. The path generated by the AMR in factory area 1 when 

its current location is equal to ‘C’ (variable loc = ‘C’). We also display the AMR graphical path 

of Figure 9-10 in Figure 9-11 with the experimental manufacturing environment.  

 

The AMR procedure to reach the safety exit from location C can be summarized using Algorithm 

2 from row C, the highest reward value is ‘13’ for locations B and I. Since the reward value is 

the same, the AMR can decide to go via any two locations: B or I. B is the first location in the Q 

table before I; it has the preference. From C, the following path will be C-B. B is now the new 

starting position from which the AMR intends to reach the safety exit. We follow the same 

procedure to determine the following location it should go through by checking on the highest 

reward from row B. From Figure 9-11, we notice that the maximum reward in row B is the value 
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‘17’ in column location H. Therefore, H is selected as the following location after B until the 

AMR gets to G. As per Figures 9-10 and 9-11, the final trajectory displayed is C-B-H-G.  

 

 

 

Figure 9-10: AMR obstacle free path computed from location C 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9-11: Graphical obstacle free path selected by AMR from location C (Kiangala & Wang 

2021 c) 
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9.4 Result summary and discussion 

 

We designed an enhanced safety procedure for the operations of a smart manufacturing plant in 

an I40 environment as part of its innovation areas. Every manufacturing organization aims to 

establish a safe working environment to smoothly run their production activities and reach their 

targets (Dabous, S.A. et al. 2021). In a smart manufacturing environment where human operators 

and intelligent machines such as robots work together, the concept of safety becomes broader 

and involves the protection of operators and robots collaborating with them. Our enhanced safety 

procedure provides a safety induction model for AMR working in a factory to learn, through the 

Q-learning algorithm, the obstacle-free path to the closest safety exit in case of plant evacuation 

or emergency. We also incorporated a voice command signal as an added input to the factory 

controller (PLC) to abort plant activities in an emergency. This last function allows operators to 

respond timeously to emergencies, especially far away from physical plant ESTOPs. 

 

In order to test our system's reliability, we simulated a manufacturing environment with a total 

of twenty-four locations (from A to X) through with an AMR travels back and forth to 

accomplish its daily duties. We divided the plant into four areas and implemented the Q-

learning algorithm that attributed various rewards to the locations, with the highest reward 

given to the safety exit location index. When learning the trajectory to the exit, the AMR 

accumulates the best rewards values on its way until it reaches its destination. Our Q-learning 

method's simulation results demonstrate that an autonomous robot, on its own, finds the 

obstacle-free path to the closest safety exit from any location in case of an emergency. 

We improved the emergency response process of the manufacturing plant by implementing a 

speech recognition program that receives a voice command from an operator and behaves like 

a stopping button for the whole factory via its central PLC program. For simulation purposes, 

we used the word “emergency” to reset all outputs. The speech recognition program developed 

in Python is connected to a microphone to receive the signal and convert it to text. The 

communication between the Python code running on a PC and the plant PLC (A Siemens S7-

1200) does not use any intermediate controller. We installed specific libraries in Python and 

configured the PLC accordingly to create a proper communication channel. Our solution 

reduces the risks of delayed actions in emergencies due to the lack of proximity with the factory 

ESTOPs buttons. 
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9.5 Chapter summary 

 

In this chapter, we developed and designed an enhanced (experimental) safety response 

mechanism for a robot operating in a small manufacturing factory. Our safety mechanism 

generates a free obstacle path for the AMR to the closest exit in an emergency or evacuation. 

We used the Q-learning RL algorithm to compute the best path a robot could choose to the 

closest safety exit based on a trial-and-error principle and collect the best possible rewards 

along the path to the safety exit. We also added a new stopping interlock for a factory PLC (a 

Siemens S7-1200) via voice command to increase the operator’s ability to stop the system in 

case of emergency without because closer to the plant emergency stop button. We capture the 

voice command through a computer microphone connected to the PLC network and run a 

Python script to process the speech recognition system without any additional equipment. We 

went through theories on the RL algorithm, the Q-learning algorithm, and the speech 

recognition system that we utilize to produce our enhanced safety response mechanism. We 

explained the principal enhanced safety mechanism segments and their inner compositions. We 

developed a process algorithm enabling AMR to learn obstacle-free paths to the closest safety 

exists in case of evacuation, a speech recognition process algorithm for activating an 

evacuation signal to the central PLC using a voice command, and a final process algorithm 

merging the two segments of the safety mechanism. We also designed the experimental 

manufacturing environment with a location overview to test the enhanced safety mechanism, a 

speech recognition conversion graph for our system, and an operational workflow for the AMR 

to determine an obstacle-free trajectory to safety exits. 
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Chapter 10 : CONCLUSION, RESEARCH SUMMARY AND FUTURE 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

10.1 Research summary and discussion 

 

From our research objectives, we achieved the following: 

• The creation of a small innovative conceptual business model that transforms traditional 

organization structures into dynamic workplaces encouraging innovation. The designed 

business model is a foundation to ensure a durable and successful implementation of 

advanced and innovative techniques within manufacturing SMEs. Some essential 

features of the innovative business model are a continuous collaboration between 

production stakeholders (management, employees, and customers), active integration 

of customers’ inputs to the production process, and adequate training for all production 

stakeholders.  

  

• The selection of various advanced tools, techniques, and systems capable of increasing 

manufacturing production performances when successfully implemented. These 

techniques are PM, robust communication networks, automation of repetitive tasks, 

product customization, and enhanced safety mechanisms.  

  

• The optimization, adaptation, and application of these processes and tools for 

manufacturing SMEs environment using advanced technological concepts and some of 

the current state-of-the-art technologies such as AI and ML. We empowered the PM 

framework with CNN (an AI algorithm); we implemented TSN, edge computing, and 

zero-loss redundancy protocols technologies to create a robust communication network 

infrastructure; we automated parameters configurations of a SCADA system by 

merging MLR and DT ML algorithms; we designed an efficient product customization 

scheme for a traditional manufacturing plant using XGBoost and RF ML algorithms; 

we implemented an enhanced safety response system for a manufacturing factory by 

integrating speech recognition as an additional stopping interlock for a plant PLC and 

by creating a safety induction scheme that teaches AMR how to evacuate their working 

environment (to the closest safety exit) in case of emergency using the Q-learning 

algorithm. 
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We utilized the DSRM to conduct this research through which we designed, demonstrated, and 

assessed several optimized AI and advanced technological trends to build innovative solutions 

for manufacturing SMEs. The innovative solutions we built are PM, communication network 

infrastructure, automation of repetitious functions, product personalization, and safety response 

procedures. Unlike the few existing studies that focused on a single research aspect 

(technological or organizational) when suggesting innovative solutions for manufacturing 

SMEs, our research merges organizational with technological changes to provide a more 

practical guide for the successful application of new technologies. We mapped our proposed 

optimized, innovative solutions into the designed conceptual business model. 

As highlighted in chapter 1, the lack and rareness of SMEs-customized practical applications 

for advanced and innovative technologies slow down the embracement of new technologies by 

SMEs as on their own they are limited in terms of financial and HR they could invest on. It is 

one of the greatest motivations of this research. In this same chapter, we set up the research 

questions and objectives, which lead us to reach our research goal. Figure 10-1 is an illustration 

of the research questions and objectives and how our study addressed them. In chapter 2, we 

conducted a background and literature review on essential concepts that, actively or passively, 

contributed to building our innovative solutions: I40, AI, ML, SMEs, PM, product 

customization, business models, and much more. The durable implementation of new 

technologies in businesses depends highly on the type of organization structure in place. In 

chapter 3, we emphasize a new conceptual business model that encourages innovation and new 

technologies. We list and give a short highlight on the different innovation areas developed 

with our optimized AI and advanced techniques in chapter 4, focusing on data collection and 

analysis as the foundation of the optimized AI techniques. From Chapters 5 to 9, we describe 

the design, implementation, and experimental testing of our developed AI techniques and 

innovative methods. In chapter 5, we cover creating an intelligent PM framework for conveyor 

motors using CNN. We develop an improved network infrastructure for a small industrial 

factory by implementing technologies like TSN, edge computing, and zero-loss redundancy 

protocols in chapter 6. We implement an automatic parameter configuration scheme that 

transforms a traditional SCADA system into a self-configurable device empowered by DT and 

MLR ML models in chapter 7. In chapter 8, we design an adaptive product customization 

platform that allows customers to interact with a small factory production system by sending 

their personalized product requirements before production begins. We use two ML algorithms, 
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XGBoost and RF, as the core of the customization platform backend. In chapter 9, we introduce 

a safety response mechanism that provides an AMR with the safest obstacle-free trajectory to 

an exit in case of an emergency or evacuation. Our safety response mechanism also adds an 

interlock for a PLC plant by incorporating a voice command as a new way for the operator to 

stop the plant’s operations in case of an emergency without being closer to one of the 

emergency stops. In each of these chapters, we start by theoretically studying the algorithms 

and other technical concepts required for each innovation area. We develop operational flows 

and procedures to implement them practically. Moreover, we evaluate the results of our 

optimized technique by comparing them and their impact on several other existing algorithms 

or solutions. 

Our research contributes: to society by offering manufacturing SMEs, who constitutes the pillar 

of several countries’ economies, a practical guide (combining organizational and technical 

guidelines) to sustainably implement new technologies that have the potential to improve their 

operations significantly; in research by augmenting additional knowledge and literature to the 

field of practical applications for SMEs, in need of more materials, opening paths for further 

researches in this regard; in theory by providing practical means to convert abstract theoretical 

concepts such as ML algorithms into practical solutions for businesses, linking the gap between 

theoretical knowledge and practice. 

 

10.2 Future recommendations 

 

As we can observe from the conceptual business model displayed in Figure 4-1, our research 

did not cover all innovation areas listed. Future studies should be conducted to complete the 

design and demonstrate innovative areas such as decentralized, remote control, and monitoring 

of production processes, and digitalization of HR, employee management, and financial system 

linked to real-time production feedback. In this same line of ideas, more innovation areas can 

be populated in the innovative business model to match the specific requirements of different 

manufacturing businesses. Our research only provided a sample that can be adjusted and 

adapted to various other manufacturing SMEs' specifications. Further researches should be 

done to apply our proposed conceptual business model and the innovative technical solutions 

into various manufacturing SMEs sectors such as textile, food and beverage, packaging, and 

much more, to collect practical outcomes, differences, and abnormalities and suggest an 

improvement for a more robust system. 
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We built most of our ML (AI) models (CNN classification, MLR regression, DT regression, 

XGBoost regression, and RF classification) utilizing a relatively small amount of data 

considering SMEs' environment. The choice of ML algorithms and the results obtained 

depends highly on the training dataset loaded. More researches should consider larger and 

different datasets types to accommodate the future growth and diverge manufacturing industry. 

A larger and different dataset type would affect the ML outcomes and the type of algorithms 

implemented. For example, when considering the CNN classification model in our intelligent 

PM framework, studies could consider including non-linear time-series input data type and 

implement Kernel PCA algorithm for dimensionality reduction instead of a standard PCA 

algorithm which will be irrelevant for this scenario. Several additional tuning parameters like 

the “Dropout” function could also be integrated into the CNN model to prevent overfitting. For 

larger datasets in product customization, researchers could use techniques such as Grid search 

to effectively deal with more extensive data sizes, for instance, when having multiple product 

parameters to personalize.  
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Figure 10-1: Research questions, objectives and answers 

 

Our research did not tackle the interaction of our new proposed innovative solutions with 

existing factory components. Future studies should be conducted to find efficient ways to 

utilize legacy devices, software, and components installed in manufacturing factories with new 
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innovative solutions suggested in this research and progressively phase out the most outdated 

ones. 
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APPENDICES 

5.3.4.2 1. Programming codes 

 

 A. An intelligent PM framework using CNN and time-series imaging 
 

#PCA time-series dimensionality reduction in RStudio IDE 

# Importing the dataset 

dataset = read.csv('parameters1.csv') 

 

# Splitting the dataset into the Training set and Test set 

install.packages ('caTools') 

library (caTools) 

set.seed(123) 

split = sample.split(dataset$Fault, SplitRatio = 0.8) 

training_set = subset (dataset, split == TRUE) 

test_set = subset (dataset, split == FALSE) 

  

# Feature Scaling 

training_set [-12] = scale (training_set [-12]) 

test_set [-12] = scale (test_set [-12]) 

 

# Applying PCA 

install.packages ('caret') 

library (caret) 

install.packages ('e1071') 

library (e1071) 

pca = preProcess(x = training_set[-12], method = 'pca', pcaComp = 2) 

training_set = predict (pca, training_set) 

training_set = training_set[c (2, 3, 1)] 

test_set = predict (pca, test_set) 

test_set = test_set[c (2, 3, 1)] 
 

#SVM classification modelling using the above PCA data to compare results with CNN 

classification 
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# Fitting SVM to the Training set 

install.packages ('e1071') 

library (e1071) 

classifier = svm(formula = Fault ~ ., 

                 data = training_set, 

                 type = 'C-classification', 

                 kernel = 'linear') 

 

# Predicting the Test set results 

y_pred = predict (classifier, newdata = test_set[-3]) 

 

# Making the Confusion Matrix 

cm = table (test_set[, 3], y_pred) 

# PCA time-series data conversion into images using GAF in Python IDE (sample code 

for case1, same applies for case2 and case 3) 

 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

from mpl_toolkits.axes_grid1 import ImageGrid 

from pyts.image import GramianAngularField 

import pandas as pd 

 

 

#Load Dataset 

dataset = pd.read_csv("case1.csv") 

 

 

# Transform the time series into Gramian Angular Fields 

gasf = GramianAngularField(image_size=3, method='summation') 

X_gasf = gasf.fit_transform (dataset) 

gadf = GramianAngularField(image_size=3, method='difference') 

X_gadf = gadf.fit_transform (dataset) 

 

# Settings of the converted images 

fig = plt.figure(figsize=(8, 4)) 

grid = ImageGrid(fig, 111, 

                 nrows_ncols=(1, 2), 

                 axes_pad=0.15, 

                 share_all=True, 

                 cbar_location="right", 

                 cbar_mode="single", 

                 cbar_size="7%", 

                 cbar_pad=0.3, 

                 ) 

#Generate Gramian images for each time series one by one starting by [0] 

images = [X_gasf [0], X_gadf [0]] 

titles = ['GASF', 'GADF'] 

for image, title, ax in zip(images, titles, grid): 

    im = ax.imshow(image, cmap='rainbow', origin='lower') 
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    ax.set_title (title, fontdict={'fontsize': 12}) 

ax.cax.colorbar (im) 

ax.cax.toggle_label (True) 

#plt.suptitle('Gramian Angular Fields', y=0.98, fontsize=16) 

plt.show () 
 

 

 

# Convolutional Neural Network using ReLU in Python IDE 

 

# Part 1 - Building the CNN 

 

# Importing the Keras libraries and packages 

import numpy as np 

from keras.models import Sequential 

from keras.layers import Convolution2D 

from keras.layers import MaxPooling2D 

from keras.layers import Flatten 

from keras.layers import Dense 

from sklearn.metrics import confusion_matrix 

import sklearn.metrics as metrics 

from keras.preprocessing.image import ImageDataGenerator 

 

 

# Initializing the CNN 

classifier = Sequential() 

 

# Step 1 - Convolution 

classifier.add(Convolution2D(32, 3, 3, input_shape = (64, 64, 3), activation = 'relu')) 

 

# Step 2 - Pooling 

classifier.add(MaxPooling2D(pool_size = (2, 2))) 

 

# Step 3 - Flattening 

classifier.add(Flatten()) 

 

# Step 4 - Full connection 

classifier.add(Dense(output_dim = 128, activation = 'relu')) 

classifier.add(Dense(output_dim = 3, activation = 'softmax')) 

 

# Compiling the CNN 

classifier.compile(optimizer = 'adam', loss = 'categorical_crossentropy', metrics = 

['accuracy']) 

 

# Part 2 - Fitting the CNN to the images 

 

train_datagen = ImageDataGenerator (rescale = 1./255, 

                                   shear_range = 0.2, 

                                   zoom_range = 0.2, 
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                                   horizontal_flip = True) 

 

test_datagen = ImageDataGenerator (rescale = 1./255) 

 

#Change the directory path accordingly 

training_set = 

train_datagen.flow_from_directory('C:/Convolutional_Neural_Networks/newdataset/Training

', 

                                                 target_size = (64, 64), 

                                                 batch_size = 32, 

                                                 class_mode = 'categorical') 

 

#Change the directory path accordingly 

test_set = 

test_datagen.flow_from_directory('C:/Convolutional_Neural_Networks/newdataset/Test', 

                                            target_size = (64, 64), 

                                            batch_size = 32, 

                                            class_mode = 'categorical', 

                                            shuffle = False) 

 

classifier.fit_generator(training_set, 

                         samples_per_epoch = 12000, 

                         nb_epoch = 3, 

                         validation_data = test_set, 

                         nb_val_samples = 3000) 

 

 

test_steps_per_epoch = np.math.ceil (test_set.samples / test_set.batch_size) 

 

predictions = classifier.predict_generator (test_set, steps = test_steps_per_epoch) 

# Get most likely class 

predicted_classes = np.argmax (predictions, axis=1) 

 

true_classes = test_set.classes 

class_labels = list (test_set.class_indices.keys ())    

 

report = metrics.classification_report(true_classes, predicted_classes, 

target_names=class_labels) 

print (report)  

print (confusion_matrix(test_set.classes, predicted_classes)) 
 

 

 

# Convolutional Neural Network using PReLU in Python IDE 
 

 

# Part 1 - Building the CNN 
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# Importing the Keras libraries and packages 

import numpy as np 

from keras.models import Sequential 

from keras.layers import Convolution2D 

from keras.layers import MaxPooling2D 

from keras.layers import Flatten 

from keras.layers import Dense 

from keras.layers.advanced_activations import PReLU 

from keras.initializers import Constant 

from sklearn.metrics import confusion_matrix 

import sklearn.metrics as metrics 

from keras.preprocessing.image import ImageDataGenerator 

 

# Initialising the CNN 

classifier = Sequential() 

 

# Step 1 - Convolution 

classifier.add (Convolution2D (32, 3, 3, input_shape = (64, 64, 3), activation = 'linear')) 

classifier.add (PReLU (alpha_initializer=Constant (value=0))) 

 

# Step 2 - Pooling 

classifier.add (MaxPooling2D (pool_size = (2, 2))) 

 

 

# Step 3 - Flattening 

classifier.add (Flatten ()) 

 

# Step 4 - Full connection 

classifier.add (Dense(output_dim = 128, activation = 'linear')) 

classifier.add (PReLU (alpha_initializer=Constant (value=0))) 

classifier.add (Dense (output_dim = 3, activation = 'softmax')) 

 

# Compiling the CNN 

classifier.compile (optimizer = 'adam', loss = 'categorical_crossentropy', metrics = 

['accuracy']) 

 

# Part 2 - Fitting the CNN to the images 

 

 

train_datagen = ImageDataGenerator (rescale = 1./255, 

                                   shear_range = 0.2, 

                                   zoom_range = 0.2, 

                                   horizontal_flip = True) 

 

test_datagen = ImageDataGenerator (rescale = 1./255) 

 

#Change directory path accordingly 
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training_set = 

train_datagen.flow_from_directory('C:/Convolutional_Neural_Networks/newdataset/Training

', 

                                                 target_size = (64, 64), 

                                                 batch_size = 32, 

                                                 class_mode = 'categorical') 

 

#Change directory path accordingly 

test_set = 

test_datagen.flow_from_directory('C:/Convolutional_Neural_Networks/newdataset/Test', 

                                            target_size = (64, 64), 

                                            batch_size = 32, 

                                            class_mode = 'categorical', 

                                            shuffle = False) 

classifier.fit_generator (training_set, 

                         samples_per_epoch = 12000, 

                         nb_epoch = 3, 

                         validation_data = test_set, 

                         nb_val_samples = 3000) 

 

 

test_steps_per_epoch = np.math.ceil (test_set.samples / test_set.batch_size) 

 

predictions = classifier.predict_generator(test_set, steps=test_steps_per_epoch) 

# Get most likely class 

predicted_classes = np.argmax (predictions, axis=1) 

 

true_classes = test_set.classes 

class_labels = list (test_set.class_indices.keys ())    

 

report = metrics.classification_report(true_classes, predicted_classes, 

target_names=class_labels) 

print (report)  

print (confusion_matrix(test_set.classes, predicted_classes)) 

 

 

 B. Automatic parameter configuration using MLR and DT ML algorithms 

 

 

#Multiple Linear Regression 

 
# Importing the dataset 

dataset = read.csv('Dataset1.csv') 

 
# Splitting the dataset into the Training set and Test set 

 
#install.packages('caTools') 
library(caTools) 
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set.seed(123) 

split = sample.split(dataset$Heating.pressure, SplitRatio = 0.8) 

training_set = subset (dataset, split == TRUE) 

test_set = subset (dataset, split == FALSE) 

 
# Feature Scaling 

# training_set = scale(training_set) 

# test_set = scale(test_set) 

# Fitting Multiple linear regression to the training set 

regressor = lm(formula = Heating.pressure ~ ., 

               data = training_set) 

 
#Predicting the Test Set Result 

y_pred = predict (regressor, newdata = test_set) 

 

 

 

#Decision Tree Regression 

 
#Importing dataset 
 

dataset = read.csv('DataDT.csv') 

dataset = dataset[1:2] 

 

 
#Splitting the dataset into training set and test set 

#install.packages('caTools') 

#library(caTools) 

#set.seed(123) 

#split = sample.split(dataset$Salary, SplitRatio = 2/3) 

#training_set = subset(dataset, split == TRUE) 

#test_set = subset(dataset, split == FALSE) 

 

 
#Fitting the Decision Tree Regression Model to the dataset 

#install.packages('party') 

library(party) 

library(rpart) 

regressor = rpart(formula = Number.of.Bumps ~ ., 

                  data = dataset, 

                  control = rpart.control(minsplit = 10)) 

 

 
#Predicting a new result with the Decision Tree Regression model 

 

y_pred = predict (regressor, data.frame (Product.Weight = 550)) 

y_pred = predict (regressor, data.frame (Product.Weight)) 

 

 C. Product customization framework using XGBoost and RF ML algorithms 
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The programming code and data utilized are available online in Code ocean repository.                              

“An effective adaptive customization framework for small manufacturing plants using extreme 

gradient boosting-XGBoost and random forest ensemble learning algorithms in an Industry 4.0 

environment”: https://codeocean.com/capsule/2685317/tree/v1  

 

 

 D. Enhanced safety response mechanism using Q-learning and Speech recognition 

 

 

#Q-learning sample code for obstacle-free path selection (In Python IDE from Google 

colab) 

 

 

# Import the library 

import numpy as np 

 

 

# Set Hyperparameters values for the Q-learning algorithm 

alpha=1 

gamma=0.7 

 

# Mapping each location letter to a digit (Python does not understand the letters as locations). 

location_values = {'A':0,'B':1,'C':2,'D':3,'E':4,'F':5,'G':6,'H':7,'I':8,'J':9,'K':10,'L':11,'M':12, 

                     'N':13,'O':14,'P':15,'Q':16,'R':17,'S':18,'T':19,'U':20,'V':21,'W':22,'X':23} 

 

 

# Define a variable to receive the dynamic location for the simulation - the variable is a character. 

 

loc = '' 

loc =(input('Please enter your location ')) 

print(loc) 

 

# Selection of the closest 'Safe Target' based on the entered location 

 

if loc =='A' or loc =='B' or loc =='C' or loc =='G' or loc =='H' or loc =='I': 

  reward= np.array([ 

                    [0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0], 

                    [1,0,0,0,0,0,10,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0], 

https://codeocean.com/capsule/2685317/tree/v1
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                    [0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,1], 

                    [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0], 

                    ]) 

elif loc =='M' or loc =='N' or loc =='O' or loc =='S' or loc =='T' or loc =='U': 

  reward= np.array([ 

                    [0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0], 

                    [1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,10,1,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,1], 

                    [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0], 

                    ]) 

   

elif loc =='P' or loc =='Q' or loc =='R' or loc =='V' or loc =='W' or loc =='X': 

  reward= np.array([ 

                    [0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0], 
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                    [0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0], 

                    [1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,10,1], 

                    [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0], 

                    ]) 

else: 

  reward= np.array([ 

                    [0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,1,10,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0], 

                    [1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0], 

                    [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,1], 

                    [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0], 
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                    ]) 

 
# Reset the matrix B to zero assuming the autonomous robot does not know anything about the 

environment 
 

B= np.array(np.zeros([24,24])) 

 

 
# Computing the Q-learning algorithm to the reward matrix 

 

for x in range(1000): 

    location_current=np.random.randint(0,24) 

    next_actions= [] 

    for y in range(24): 

        if reward[location_current, y]>0: 

            next_actions.append(y) 

    next_location=np.random.choice(next_actions) 

    temp_difference= reward[location_current,next_location]+gamma*B[next_location, np.argmax(B[next_

location,])]-B[location_current,next_location] 

    B[location_current,next_location]=B[location_current,next_location]+alpha*temp_difference 

 

print(B.astype(int)) 

 

# State to Location require to display Route 

map_location = {state: location for location, state in location_values.items()} 

 

map_location 

 

 

# Code for Displaying Route 

 

def route(starting_location, ending_location): 

    route = [starting_location] 

    next_location = starting_location 

    while (next_location != ending_location): 

        starting_state = location_values[starting_location] 

        next_state = np.argmax(B[starting_state,]) 

        next_location = map_location[next_state] 

        route.append(next_location) 

        starting_location = next_location 

    return route    

 

#Print the route based on the selected location 

 

if loc =='A' or loc =='B' or loc =='C' or loc =='G' or loc =='H' or loc =='I': 

  print(route(loc,'G')) 

 

elif loc =='M' or loc =='N' or loc =='O' or loc =='S' or loc =='T' or loc =='U': 

  print(route(loc,'S')) 
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elif loc =='P' or loc =='Q' or loc =='R' or loc =='V' or loc =='W' or loc =='X': 

  print(route(loc,'W')) 

 

else: 

  print(route(loc,'E')) 

 

 

#Speech recognition to send voice command to S7-1200 Siemens PLC in Python IDE 

 

import snap7.client as c 

from snap7.util import * 

from snap7.types import * 

 

 

import pyttsx3 

import speech_recognition as sr  

 

 

def ReadMemory(plc,byte,bit,datatype): 

            result = plc.read_area(areas['MK'],0,byte,datatype) 

            if datatype==S7WLBit: 

                    return get_bool(result,0,bit) 

            elif datatype==S7WLByte or datatype==S7WLWord: 

                    return get_int(result,0) 

            elif datatype==S7WLReal: 

                    return get_real(result,0) 

            elif datatype==S7WLDWord: 

                    return get_dword(result,0) 

            else: 

                    return None 

 

def WriteMemory(plc,byte,bit,datatype,value): 

        result = plc.read_area (areas['MK'],0,byte,datatype) 

        if datatype==S7WLBit: 

                set_bool (result,0,bit,value) 

        elif datatype==S7WLByte or datatype==S7WLWord: 

                set_int (result,0,value) 

        elif datatype==S7WLReal: 

                set_real (result,0,value) 

        elif datatype==S7WLDWord: 

                set_dword (result,0,value) 

        plc.write_area (areas["MK"],0,byte,result) 

 

if __name__=="__main__": 

        plc = c.Client() 

        plc.connect ('172.16.2.254',0,1)  

        #WriteMemory (plc,0,1,S7WLBit,0) 

        #a=ReadMemory (plc,50,0,S7WLWord) 

        #print (a) 
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class Shutdown: 

 

    def Speak(self, audio):     #Method to Give Command 

        engine = pyttsx3.init('sapi5')  

        voices = engine.getProperty ('voices')  

        engine.setProperty ('voice', voices[1].id)  

        engine.say (audio)  

        engine.runAndWait ()     

         

       

    def takeCommand (self):    #Method to give Input as Voice  

        r = sr.Recognizer ()  

        with sr.Microphone() as source:  

            print('Listening')  

            r.pause_threshold = 0.7 

            audio = r.listen (source)  

   

            try:  

                print("Recognizing")  

                Query = r.recognize_google (audio, language='en-us')    #en= English 

                print("the query is printed='", Query, "'")  

   

            except Exception as e:      #handle Exception                               

                print("Please Speak Again")  

                return "None" 

            return Query  

 

    def sysstop (self):         #Method to stop the system 

        take = self.takeCommand()  

        choice = take 

 

        #Stopping the system 

        if choice == 'emergency':  

            print ("Shutting down Your System")  

            WriteMemory (plc,0,1,S7WLBit,1)  

            self.Speak ("System stopped") 

   

   

if __name__ == '__main__':    #Run the Code 

    Maam = Shutdown ()  

    Maam.sysstop () 
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5.3.4.3 2. Research Ethics Approval 
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